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The Editor’s Thoughts
AN IMPROVED DELIVERY SYSTEM FOR ST
SUBSCRIPTION MAGAZINES
All current subscribers to ST have been emailed (January
31, 2014) the MarchApril ST Subscriber Newsletter explaining a new, improved, and simplified access to your individual
ST subscription magazines. All new subscribers (beginning
with the MarchApril 2014 issue), will automatically be notified when subscribing, via their individual “Order Finish Page”
received immediately after subscribing.
HOW IT WORKS
All subscribers to Saxophone Today need only to login to your account, then navigate
to your Saxophone Today purchase “Order Finish Page” (which remains in place as long
as you are a subscriber). Simply click, or touch the gray box titled: Read Magazine
and you’ll be taken to a webpage containing all your magazine issues (as your subcription progresses thoughout the year). Click (or touch) an individual ST magazine cover to
open and read Saxophone Today. No separate magazine specific password needed.
A GUIDE TO ACCESSING YOUR ORDER FINISH PAGE
The link immediately below (also listed on the Saxophone Today website under ST
Helper Tips) is an updated 1-page PDF giving you step-by-step instructions to get to
your “Order Finish Page” anytime you wish (and hence your ST magazines):
http://www.saxophonetoday.com/v/vspfiles/PDFfiles/STCustomerLogin_BasicPage.pdf
NEW RE-DESIGNED FRONT COVER
I’d like to think I came up with the new cover design all by myself, but I didn’t.
Although I had been thinking about it. I thank Tony Dagradi in New Orleans for his
collection of possible front cover designs that he created on computer and emailed to me
completely out of the blue. Tony used the ST logo in his designs, which I had wanted
to name the magazine originally, but domain names cannot be only two letters. Tony’s
talents as an accomplished saxophonist are equalled by his keen eye for graphic design
on computer. Saxophone Today = ST, and vice versa. Thanks Tony!
ST READER COMMENTS EMAILED TO ME
This is where the rubber meets the road. I have received many complimentary emails
from ST subscribers thanking me for ST, and offering kudos. Your words of support
have been a pleasure to read and I thank-you for subscribing.
SUBSCRIBERS ASKING FOR HELP VIA EMAIL
98% of ST subscribers have managed the ST website with no problems, and gotten
to their magazines. That’s good news. And I’ve answered all subscriber emails needing
help, which primarily involved navigating to the (overlooked) “Order Finish Page” to
grap the magazine. I appreciate everyone who emailed me and asked for help. I will continue to respond to questions ASAP emailed to saxophonetoday@saxophonetoday.com. §
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BE BOLD• BE HEARD• GET SERIOUS•
The New JET from JodyJazz
The new JET mouthpiece utilizes state
of the art CNC techniques to create
innovative new baffle technology which
maximizes airflow and generates an
extraordinarily clean, bright
yet versatile sound.

New JodyJazz
JET Alto available
in tip openings 5 – 10
Visit JodyJazz.com for more info.

Tia Fuller
photo by Keith Major

Tia Fuller Interview By Thomas Erdmann

T

Inter view By Thomas Erdmann

here is little in the world of music that Tia Fuller
has not yet explored and accomplished. Years of
leading her own jazz groups have led to many accolades including the recent Downbeat Critics Poll where she
topped two of the Rising Star categories, Alto Saxophone
and Flute. The critics love her. Critic Ken Dryden calls her
playing “explosive (and) often gritty,” and Richard Skelly
seconding that with, “Fuller is surely one of the hottest
young lionesses to come along in traditional jazz in the last
decade.”
In the world of pop, R&B and rock Tia toured for five
years as a member of Beyoncé’s band, even being featured
on the The Beyoncé Experience: Live DVD. Other great musicians who have called upon Fuller’s transcendent abilities
include JoAnne Brackeen, Terri Lynn Carrington, Jimmy
Heath, T.S. Monk, Ralph Peterson, Esperanza Spaulding,
Steve Turre, and Nancy Wilson to list just a few of the
heavy hitters who know Fuller’s worth.
Fuller’s also done a lot of big band work with not only the
all-women band DIVA, but also in groups lead by legends
Don Byron, Jon Faddis, Charlie Persip, and Gerald Wilson,
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as well as the Duke Ellington big band.
Her love of education is so strong that when not on the
road Fuller is often found leading masterclasses and adjudicating music festivals in high schools, colleges and jazz
festivals throughout the world. Some of her past teaching
experiences include the University of Colorado at Boulder,
where she ran a big band and taught jazz improvisation,
the Stanford Jazz Workshop, and serving as Director of the
Jazz Museum of Harlem’s Harmony in Harlem Ensemble.
Perhaps her sense of educational acumen is best seen
when she was asked to be the Keynote Speaker at the Jazz
Institute of New Jersey’s Graduation ceremony; as well as
recently appointed as a full-time professor at the Berklee
College of Music in Boston.
None of the above takes into account Fuller’s striking
abilities as a great composer and arranger. Today she
continues to utilize her strong work ethic that made her
such a success in the first place, as well as her educational
background: including a Bachelor’s Degree from Spelman College and a Master’s Degree in Jazz Pedagogy and
Performance from the University of Colorado at Boulder,
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to continue her evolution as a
musician, educator, composer
and performer. One of the
most positive people you will
ever meet, Fuller’s future will
undoubtedly continue to climb.

Tia Fuller’s Equipment
• Soprano – 991 model Yanagasawa with a Yanagasawa
mouthpiece, Vandoren Red box 3 reeds, and an Optimum ligature.
• Alto – Yanagasawa 9935 with a Vandoren A6 small
chamber mouthpiece, Vandoren Red box 3 reeds, and an
Optimum ligature
• Flute – Avanti

This is truly the age of great
saxophone manufacturing. With all the choices available
today, why do you play Yanagasawa?
Oh my goodness, why not? The resonance and sound of
the horn is truly amazing. With the combination of the
Yanagasawa and Vandoren mouthpieces and reeds, I get
an even and responsive sound out of my horns. They’re all
handmade at the factory, not machine milled, which means
there is a lot of attention to detail. This detail
allows for the saxophone to vibrate, and in essence, feels like an extension of myself. There
is an undeniable presence of these horns, constantly recreating a great musical experience,
why would I play anything else?
Why don’t we start with the Beyoncé questions first. You were doing a lot of playing in
New York, both leading your own bands and
playing in those of other musicians, when you
went to an open audition Beyoncé held for her
all-woman band. What did the initial audition
consist of, and what did the callback auditions
entail?
The initial audition consisted of playing
Work It Out, which is one of Beyoncé’s songs,
in G minor. The line for the auditions was so
long you had to wait four or five hours to be
heard. I had just come from a rehearsal with
my band, we were about to go into the studio
to record my second album, Healing Space,
and somehow I was able to edge myself into
the middle of the line so I wouldn’t have to
wait quite so long. I went in, and the Music
Director, pretty much said “catch the hits
where you can,” so I played, and pretty much
just soloed over a G minor vamp. Later that
week, after I had finished my recording session, I got a call in the studio on Friday night
that I had made the callbacks, which were going to be held on Saturday. If it had been any
other day that week I wouldn’t have been able
to attend the callbacks because I was booked
in the studio. Everything worked out perfectly.
Saturday was the first callback and, in total,
was a ten hour process. There was lots of
waiting and waiting. There were probably 300
to 400 girls there. This audition consisted of
putting us together in different combinations
to see who sounded the best together on the
song Deja Vu. It was, however, more waiting
around than anything else.
There was going to be one more round of
callbacks, but at the end of the day my name
wasn’t called to come back. Thank God BeSaxophone Today

yoncé had walked in just two
people before I auditioned
that day. If it wasn’t for her
being there, essentially, I
wouldn’t have made the band.
What had happened was that
Beyoncé had asked her Musical Director where I was in
the list for the second day of callbacks. When she found out
my name hadn’t been called, she personally came back to
where I was to tell me I made it to the next round. The final
day, was another all-day session of putting different groups
together, but this time there were about 100 girls, that
made the final stage. When she initially chose the 10 of us
to be in the play together for the first time, it felt like a jam

www.saxdakota.com
www.pheatontrumpet.com
pjlabiz2@aol.com
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session. Beyoncé was there, Jay-Z, Kelly Rowland, Beyoncé’s mom and dad, her whole entourage, and everyone was
rocking out and having a good time. When the final band
was put together it just didn’t sound like an audition, it
truly sounded like a group of musicians that came together
to create exciting and beautiful music.
What advice do you have for young musicians when they go
to an audition in order to maximize success?
First and foremost, you have to be yourself and allow your
voice to speak. You of course have to play in the genre of
the music, but allow your personality to prevail through the
audition. Secondly, you have to definitely prepare yourself
and make sure you know what the particular audition calls
for, and then prepare yourself accordingly.
You went to an all-women’s college, and you have not only
women, including your sister, in your bands, but you’ve also
led an all-women band as well. Keyboardist Rachel Z told
me the vibe is very different in an all-women’s band as compared to a band that has both genders in it, and that was
part of the reason she formed her own all-women trio. Did
you find the same thing to be true working with Beyoncé’s
all-women band, and if so, can you describe what’s different
about it?
I’d have to agree with Rachel, but that’s not to say it’s
better or worse, it’s just very different in a band full of
women from a band full of men. I honestly feel it has something to do with our biological makeup, and here I mean
the biological makeup of women vs. men. Of course there
are always exceptions, but the place in which we innately
cultivate, nurture and create life, stems from the internal,
opposed to external. Due to the fact that our reproductive
organs are internalized, a woman’s approach is an extension of the full range of emotions we experience day to day...
allowing for the music to have a certain element of ‘give’ or
‘elasticity.’ Not to mention that, the womb that nurtures,
cultivates and gives birth to human life, can metaphysically be the same place we create, nurture and birth music.
Men’s reproductive organ, on the other hand, is external.
This isn’t to say men can’t feel internally and women can’t
feel externally, all I’m saying is that the innate place of
cultivating music, due our biological make-up, is different
between men and women. Furthermore, there is a certain
amount of elasticity, and openness that happens in the music that is not necessarily always present when women play
with men.
For example, I played with Christian McBride’s band,
Inside Straight, right after I had played in Terri Lynn
Carrington’s Mosaic (all-women). With Christian McBride
there was a certain amount of relentlessness to the beat.
The spirit was amazing and very driving, whereas playing in Terri’s band the spirit was equally amazing but the
music had more of an elasticity to the beat, a push and
pull of interaction. It’s quite remarkable to explore the two
differences while both groups are maintaining extremely
high-level of musical integrity.
When you’re on the road, how do you keep your chops together?
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When I was on the road with Beyoncé, I used to create
practice spaces in the arena. If there was a restroom in the
arena or a space underneath the arena seats, I would tuck
myself in there to practice, before the show. In the beginning I used to wear-out my bandmates and the Beyoncé
crew because they were always hearing me practice. But
I’m happy to say that they actually got used to the sound
of a jazz saxophonist, off in the wings somewhere. I even
went as far to practice early one morning on the tour bus,
in the back lounge. There was only a sliding door separating the lounge and the bunks, and a pillow barely muffling
my sound, I thought they wouldn’t be able to hear me. I was
very wrong to say the least. I would practice in my hotel
room, trying to put a towel or something in my bell. While
on the road with my own band it’s the same. We have our
own hotel room, so we’ll all practice in our rooms. I also do
a lot of listening when on the road; mentally practicing different concepts or ideas that i could think about throughout
the course of a day.
Lots of teachers talk about the importance of careful listening, but then never outline what that means. When you’re
playing with your band there is a lot of careful listening and
communication going on between all of you. The way your
band plays on My Shining Hour from Decisive Steps is just
one of many excellent examples from your CDs. When you
talk to students about careful listening, how do you instruct
them to listen in order to not allow the music to turn into a
play-along session?
I was just sharing this with my students last week. There
are three different types of listening and studying music
that work for me. They are conscious listening, subconscious listening, and super-conscious listening. Not only do
those three different levels work for listening, but also for
playing. In the first type of listening you want to be able to
consciously sit down and listen to a recording and to hear
what is going on. Then, in the second type of listening, you
want to take what you heard to the point where you are
able to sing what you heard, and sing it back to yourself;
creating a repository of information to pull from. For example, if you’re learning a solo, you have to be able to sing that
part back to yourself so it becomes part of your internalized self. Then the third level, super-conscious listening, is
listening and experiencing the spirit of the music. Allowing
all of the emotions that you feel, and the sonic interpretation to penetrate your being; becoming an active participant
of the music in that moment.
When one listens to your recordings one can’t but conclude
you to be unapologetically a true hardbop woman. For others who want to follow in your hardbop footsteps, what do
you recommend they do to develop their harmonic chops to
the level you’ve developed yours?
I’d have to say transcribing solos by the masters and
learning them. You don’t necessarily have to write them
all out, but you have to learn the language in its entirety.
I think that is the most efficient way we can learn this
language and this music. It’s similar to what would happen
if you were placed in Germany for a year in that you would
be engrossed in all of the elements of the German language
and culture. With transcribing you’re not only able to check
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out different harmonic approaches, but you’re also able to
hear and work on phrasing, articulation, and sound. Those
are things that over time become a part of the subconscious
and super-conscious, eventually becoming part of your
sound.
It seems obvious to me, and please correct me if I’m wrong,
but you absolutely love having a really strong drummer
behind you, as on Windsoar and Ebb And Flow on Decisive
Steps, as just two of many examples. How did you develop
your sound for it to have the strength and power it has in order to be able to step up and play so equally with such great
powerful drummers?
I was 18 or 19 years-old when I first started sitting in
with bands when I was in Atlanta. I was at Spelman College at the time. One of the first drummers I was playing
with regularly was Terreon Gully. He is one of the first
drummers that set the standard for me. On top of that I
always playing with Rudy (Royston), my brother-in-law,
who played in the family band we had; Fuller Sound. Early
on when I first started becoming serious in the music I was
constantly surrounded by strong drummers. Secondly, in
high school I marched in the drum line playing the quads.
I used to practice my rudiments four hours a night during
marching band season. The time I spent really aided the
element of rhythm and syncopation I have in my playing, as
well as the interaction I desire with the drummer.
You’ve done some playing in the sax, bass and drums trio
formation live, and in an incredible rendition of So In Love
With All Of You on your Angelic Warrior CD. With all of
the possibilities inherent without a chordal instrument in a
group, how do you suggest saxophonists approach playing in
such a situation?
In a trio setting, absent of any chords or harmony, you
have an element of freedom to the point where you are not
tied down to certain harmonies. I suggest saxophonists
really explore the harmonic freedom they have, as well as
explore the variations of harmony that can be created based
off the bass player. Saxophonists should approach these
situations from the, “I can either deal with the note the
bass player is playing as the root of a harmonic foundation,
which I can then play off of,” or, “I can utilize that root in
the bass as another color in a chord which I can then create
myself.” There is more flexibility in the role I play when I’m
working with just bass and drums, and my role can be more
interchangeable. There is also a little more responsibility,
due to the fact that there is no chordal instrument providing a pallet of color. I can actually provide the colors a
chordal instrument would play, or I can provide the melody,
or provide the bass line when the bassist is playing a solo.
There is a lot of role shifting that can be done.
You don’t do a lot of standards, but when you do, as with
Cherokee on Angelic Warrior, you rearrange the composition. What are the criteria you use when you chose to cover a
standard?
You know, it comes down to me asking myself, what in a
particular standard do I want to expose and capitalize on.
The rhythm? The harmony? To create an open vamp for the
melody to soar over? Also do I have a connection with the
Saxophone Today

lyric of the tune and am I drawn to the melody.
Your playing on Cherokee is stellar. How do you council
young saxophonists who want to play fast tunes where the
chords are whizzing by in order to have them be so locked
into the rhythmic pocket as you are when you play fast?
You can only play fast if you can play slow. You have to
practice slowly and proficiently. In reading about Coltrane
I learned that he paid close attention to rhythmic precision and approaching the saxophone not only as a melodic
instrument, but as a percussive instrument. He made sure
he opened and closed the keys at the same time; with a
certain succinctness. This will add a level of precision to
your playing. This is part of what Trane did; he would hear
and listen for the cleanliness of moving from one note to
the next. I share this with my students, as to how playing
slow will develop this as aspect of your technique. Also, to
practice with a metronome, making sure that the percussiveness is right in alignment with the clicks of the metronome. Having technique will aid you when you play fast,
and ultimately help you play flawlessly.
You have marvelous abilities on flute and soprano saxophone. The soprano is a notoriously awkward instrument,
particularly in terms of intonation, yet you play it so beautifully as on Just A Journey on your Healing Space CD. What
advice do you have for young saxophonists when it comes to
developing abilities on this instrument?
Listen to great soprano players, that’s first. Second, practice with a tuner. Play long tones with the tuner. Know exactly where each note lies. Each saxophone has a different
voice and a different character. Certain notes will be sharp
and certain ones will be flat. It’s a matter of us knowing
exactly where each note lies on each individual instrument
so that when we go to play those notes we make the proper
adjustments. Practicing long tones with a tuner is a must.
You’ve played in a number of big bands, including the
Duke Ellington band from 2001 to 2004, as well as Gerald
Wilson’s great big band. What advice do you have for saxophonists who are playing the lead alto chair to help them be
successful?
Once again listening is important, and I suggest listening to people like Marshall Royal and Johnny Hodges, and
other great lead alto players. Saxophonists need to check
out what is the spark they have in their sound that allows
them to lead an ensemble. Secondly, vibrato. to learn how
to effectively use and manipulate that vibrato. Different
genres/ songs call for different types of vibrato. Knowing
where to place vibrato it in order to lead the saxophone
section, is important. I learned these things not only from
listening to other lead saxophonists of the great bands but
I also learned these things from playing in big bands with
particular saxophonists. Brad Leali used to play lead alto
with the Count Basie Orchestra, and I played second alto to
him in the Duke Ellington Orchestra. He really showed me
how to lead a sax section. He would be soaring over the sax
section. He made it very clear how things were supposed
to be played because his sound was so big. In addition, his
interpretation was very clear. Between playing with Brad,
and Bruce Williams who I used to play with in New Jersey
in Cecil Brooks’ Big Band, I learned a lot. Bruce was also
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very clear to follow. If you are a lead alto saxophonist, just
as if you are a lead trumpeter, there has to be an undeniable element of leadership in your playing. You have to play
with a, “Here it is, right or wrong, this is how we’re going to
play each phrase,” type of mentality. So really developing
your sound is important.
You’ve done a lot of adjudicating of both jazz combos and
big bands. What advice do you have for high school big band
directors to help them be more successful at jazz festivals?
To choose music that is conducive to the players in the
ensemble, music that highlights the strong points and players of their ensemble, but you also have to educationally
push the kids with the music you present. Also, make sure
that the literature you play for the festival covers different
styles, for example Latin, swing, rock, contemporary, etc.
Lastly, make certain that your programming or order is one
that includes a strong opener and even a stronger closer.
In addition to working as a leader you’re currently working
in percussionist Terri Lynn Carrington’s group, as well as
work with others such as Christian McBride’s band. When
you’re going to work with another artist, but you’re in the
position of being a member of their band, how do you prepare yourself? For example, do you check out their recordings to get a sense of their style? Do you learn the tunes off of
PDFs or recordings?
I go to the recordings first and foremost. In most cases,
actually in all cases, leaders want the music to sound like
the recording, unless they say they want something different. I check out the recordings first, even before I’ve gotten
the music, this way I can get the music in my head and in
my spirit. Then I go to the sheet music PDFs which give me
a point of reference and to help me learn different things
like melodies, solo sections, and chord changes.
You’ve also worked a lot with trumpeter Sean Jones. How
does playing in a band with a front line of trumpet and
saxophone differ from when you’re the only horn player in a
group?
One thing with Sean is that we’ve played together so
much that we’ve developed a oneness with regard to how
we approach phrasing and playing our lines together. He
is such a great leader that I’m able to listen to where he
is and to become one with his sound. In turn, he does the
same thing with me. The result is that we’re constantly in
the mindset of giving and listening to each other, approaching the music and each other in a very selfless way. In
playing in a front line that only includes myself I have more
liberty of my phrasing, articulation, etc. In those situations
I have more freedom to do what I want, at any given point
in time. With Sean, and with any other front line player,
I’m always cognizant of someone else’s musical presence by
trying to get inside of that musician’s sound, so that it becomes seamless. Then there are those situations where I’m
the leader and I have other front line players with me. In
those situations I have to make sure I set out very clearly
my concepts with regard to the phrasing and articulation.
You’ve been a member of a number of all-star groups,
including the Mack Avenue Super Band. How do you ap10

proach working in a band full of leaders like yourself?
In situations like that I usually come in and just try to
listen as much as I can, because there are so many leaders,
that we all have so many different perspectives. I usually
like to just get the vibe and contribute whatever something
different to the ensemble. Initially, I come into the situation
thinking of it as a sideman gig because there are so many
leaders. Then if asked to take lead on something, I then put
on the leader’s hat.
What qualities are you looking for in musicians when you’re
putting your own band together?
You know, picking the musicians for my band is usually
a byproduct of us hanging and being good friends, but more
so it’s the energy they bring to the music. Their perspective
and personality is also important. What is their voice, what
do they have that can be used and brought to enhance the
music? I also like to be able to hear their voice and the way
it fits within the ensemble.
One of the things I feel that really sets you apart from a lot
of other young jazz leaders is how you prominently feature
your fellow band members, not just on your live concerts,
but also on your CDs. Night Glow from Decisive Steps is just
one of many examples. You don’t make the music always
about you. You are a very magnanimous leader and I feel a
wonderful role model for young jazz musicians. Where does
this come from?
Music is a communal experience. Essentially it’s my band
members, my fellow musicians, who make it happen. Paying respect to my fellow band members and allowing them
to have a place to shine as well is important to me. I have
been blessed with many opportunities and with this comes
responsibility, the responsibility to share those blessings
with others. To me, in a spiritual sense, it’s not right for me
to think it’s all about me. It’s really my obligation to share
this music, which is a blessing, and therefore we have to
present opportunities to share the music and give space for
everyone to shine. The more I look at the different leaders,
like Beyoncé, Prince, or even Oprah Winfrey, the more I notice that they are opening up a platform for others succeed.
I’ve never really thought about it, but why not share, it’s
not for us to say, “Me me me me me.” The music should be
shared with the band members because they are the ones
who are essentially making everything happen for you.
You’ve been mentored by a number of artists in your life, including William “Profs” Fielder and Kenny Garrett. How do
you suggest young saxophonists find a mentor to help them?
Strategically place yourself in the environment you want
to become a part of. I remember when I was about 18 or
19 Kenny Garrett was playing in Atlanta. He walked by
and I completely froze. After that I thought, “I need to
strategically place myself in an environment where I can
meet him again and not freeze up.” So I went to one of his
performances. One of my good friends, Javon Jackson, is
good friends with Kenny. I placed myself at one of Kenny’s
performances, made sure Javon was there, and had Javon
introduce me to Kenny. From there on it was history. But
young saxophonists need to think about who they want to
have as a mentor. The first step is to put the energy out
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there, and have the vision for themself. Second, know it’s
possible to actually meet these people. Third, place yourself in that environment where you can meet and get their
information. This is the way you can develop a working
relationship with mentors to where you can ask questions
and seek guidance.
A lot of the classical saxophone artists I’ve interviewed have
talked about the importance for them to also have abilities
in jazz. In fact, many of them have spent significant time
studying jazz and jazz playing styles. Do you, as a jazz musician, spend any time practicing classical technique?
I just started back, practicing classical. Practicing pieces
like the Ibert, Marcel Mule and Klose book of exercises. I
think it’s important to practice classical technique in order
to keep your technical facilities up. I do know a lot of jazz
saxophonists who incorporate classical technique into their
practice sessions. It showed me how to control the saxophone, especially the alto. It was when, I learned how to
control my sound that I started finding all sorts of ways
to alter my tone, manipulate sound and produce different
nuances. This wouldn’t have happened without the classical
training.
When you were young, how did you work on improvisation?
When I was young I practiced a lot of scales and patterns.
I also remember practicing the Omnibook in high school. I
started scratching the surface on soloing in my junior and
senior year in high school, and attending jazz camps in the
summer. Then, while I was still young, I started sitting in
with different bands. Then at gigs I used the element of application, where when I was at a gig I would try to work on
things I had been practicing in the practice room. I was able
to find a way to apply the things I was practicing.
After early lessons on the piano as a child, you started to
play the flute before you began playing the saxophone. How
important has it been for you in your professional life to
have doubling abilities?
Very important. It’s allowed me to become more versatile,
and well-rounded musician, which in turn has helped me
get more work. In general it depends what kind of saxophone player you want to be. If you want to work in the big
band arena, and even in the small group arena, having doubling abilities really helps. Knowing how to play another
instrument is never going to hurt. If you go with the flute
or the clarinet, it will help, because people always want a
different texture.
How does the compositional process work for you?
It changes. 95 percent of the time it’s something that
comes straight from my spirit, in its purest form. It’s not
me sitting down and trying to force something out. Usually
something will just come to me, while I’m in my car or cooking dinner, getting dressed or sitting on an airplane, when
it happens. I write down whatever it is as quickly as I can,
or I’ll sing it into my phone. Then when i can get to a piano,
then I’ll go to the piano and figure out the chords that go
to that melody or bass line, that came to me. Now with
modern day technology and iPhones, there are certain applications I can use to help me remember what I’m hearing
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in my head. I have an iTalk application on my phone where
I can just sing right into my phone, and the quality of the
recording is great. For example, on my Angelic Warrior CD,
the song Descend To Barbados i heard while I was on plane.
I immediately sang the melody into my voice notes, then
I sang the bass line, and recorded it. It wasn’t until I got
home that I was able to put it all together with the chords.
This is usually my process.
What advice do you have for high school students who are
thinking of making music their career?
I say to move in faith and not fear. To be clear with your
vision for yourself. Don’t allow fear to dictate your choices.
Also, to have a crystalized vision for yourself of what you
want and allow to set goals for yourself, that you hold
yourself to attain. Based on where one is now and where
one wants to be, to see that goal point, then scale back and
see what steps you have to take to connect you to where you
want to go. Then between those two points, connect the dots
from where you are today to where you want to be in ten
years. A large part of putting that vision together is setting
goals, both long term and short term. I was just talking
about this to one of my students in my last ensemble rehearsal. Lastly, to have patience and not to lose your faith,
but know there is always a way. §
Click Blue Links Below To View Websites & Videos

Tia Fuller’s Website
http://www.tiafuller.com/
•
Tia’s Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/tiafullerjazz
•
Tia Fuller Angelic Warrior CD
http://www.mackavenue.com/artists/detail/tia_fuller/
•
YouTube Videos
Tia Fuller - I Can’t Get Started
(Live at Detroit Jazz Fest 2010)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fNv2LfsG9o8
•
Tia Fuller Quartet
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYhpghHL-Ew
•
Vandoren’s Vandojam 2011 Namm (With Tia Fuller)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUbKChPY2fQ
•
Voice Of America
Beyond Category, Eric Felten Host
Tia Fuller Playing Bebop Saxophone
http://www.voanews.com/media/video/1606999.html
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The Sightreading Workbook
for Piccolo, Flute, Oboe, English Horn
and Saxophone Edition
Dr. Richard A. Schwartz,
Silver Key Music, $15.00
Recommended for intermediate to advanced saxophonists.
Author Richard Schwartz’s Webpage
At Eastern New Mexico University:
http://fine-arts.enmu.edu/programs/music/faculty/richardschwartz.shtml

S

axophonist Richard Schwartz is best known for his
widely used 1997 intonation tool The Tuning CD.
He has also previously published a book on circular
breathing, and worked to commission a number of works
from young Boston composers while he was active in that
area. Now residing in Louisiana, Schwartz earned degrees
from Temple University, University of Michigan and Boston
University.
It is too often stated that the only way to improve as a
sightreader is for them to sightread. However, this is easier
said than done because most music has small pockets of
material that challenge our sightreading skills, separated
by long passages of more simple or predictable writing that
is not as helpful in sightreading training. Schwart’s book focuses on those challenging moments, packing them into 161
brief passages. All but the last few exercises are only eight
measures long each. That very short length actually helps
the concentration, and teaches the eye to try to see each
passage as a whole. The book is divided into two chapters;
the first section contains only pitches and rhythms, while
the second section adds dynamics and phrasing marks.
This book is not for beginners, but that’s the point: firstor second-year students can find a wide variety of music
that is unfamiliar and challenging because of their relative lack of experience. In contrast, this book addresses the
true lack of challenging sightreading examples for more
advanced players. The material demands the saxophonist’s
attention right away. Even the first few examples modulate
to rather distant key signatures, although they are quite
straightforward rhythmically. After only a few pages, the
modulations that occur in almost every example start to
move to more unusual key signatures, the rhythms become
a bit more syncopated, and there are sixteenth notes. By
the 30th exercise, we are dealing with odd meters, metric
shifts and unexpected accidentals.
These short pieces are all the more effective because they
can be used in a number of ways. Students can learn the
miniature studies three or four at a time, practicing them
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as they would an etude. Or, the studies can be brought out
only during lessons as true sightreading challenges. In
addition, students who are “rhythmically challenged” could
benefit from singing or playing only the rhythms of these
examples, removing the technical challenges and concentrating on the rhythmic reading weakness that plagues so
many younger students. Many of these exercises would also
make excellent short sightreading examples for ensemble
auditions. §
Pepper Adams’ Joy Road: An Annotated Discography
Gary Carner
Scarecrow Press, $57.95
Recommended for jazz fans, teachers, and libraries.
All information and a huge Pepper Adams resource:
http://www.pepperadams.com
Available On Amazon.com

T

his is, on the surface, a book-sized discography, a
listing of all known recordings of the great baritone
saxophonist Pepper Adams. But, the academicsounding “discography” category does not adequately
describe the exhaustive work that author Gary Carner has
done to tell the story of Adams’ life in what amounts to a
gig-by-gig, session-by-session biography.
Park “Pepper” Adams, one of the greatest jazz baritone
saxophone voices since bebop, grew up in Detroit and
there had instruction from Wardell Gray, undertook early
collaborations with fellow Detroiters Barry Harris, Blue
Mitchell, then in the bands of Lucky Thompson and others.
By his late twenties, he was a member of the house band at
the famous Bluebird jazz club, and there became close musical associates with one of the great “royal families” of jazz:
Thad, Elvin and Hank Jones. He worked endless gigs with
them, in their own band as well as accompanying major
soloists as they came through town.
Later, he became a member of Stan Kenton’s band, Benny
Goodman groups, and co-led groups with Donald Byrd and
others. Perhaps his most well-known association was with
Thad Jones, as a member of the Thad Jones-Mel Lewis
Orchestra from its inception through 1977, and also recording in small groups with Thad, including the historic Mean
What You Say LP. Baseball fans will love the fact that Adams got his nickname from St. Louis Cardinals Gashouse
Gang ballplayer Pepper Martin because of his uncanny
physical resemblance to Martin as a kid.
Author Carner spent decades devoting his life’s work
to gathering information on every performance recording
that existed on Adams; not just his many studio sessions,
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but also hundreds of live performance
tapes. With great precision, each of
these concerts and recording sessions
is painstakingly chronicled in terms
of exact date, personnel, and pieces
recorded. But, what makes this book
into a virtual biography is the number
of interviews with other members of
those ensembles that accompany many
entries, often discussing not only that
particular date but also other anecdotes
and aspects of membership in that
group, including tour details, stories
of other sessions and engagements
that were not recorded, etc. There are
interviews with nearly every surviving
member of the Thad Jones-Mel Lewis
Orchestra, and with dozens upon dozens of other musicians, record producers and concert-goers.
The reader’s first reaction to this book
is to seek out some of Adams’ wonderful
compositions, and recordings of these
gigs. Carner has done that work as
well, with the same energy that created
the book, through his beautifully assembled website at www.pepperadams.
com. This first-rate site can act as a
companion to this book. For example,
the “compositions” section shows a
complete list of Adams’ compositions.
Clicking on each composition brings up
audio recordings of that composition,
and passing the arrow over the entry
shows the album cover.
Also now available is The Complete
Works of Pepper Adams, Volumes
1-5, recorded by contemporary artists
including Gary Smulyan, Frank Basile,
Eric Alexander, Alexis Cole and others.
§

Arrangements Of
Nighthawk Tunes

For 2 Saxophones Drums & Bass
(Piano leadsheet included)
Available Exclusively From Saxophone Today

From Greg Yasinitsky & Nighthawk
The “Pianoless” Jazz Band

EACH ARRANGEMENT
All sheet music parts come in one PDF file, which includes a full score, saxophone
parts, bass part, drum part, and an optional piano part. The accompanying play-along
sound file is an mp3 music file (256 bitrate for a high quality sound)!
PLAY-ALONG MP3 TUNES (How The Play-Along Works)
Each Nighthawk play-along .mp3 tune begins with a count-off by Greg, and by adjusting your left-right stereo balance control either way one saxophone part is cut out or
diminished enough for you to play along with the other saxophone part. And vice versa.
Whether you use just the sheet music for your band, the play-along for personal enjoyment or teaching a student, or even use the play-along on a gig with just you playing
saxophone backed by Nighthawk, it all works. Enjoy!
Introducing Nighthawk To You From Youtube (click link to view)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eN9XPpbgOuc
ABOUT THE TUNES
• By Chance (composed arranged by Greg Yasinitsky)
By Chance, scored for two tenor saxophones, bass and drums, is a beautiful, lyrical
ballad with expressive, distinctive changes. For the bassist and drummer, only a concert
lead sheet is included to encourage creative accompaniment from those players.
• Extra Slick (composed arranged by Greg Yasinitsky)
Extra Slick, scored for tenor saxophone, baritone saxophone, bass and drums, is a
contrafact (new melody) written to changes of What is This Thing Called Love utilizing
melodic minor modes throughout the head. The tune has a cool jazz vibe to it and the
arrangement includes a soli passage played in unison by the saxophones and bass.
Included is an optional piano part.
• Hangtown Fry (composed arranged by Greg Yasinitsky)
Hangtown Fry, scored for two tenor saxophones, bass and drums, is a hard-swinging,
funky shuffle. The tune includes rhythm section breaks, a fun blowing section and an
ensemble, drum exchange. Included is an optional piano part.
• Nighthawk (composed arranged by Greg Yasinitsky) is scored for two tenor
saxophones, bass and drums, was the first tune composed especially for our group.
It alternates between a funky hip hop groove (funk shuffle) and a swinging bridge with
bebop changes. This one is a lot of fun!
PLAY-ALONG MP3 TUNES (How The Play-Along Works)
Each Nighthawk play-along .mp3 tune begins with a count-off by Greg, and by adjusting your left-right stereo balance control either way one saxophone part is cut out or
diminished enough for you to play along with the other saxophone part. And vice versa.
Whether you use just the sheet music for your band, the play-along for personal enjoyment or teaching a student, or even use the play-along on a gig with just you playing
saxophone backed by Nighthawk, it all works. Enjoy!
Click Blue Link Below To Purchase These Nighthawk Arrangements

Available Only At
http://www.saxophonetoday.com
Saxophone Today
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Steve Goodson

The Golden Age Of The Saxophone:
I Have One Word Of Advice

Enjoy!

We’re truly living in the Golden Age of the saxophone, and there are undoubtably more
exciting developments just over the horizon. I have one word of advice to my
fellow saxophonists: ENJOY!

I

recently had the pleasure and honor of spending an
evening with a couple of my old bandmates from the
1970’s and sharing a jug of small batch Bourbon as we
discussed the current state of the saxophone world. By the
time we got to the bottom of the jug, we had analyzed the
saxophone world completely (or at least it seemed so at the
time!), and reached quite a
few conclusions. As I think
back over the discussion, it
is very apparent to me that
virtually every aspect of the
saxophone world is changing and evolving, and that
saxophonists today are truly
blessed to be living in this
Golden Age of Saxophones!

The Asian nations now totally dominate production.
When the industry began to take root in Asia in the 1950’s,
there was a very significant cost advantage afforded by
manufacturing there. While this is still a factor, the cost advantage enjoyed by the Asian factories has diminished significantly, and the differential is no longer great on equivalent instruments. The simple
fact of the matter is that the
Asian dominance of saxophone
manufacturing can be directly
attributed to the fact that the
Asian factories took learning how to build instruments
seriously. Of course, there
are some factories (and this
is far from a uniquely Asian
phenomenon) that produce strictly low priced, and as an
inevitable result, low quality instruments, but the simple
fact of the matter is that if you want high quality instruments built, you are pretty much going going to have to go
to Asia. Many of the factories there are quite new (after all,
this is essentially a new industry there), and as a result are
equipped with the most modern metal working equipment
and technology. Several factories now are operated by the
third generation of owners, so there is plenty of experienced
management. There are also plenty of highly skilled techni-

It’s probably appropriate to remind
everyone that in the saxophone
manufacturing business, like pretty
much all other industries,
you usually get what you pay for.

The Proliferation Of Saxophone Manufacturers
Never, ever, have so many factories been devoted to the
production of saxophones. Today, the instrument we all
know and love is produced not only in its place of origination, France, but also in Germany and the Czech Republic
in Europe; Japan, Taiwan, China, Thailand, Indonesia, Viet
Nam, and India in Asia; Brazil in South America; and there
has even been a very limited return to the United States,
which was once the most prolific producer.
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cians available. These technicians have an unusually good
work ethic, and are paid in accordance with their skill level.
The assertions of below market wages and child labor are
just myths.
It’s probably appropriate to remind everyone that in the
saxophone manufacturing business, like pretty much all
other industries, you usually get what you pay for. If you
are buying based on price, you can easily find a manufacturer who will cut corners and provide an inexpensive
product. If you are looking for super high quality with first
class materials and workmanship, that’s available as well.
It’s really all about the budget.
The Asian factories success and cost efficiency must
be at least partially credited to the system of component
outsourcing which is widely used in Taiwan, China, and
Viet Nam. Smaller shops are often utilized to produce
components such as keywork, necks, and bells for larger
factories. Virtually all of the Asian factories source their
pads and resonators from vendors in Italy or the United
States, although some domestic pad production is beginning. Since a small shop may well provide several factories
with keywork, this leads some uninformed observers to the
mistaken belief that all of the instruments produced in a
given area are the same. This is far from correct.
There was a major reduction in the number of factories
in Asia following the financial crisis of 2006 - 2010. Quite
a few factories, particularly in the Houli region of Taiwan
were forced out of business by reduced demand for saxophones and some rather poor judgement which was exercised in the granting of credit to some American retailers.
In Houli, the number of factories at on time was around
fifty. Today, the number of complete factories is less than
fifteen. A couple of the large Chinese factories have also
changed hands and consolidated. The future looks pretty
bright for the Asian manufacturers in that they have been
able to offset the decline in demand in the North American and European markets by opening and expanding the
saxophone market in two high growth areas, South America
(particularly Brazil) and Russia.
The few factories left in Europe (with the exception of
Selmer, who continue to prosper) are plagued with high
manufacturing costs, limited distribution, and shrinking
markets. None of this contributes to long term success.
The Proliferation Of Models Within Brands
Think back to “the way it was” not that many years ago:
if you wanted to buy a new Selmer, you could buy a Mark
VI or you could buy a Mark VI. The only significant option
available was lacquer, silver plate, or gold plate. Well, lucky
us! It’s a very different world today. If you want a Selmer,
Yamaha, Saxgourmet, Yanigasawa, or other top line horn,
you’re going to generally be offered at least four different
altos or tenors. Beyond the different horn models (and yes,
the different models offered by the major manufacturers are
significantly different from one another), there are multiple
finish options, and sometimes neck options. For the first
time in history, the new saxophone buyer can actually tailor their choice of an instrument to their individual playing
needs and desires. This is a great thing!
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The Horns Themselves Are Different Today
Of course, now that there are more brands available, the
astute manufacturers have been forced to pay a bit more
attention to design in order to differentiate their product
from the competition. The beneficiary of this competition,
of course, is the saxophone buyer. The last few years have
seen some very worthy improvements in construction and
ergonomics become readily available. The troublesome bell
keys have often sprouted additional stabilizing arms; the
lower stack F# often has a “helper” to prevent leaks; the
upper stack C has a speaker key for pitch and timbre, there
may be a mechanism to eliminate the ever-problematic
sticking G#; and there is a trend toward offering keywork
extending up to high G above the staff.
Manufacturers today are employing much better components such as pads, resonators, and springs than were used
in the past. There are also multiple finish options available
from just about all manufacturers, and some companies will
allow the buyer to order a horn in bare metal, with no final
finish applied. Abalone shell key touches and a generous
amount of engraving are now commonplace.
The greatest bonanza for saxophone buyers has been the
realization by many of the major manufacturers that the
metal used to construct the body, bow, bell, and neck can
significantly contribute to the ultimate sound and response
of the instruments. Never before have so many different
choices been offered, including bronze, rose brass, gold
brass, nickel silver, and sterling silver. Each of these alloys
has a distinct voice, and the buyer can now often choose
between what is essentially the same instrument made

World’s Largest Manufacturer of
Quality Band Instrument Repair Tools

FERREE’S TOOLS, INC.
1477 E. Michigan Ave.
Battle Creek, MI 49014

Ph:800-253-2261/269-965-0511
Fax:269-965-7719
E:ferreestools@aol.com
Contact us today for a FREE printed catalog or find
it online at www.ferreestools.com
Do you have a technical question about one of our
items? Email to repairtips@aol.com
We carry pads, corks, felts
and many other supplies
for your convenience!!
Office Hours: Mon-Fri
7:30am-3:45pm EST
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available in different metals. If you have not experienced
this difference, you truly owe it to yourself to visit a well
stocked saxophone store to see what I’m talking about. You
will be simply amazed at the striking differences between
metals.
Needless to say, saxophones available today are much
more comfortable and ergonomic. Most manufacturers
have adopted what I would call the “Selmer Super 80”
design configuration, and as a result, it just doesn’t hurt
to play your saxophone. True, there are subtle differences
from brand to brand, but the Super 80 pattern has become
almost an industry standard.
As impressive as the improvements in the ergonomics and
cosmetics have been, the real advances in modern saxophones have been in the area of acoustics. Manufacturers
today have a much greater understanding of what actually
goes on inside the horn when it’s being played, and as a
result, adjustments to the bore taper and tone hole placement have enabled modern saxophones to be much more
responsive and gives them far superior intonation than was
available in the past. A quick examination and play test of
a modern saxophone against a horn made only a few years
ago will show you exactly what I mean.
I would be very remiss if I failed to make mention of the
polycarbonate saxophones currently being marketed.
Honestly, they’re not there yet, but it’s not the fault of the
material. The problems (and there are quite a few) are with
the neck and the mechanism, but hopefully these will be
solved in the future. There are some potentially significant
cost savings to this type construction.
Modern Horns And The Decline Of The
Vintage Horn Market
While it is true that absolutely pristine examples of a few
older horns continue to command astronomical prices, the
day in/day out garden variety used horn market has shown
a significant decline in actual selling (as opposed to asking)
prices among players. The reason for this decline is simple:
in terms of real, inflation adjusted dollars (or Yen, or Euro
etc.) new horns are a much better buy, and simply play
much better.
An interesting market is developing and thriving remanufactured vintage horns. While not inexpensive, there
appears to be a substantial demand for vintage instruments that have been completely restored to “better than
new” cosmetic and mechanical condition, and have had the
necessary acoustic corrections made to enable them to be
played in tune and with an even timbre. I’ve played several of these restorations recently, and they were not only
beautiful but played nicely, with an “old fashioned” rich and
vibrant tone.
Mouthpieces And Other Accessories
I sometimes think that there are more people making saxophone mouthpieces today than there are individual grains
of sand on all the world’s beaches! More than any other
component, mouthpieces have changed very significantly,
and as a result, players are now getting better results
from their saxophones. The trend of the last few years has
been toward larger tip openings and longer facing curves,
together with higher baffles, thinner side and tip rails, and
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various ligature configurations which allow the use of softer
reeds which take advantage of the larger openings and
longer facings. These new style mouthpieces have a greater
dynamic range, and are much more responsive than what
was previously available. The problem is: you could spend
the rest of your life trying different ones, and still not properly audition them all! Along with this mouthpiece technology has come significantly higher prices, often equalling or
even exceeding the value of the horn they are going to be
used on!
I believe that an area that bears close watching for exciting development is reeds. There are numerous manufacturers producing reeds in different synthetic materials, including various polycarbonates, Delrin, and even carbon fiber.
These reeds are amazingly consistent, and I believe that in
the very near future synthetic reeds will be available to us
which are sonically indistinguishable from the finest cane
reeds, but last longer and are absolutely consistent.
We’re truly living in the Golden Age of the saxophone,
and there are undoubtably more exciting developments just
over the horizon. I have one word of advice to my fellow
saxophonists: ENJOY! §
Click Blue Links Below To View Videos

A LOOK AT TREND-SETTING SAXOPHONES
FROM EARLIER TIMES
Repairman’s Overview:
929 Buescher True Tone Alto Saxophone
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6BKInPECCyQ
•
Conn 10M-Buescher
Super 400-Conn New Wonder comparison
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EyflmUZ4t6Q
•
Conn Baritone Saxophone 1920 Fresh Overhaul
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fufd1eO-rxc
•
6-horn Tenor Sax Comparison: Buescher,
Couf, Yani, Martin, Conn
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nz5SA2aGicA
•
King Silversonic Tenor 1960 vs
1936 Buescher Aristocrat Tenor
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=boJhEdaWMBA
•
Repairman’s Quick Overview:
Buescher 400 Top Hat & Cane Tenor
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXdlkTv_8BE
•
Repairman’s Overview
1933 Conn 12M “Transitional”
Baritone Saxophone
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t317bulDP0k
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Largest Selection | Best Prices | Expert Advice
OFFERING THE WORLD’S
MOST POPULAR BRANDS, INCLUDING:
Yamaha | P. Mauriat | Yanagisawa | Selmer Paris
Theo Wanne | Allora | Keilwerth | Oleg

Allora Paris Series
Professional Tenor
Saxophone

Yamaha YAS-82ZII
Custom Z
Professional Alto
Saxophone

P. Mauriat PMB-300
Professional Baritone
Saxophone

P. Mauriat
PMSA-57GC
Intermediate Alto
Saxophone
Dukoff Metal
Tenor Saxophone
Mouthpiece

Jody Jazz DV
Tenor Saxophone
Mouthpiece

800.348.5003 WWBW.com
FREE SHIPPING on most orders
Fast shipping WORLDWIDE to more than 90 countries on many popular models

Theo Wanne GAIA
Tenor Saxophone
Mouthpiece

1978
since
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Michael Brecker
Old School Rock & Roll

he title of this column seems
almost like an oxymoron. How
many of us would consider
Michael Brecker to be an old school
honker? We think of jazz when we think
of Michael. But let’s not forget that like
many of the greats before him he would
become infatuated with many musical
styles throughout his life. He would
absorb each style as if he had grown up
with it and almost always he would take
it to a genius level where only masters
can follow.
Take for example his composition
Itsbynne Reel. He stated in the liner
notes of his album Don’t Try This At
Home that he loved Irish reels and he
wrote this as a tribute to the style. It
would be fair to say that it would take
the highest level Irish reel musician to
play along with him on this musical obstacle course. It’s obvious that Michael
learned a great deal about Irish music
before writing and performing this
song. I’ll bet Michael could throw down on Drowsy Maggie
with the best of them, which brings me to my point.
When Michael played jazz he played on the highest level
with the giants of music. He brought that same approach
to every style he played. In the
heyday of the New York City
recording business, back in the
1970’s, Michael Brecker was the
most sought after saxophonist in
a city full of the world’s greatest. The legends of classic rock
were recording some of their
best work at the time and quite
often they hired Michael and his
brother Randy, who is a master
on trumpet and has written many classic compositions and
arrangements. Michael quickly became one of the greatest
rock saxophonists of all time. On some recordings they turn
him loose and let him play with his distinctive harmonic
approach and his ridiculously off the charts technical prowess. But there are times when that approach just doesn’t fit
and it takes a real musician that understands how to play a
style to shine in this situation.
Here’s the example I’d like to use. In 1984 Robert Plant

was the musical guest on Saturday
Night Live. It is one of the greatest
episodes of this era with Eddie Murphy returning as the host. The episode
aired in December so it is a good one
to watch around the holidays! Robert
Plant was off to a strong start as a solo
artist in the wake of Led Zeppelin’s
untimely demise. His solo albums were
a blend of modern rock and pop but at
this time he was also into exploring his
roots as a 1950’s style singer. He loved
the early Elvis recordings as well as
all of the old American blues artists.
He formed The Honeydrippers around
1981 and eventually recorded a short
EP of classic R&B songs.
His appearance on SNL is billed
as Robert Plant and The Honeydrippers but isn’t the exact line up from
the studio recordings. Brian Setzer
plays guitar and this is during his
strong run with The Stray Cats. He
is a dynamic guitarist and he absolutely crushes this style of rock and roll. He looks the part
and plays with a great blend of muscle and mind. Robert
is singing well in this performance and is accompanied by
an ebullient Paul Shaffer on piano. On the left in the horn
section standing on the end
is Michael Brecker. He looks
NYC cool as he cranks out the
background lines with the horn
section and you’ll see in the
video that he gets a great close
up for his solo. This is very
helpful to see which fingerings
he uses for certain phrases. The
legendary Lou Marini is standing next to Michael and next to
him is the master baritone saxophonist Ronnie Cuber. On
the right side of the stage it looks like it is Jon Faddis and
Tom Malone on trumpets, unfortunately they don’t get a lot
of screen time.
The song they picked is an early rock and roll classic
called Rockin’ At Midnight, which was written by a singer
named Roy Brown in the 1940’s. There are really two versions of this song. Good Rocking Tonight was released in
1948 and the following year he released Rockin’ at Mid-

By Andrew Clark

It boils down to two words: fit in.
Fit in to the style that you are
playing by honoring traditional
approaches. Fit in with the band
by playing with the right feel and
at the proper dynamic...
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night as a sequel, a popular marketing approach of the day.
The lyrics in these songs cite characters from other hits of
the early rock and roll era like Caledonia, Sweet Lorraine
and Deacon Jones. A great analogy would be the song Sweet
Soul Music. In this 1960’s hit all of the current soul singers
of the day are mentioned. Maybe someone can do one about
Miley and Katie today!
Roy Brown’s recording is in F concert and the horn players are definitely swing era jazz guys. They play with a lot
of jazz phrasing and lines but they also have a bit of honk,
too. This would be a great recording for a transcription project because there are so many great classic lines. The tenor
solo is awesome!
Now let’s look at the 1980’s tribute to this old school classic. The first thing to notice is the key has been changed to
the modern rock and roll standard key of E. The horns use
a lot of the old school phrasing but their playing is much
more crisp. Given the fact that all of these guys are modern
day wizards on their horns it should sound tight! The arrangement is excellent. Pay attention to when the arranger
decides to go unison or split parts or no parts at all. Check
out where the turns are placed in the phrases. Listen for
the cut off points for the notes at the end of the phrases.
And most importantly, get that swing feel from this performance. It is fantastic live music.
At one minute into the video Brian has a killer guitar
solo and during his second chorus the horn section plays
background parts. The parts are very basic and would be a
good place to start if you want to transcribe the horn section parts on this song. Coming out of this first solo Robert
gets two choruses to sing with no backgrounds. This brings
the spotlight back to the focus of all major rock groups, the
singer. And this particular singer is arguably one of the
greatest of all time and deserves at least two choruses here!
This also gives Michael a great set up for his solo, which
starts around the 2:15 mark. As I mentioned at the beginning Michael would absorb a style and take the style into
a modern direction all at once. This performance is that
approach in a one minute window.
His solo starts with a very common blues lick and he
uses some repetition here. All good blues solos have a little
repetition in them! His next lick starts on the altissimo A,
which is where he flashes a little bit of his technical skills.
This lick sounds bluesy but it is very angular and a challenge to play. He plays an F# next with some repetition
using the low B fingering and playing the overtone F# back
and forth. This is an old school honking technique for making your saxophone sound louder and incorporating rhythm
into your solo. He does a similar blues lick playing a blazing
fast tremolo on the high C# to E using the blue note (C
natural) as a tension. Watch his fingers on this one!
His next chorus starts with another deceptively difficult
lick followed by some simpler repeated licks. The final section of his solo starts around 2:47 where he plays one of his
signature licks using alternate fingerings, repetition and a
choice of notes that very few players can imitate. His phrasing at the end reveals a glimpse at his surgical approach to
rhythm, lines and technique.
The band absolutely smokes through the end of the tune
with everyone on stage swaying and obviously thrilled to be
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a part of the performance. In my opinion you don’t have to
win Dancing With The Stars when you’re on stage but you
also don’t have to look like The Walking Dead either. If this
groove can’t make you move, what will? The band also does
the Elvis Presley classic Santa Claus is Back in Town and
they deliver another textbook performance on this one. Seeing as this is the March issue we can dissect Michael’s solo
on that song at a more timely date on the calendar.
The take away from this discussion is a common thread
to all of my work as a saxophone player and someone that
you turn to for information on how to play. It boils down to
two words: fit in. Fit in to the style that you are playing by
honoring traditional approaches. Fit in with the band by
playing with the right feel and at the proper dynamic. Fit
in to the show by looking like you belong there. Fit in your
fills between the vocals, not over them. Fit in your solo to
the allotted space with some musicality and energy. And
finally, always try to fit in something of your own approach
every time, even if it’s only one lick.
Peace – AC

saxattack@aol.com

Twitter: @acsaxophonegigs
Click Blue Links Below To View Videos

Michael Brecker
Itsbynne Reel

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ceJ3Br_2Pcg
•
There Will Never Be Another Michael Brecker
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkaNyz6mbSM
•
Message To Michael Brecker
Saxophone Summit Seraphic Light
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkFYS2NWo9U
•
The Chieftans
Drowsy Maggie

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WIHI49JQ7zY
•
Michael Brecker & Bobby McFerrin
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7LYXdNW7uYI
•
Robert Plant and The Honeydrippers
Santa Claus is Back in Town

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p5yjT7GtIpU
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The Spectral Saxophone
Gerard Grisey, Johathan Harvey
Magnus Lindberg

S

By Andrew J. Allen

pectralism is a means of expression that has attracted many divergent approaches and styles.1 It can
embrace both traditional consonance, as well as the
most extreme-sounding microtonally-derived dissonance.2
In this article, a definition of spectralism will be presented,
and three representative composers will be discussed,
namely Gerard Grisey, Jonathan Harvey, and Magnus
Lindberg. The solo and chamber pieces that these composers have written for the saxophone will be discussed.
The term spectralism is often used to refer to composers who have only a partial, or even a passing, relationship
with spectral music. For instance, while Philippe Hurel,
a highly-regarded composer who has written extensively
for the saxophone, studied with spectral pioneer Tristan
Murail, he has since moved away from spectralism, mixing
its techniques with others derived from the older composers Dutilleux and Messiaen.3 Likewise, Philippe Leroux,
another composer familiar to saxophonists, uses spectral
techniques occasionally, relying on a great many other
methods besides.4 Still other, older composers associated
with the saxophone, such as Robert Lemay, have tried to
actively associate their music with spectralism, while only
occasionally using true spectral methods.5
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What then, is spectralism? Most simply, spectral composers utilize scientific data about the nature of sound to
inspire their artistic works.6 More specifically, they utilize
information derived from the observation of a particular
sound’s spectrum to arrive at their desired pre-compositional material.7 A spectrum is a chart showing a representation of the range of frequencies generated by a wave-form.
In a musical sense, the chart presents all of the overtones
present at different volumes on a given tone for an individual instrument or voice,8 and , through the observation
of this data, spectral composers draw their material directly
from the natural acoustical relationships of the instruments
or voices with which they are working.
Spectral composers can analyze all of the acoustical data within a given tone, giving a complete overview
of pitch, duration, harmonic structure, and duration, all
from one pitch.9 However, all of these factors are secondary
to the most important concern of this music: the concept
of timbre. It is all-important, generating every aspect of
form within true “spectral” compositions.10 In the words
of Grisey, composers of this movement were continually
seeking a “more ecological” approach to the use of musical sound, relying upon natural laws, instead of artificial
constructs, as in serialism, or other modernist styles.11
Spectralism was a further opening-up of musical possibility: Instead of being bound to strict rules, the only limits
were imposed by the physical and acoustical possibilities
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of performers and instruments, and the
Grisey taught at many prestigious instishortfallings of traditional notation.12
tutions throughout his career, including
Many spectral pieces are even
Darmstadt, the University of California,
quite alien, formally speaking, to other
Berkeley, and the Paris Conservatory.25
twentieth-century musical movements.
Grisey utilized the saxophone
The composers wished the full range of
throughout his compositional life, mostly
sounds and timbres to develop over time,
in his orchestral literature. His Derives
yielding many compositions that move
from 1973-74 and Manifestations, a 1976
rather slowly, although this is certainly
composition for youth orchestra, are two
not a universal truth.13 However, many of
early examples.26 Later, he scored for
composers, at least momentarily, step out
two saxophones in 1981’s Transitoires
of the normal metrical system, allowing
and
Epilogue of 1985,27 one in L’Icone
Gerard Grisey
a freer, less rigid approach to rhythmic
Paradoxale, completed in 1994, and two
notation.14 This goes back to the founding
in his final composition, Quatre Chants
doctrine of spectralism, the “belief that
pour franchir le seuil, composed from
music is, ultimately, sound evolving in
1996 to 1998,28 before his tragic death
15
time.”
from a brain aneurism on November 11th,
Another, foundational aspect of
1998.29
the movement is the idea that harmony
Despite this career-long interest
and instrumental timbre are inextricably
in the saxophone, Grisey only composed
linked together. For all truly “spectral”
one solo piece that utilized it. However,
composers, harmonic material in the piece
it is remarkable that his Anubis et Nout
is derived directly from a given instruis one of only two solo works ever penned
mental or vocal overtone series. Since
by the composer, along with his Prologue
each instrument has a unique timbre,
for solo viola, the first movement of Le
generated from a unique set of overtones,
Espaces acoustiques.30 The original vernew harmonic resources can be found in
sion
of Anubis et Nout was composed for
Jonathan Harvey
each new spectra observed. In addition,
contrabass clarinet for Harry Sparnaay in
a single instrument or voice may display
1983, and was dedicated to the memory of
vastly different layers of overtones at
the recently-murdered composer Claude
different dynamic levels.16 Perhaps most
Vivier, a friend of Grisey’s.31 The saxosuccinctly, the composer Jonathan Harvey
phone version was recomposed by Grisey
has stated that, for the spectral composer,
for French saxophone virtuoso Claude
harmony can be viewed as just one facet
Delangle in 1991. This version can be
of timbre.17
performed on either baritone or bass saxoSpectral techniques have helped to
phone.32
forge new paths in instrumental and voInstead of Delangle requestcal technique. Spectra are measurements
ing the work from Grisey, the composer
of frequencies and their intensities, not
approached the saxophonist. Both of
particular, even-tempered pitches. Therethem were faculty members of the Paris
fore, composers in this movement have
Conservatory, and Grisey wished to use
Magnus Lindberg
been interested in approximating very
have an opportunity to learn more about
particular frequencies as closely as posthe saxophone so that he could write more
sible. This has necessitated the use of many different types
effectively for the instrument in the future. Unfortunately,
of extended techniques to arrive at the desired sounds.18
the composer died before he was able to compose any other
This music utilizes microtones extensively to approximate
works that so prominently featured the instrument.33
19
fine gradations of pitch observed from spectra and has
Grisey encountered several problems in the recomposialso used multiphonics to convey white noise and other
tion of the work, as he discovered that the saxophone and
natural acoustical phenomena.20
clarinet are extremely dissimilar instruments, acoustically
One of the chief founders of the spectral movespeaking, with the saxophone overblowing at the octave
ment, Gerard Grisey was born in Belfort, France on June
and the clarinet at the twelfth (with the clarinet’s overtone
17th, 1946,21 studied at the Trossingen Conservatory from
series only producing every other partial). This required the
1963 to 1965, and was a student of Messiaen at the Paris
composer to make many changes to the work, in order to
Conservatory from the mid-1960’s through 1972, taking
retain the proper spectral relationships.34
additional lessons with Dutilleux at the Ecole Normale de
The work stems both from the composer’s grief over the
Musique in 1968. Finally, he studied with both Xenakis
loss of his friend and his knowledge of the Egyptian Book
and Ligeti at Darmstadt in 1972.22 Concerned early on with
of the Dead. Each of the two movements are named for anthe natural behavior of sound, he studied acoustics at the
cient Egyptian deities, Anubis, the god of the underworld,
Faculte des Sciences in Paris in 1974.23 Along with Tristan
and Nout, the goddess of the sky.35 The work is approxiMurail and others, he began to formulate the early precepts
mately twelve minutes long, with Anubis clocking at seven
of the spectral method of composition in the early 1970’s.24
minutes, and Nout at approximately five minutes.36 The
Saxophone Today
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saxophone version of the work was premiered by Delangle
near Turin, Italy in 1991.37
Another composer who was instrumental in the early
spectral movement was Jonathan Harvey, who was born
on May 3rd, 1939 in Sutton Coldfield, England. He was
influenced early in his life by composers such as Bartok,
Benjamin Britten, Webern, and Messiaen, and studied with
Milton Babbitt at Princeton, but his true awakening to the
possibilities of spectral analysis came when he began working at IRCAM in Paris in the 1970’s. Later in his career, he
taught at Southampton University, the University of Sussex, and Stanford University. Harvey established his own,
idiosyncratic approach to spectral composition, utilizing
spectra to establish hierarchies of harmonies. He passed
away in Sussex, England on December 4th, 2012.38
Harvey’s output for the saxophone is quite small, including only two works. His first, The Valley of Aosta, composed
in 1985, written for a 14-member chamber ensemble,
utilizes one soprano saxophone in its instrumentation.39 It
was commissioned in 1988 for Radio France by L’Iteneraire,
an ensemble founded in the 1970’s by Grisey and Murail for
the performance of new (often spectral) music.40 41 The work
is approximately fourteen minutes long.42
Harvey’s only solo work for saxophone was written
in 2005. The Ricercare una Melodia for saxophone and
electronics was a reworking of his earlier Ricercare una
melodia for trumpet of 1984.43 In fact, the version for soprano saxophone is also playable by clarinet. Throughout
his career, the composer had reworked this same material
for different solo instruments.44 The first performance of
the work occurred on December 1st, 2005 performed by
Federico Coca-Garcia at the Paris Conservatory, and is approximately five minutes long.45
The third composer, Magnus Lindberg, comes from a
younger generation than Grisey and Harvey, and was
actually a student of the former at the Paris Conservatory.
A Finnish citizen, he was born in Helsinki on June 27th,
1958. His earliest formal training came at the Sibelius
Academy, where he studied from 1977 to 1981, followed
by his studies in Paris, in 1981 and 1982. Further studies
came with Brian Ferneyhough, Helmut Lachenmann,46 and
Iannis Xenakis.47
Lindberg has taught at both Darmstadt and IRCAM, but
has mostly made a living as a freelance composer, partially
funded by the Finnish government. He has also performed
professionally as a pianist throughout his career. He has
received international accolades, including commissions
from the Los Angeles, New York, and Berlin Philharmonics,
as well as the orchestras of Cleveland, Chicago, and San
Francisco.48 Unlike Grisey, he has combined spectralism
with other forms and styles, including serialism.49
Lindberg has contributed two works to the saxophone’s
repertoire. The first is his Linea d’Ombra, written in May,
1981, the composer’s first work following his graduation
from the Sibelius Academy. Written for the Cluster Ensemble, it was originally scored for flute, alto saxophone, guitar,
and percussion.50 This group of musicians was led by the
saxophonist Pekka Savijoki, a student of Daniel Deffayet,
a teacher at the Sibelius Academy, and one of the foremost
concert saxophonists in Finland.51 The rest of the Cluster
Ensemble consisted of Pekka’s brother Jukka Savijoki on
22

guitar, flutist Mikael Helasvue, and Pauli Hamalrinen as
percussionist.52
Linea d’Ombra utilizes many advanced techniques including extended altissimo, glissando, microtones, and multiphonics. The saxophonist is also called upon to perform on
sandpaper blocks and to sing at the end of the piece, along
with the other instrumentalists.53 The work is approximately fifteen minutes long.54 While the work was composed
in 1981, it was not premiered until March 17th, 1983, and,
amazingly, not in its original instrumentation. Lindberg
had rescored the work for flute, clarinet, guitar, and percussion, totally displacing the saxophone.55
Lindberg’s other work utilizing saxophone, Ablauf, was
originally written in 1983 for clarinet and bass clarinet
(both performed by one musician) and two bass drums,
played by one percussionist. In 1999, he rescored the work
for soprano and baritone saxophone and two bass drums at
the behest of the Proxima Centauri ensemble.56 This group
was founded by saxophonist Marie-Bernadette Charrier, a
professor at the Bordeaux Conservatory and electroacoustic
composer Christophe Havel. It is a modular ensemble, with
a full instrumentation of saxophone, percussion, piano, and
flute, as well as electronics. Throughout, the work has an
unsettled, frenetic quality, making great use of multiphonics,57 and is approximately fourteen minutes long.58
While this body of literature by first-generation spectral composers, and a direct descendent in the persona of
Lindberg, is small, it points to some interesting facts. First
of all, all of the solo or small chamber works in this sampling were either originally for the clarinet, or the composer
found the saxophone and clarinet to be readily interchangeable. With the exception of Grisey, none of these composers
seem to have recognized the extremely great acoustical
differences between the two single-reed instruments. This
is a factor that warrants quite a bit of future study. However, these composers did establish a niche for the saxophone within the spectral literature, giving it a place of
prominence in the works of later composers, who emulated
Grisey, Harvey, and Lindberg. §
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Click Blue Links Below To View Videos

Gerard Grisey
Gerard Grisey’s “Anubis”. From the Mobtown Modern
“Low Art” Program, recorded October 7th, 2009 at the
Metro Gallery in Baltimore, MD.
Brian Sacawa on baritone saxophone.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4HhS06TCsKs
•
Ángel Soria plays “Nout” composed by Gérard Grisey.
on baritone saxophone.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a8INEGLQYmE
•
A video of a recent performance of Grisey’s Talea by
Ensemble Linea in Buffalo, NY in June 2011.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_
embedded&v=D1fTm7_l0Dc

Jonathan Harvey
An interview with Jonathan Harvey.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUQtDkkdTCU
•
Jonathan Harvey
Death of Light/Light of Death, ensemble proton.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SCdIT-BTwA
•
Jonathan Harvey String Quartet no. 2.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gWT5_sQetZU

Magnus Lindberg
Interview with Magnus Lindberg,
Composer-in-Residence.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P2hTmBnYYIU&fea
ture=plcp
•
Ablauf by Magnus Lindberg (Rhonda Taylor, Soprano/
Baritone Saxophones with Fred Bugbee and Jeff Garza,
bass drums. Recorded live in April 2013 at New Mexico
State University.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bx8mCxcKdP4
•
Magnus Lindberg: Seht die Sonne (2007) Seht die
Sonne, per orchestra (2007), Finnish Radio Symphony
Orchestra diretta da Sakari Oramo.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_2-0b4D11a0
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Saxophone Teaching Techniques
By Steven Mauk

Improving Palm Key Technque

O

ne of the most challenging areas of saxophone
technique is playing passages with the palm keys.
These keys (the high D, Eb, E, F, and F#), are less
used in saxophone music, so
are often less practiced. The
name “palm keys” is a bit of
a misnomer, however, since
only the high D and E are
actually operated with the
palms of the hands. Coordinating the use of the palm
keys is crucial to mastering
the technical control of the
saxophone.

No matter how much saxophonists
practice palm-key technique, it cannot be accomplished if the saxophone
does not “fit” the player. As with
most things, one size does not fit all,
so each saxophonist must adapt the
palm keys to fit their hands.

Hand Position
One of the biggest problems found when playing with the
palm keys is hand position. Below is a listing of elements
that are essential for success.
• Straight forearm and wrist positions
• Maintaining curved fingers in both hands
• A rocking motion when engaging the keys
• Short, quick strokes
• Using the correct finger for the key
It is always important to maintain straight forearm
and wrist positions when playing the saxophone. This is
particularly important when playing the left-hand palm
keys. This position will allow the fingers to be closest to the
three palm keys, which will result in less space between
the finger and key. In addition, the fingers must maintain a
curved, “letter C” shape to wrap around these three keys.
Imagine turning a doorknob when engaging the D key. A
downward, rocking motion is required, as if turning a doorknob to the left. The area where the first finger meets the
webbing of the palm is used to open this key. The Eb key is
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opened with the middle part of the first finger, this time using a rocking motion to the right. The high F key is opened
with the middle part of the second finger.
The right-hand palm
keys consists of the top, side
key (high E) and the high F#
key, located just above the
alternate F# key and below
the side Bb key. The E key
should be operated with the
side of the right-hand first
finger, where the finger meets
the webbing of the palm. The
high F# key is opened with
the tip of the second finger.
Many saxophonists use the third finger, which is the same
one used for the alternate F#. If the third finger is also used
for the high F#, the first three fingers of the right hand become bunched together and the right hand loses its position
in relations to the three “pearl keys.”
Always use short, crisp motions and avoid straightening
the fingers when opening or closing these keys. Straightening the fingers is the most common problem and creates
wide gaps between the finger and the key. This results in
uneven finger coordination, creating technical “blips” or
grace notes, and slows down the speed of finger motion.
Improvement Techniques
There are several steps that are important for improving palm-key technique. First, find exercises that work on
motion between only a few notes at a time. Examples of
such exercises can be found in this author’s book Saxophone
Warm-Ups, published by Dorn Publications.
Start with slow, metronomic eighth notes between C# and
D. Keep the left-hand fingers curved (remember the “letter
C” position) and use a mirror to
watch for correct motion (the downward “doorknob-opening stroke”).
The tips of the fingers should
remain on or very close to the three
“pearl” keys. When closing the D
key, keep the palm in contact with
the key and do not create a gap
between the finger and the metal.
Gradually increase the speed, while
maintaining close-finger contact
and a short, crisp stroke, and
continue to use a mirror to observe
your position.
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Gradually add slow exercises with other palm key passages, first in scalar
passages and eventually with leaps. Do not be in a hurry to speed these passages up until you can execute them with curved fingers, while keeping the
fingers very close to the keys. Be sure to avoid straightening the fingers and
learn to open the keys with the proper part of the fingers with the specified
motion.
Customizing Palm Keys
No matter how much saxophonists practice palm-key technique, it cannot
be accomplished if the saxophone does not “fit” the player. As with most
things, one size does not fit all, so each saxophonist must adapt the palm
keys to fit their hands. Although players with small or medium-size hands
may find that the palm key placements fit them well, those with larger
hands and/or long fingers may find significant gaps between the palm,
fingers, and keys. To remedy this issue and to make the saxophone fit the
player, adding some type of key risers to the palm keys is recommended.
There are various commercially available palm risers that can be purchased
and applied to these keys. Some are made of rubber and cost about $10 for a
set, and some are made of metal and are significantly more expensive. I use
a simple and less expensive remedy to help my students fit the saxophone to
their hands.
Go to a local hardware or plumbing shop and purchase various sizes of
clear, plastic tubing. Only a small quantity is needed, and these are usually
sold by the foot and cost very little. Find at least three sizes and check to
see that each one fits snugly into the next larger size. (The most useful sizes
are ¼ and ½ inch inside diameters, although ¾ inch might also be needed.)
Test to see what size tubing fits over the palm D key and cut a piece of
tubing to go over the entire “tear drop” part of the metal. Note: When sliding the tubing on to the key, hold down the upper part of the key where the
pad covers the tone hole. Use a bit of saliva to lubricate the metal and slide
the tubing over the “tear drop.” Put the saxophone in playing position and
see if the D key position better fits the hand. If there is still space between
the key and palm, add the next size tubing over the first one. Again, a bit of
saliva will allow the tube to slip over easier; be sure to hold down the pad
portion of the key to avoid key bending.
Continue this trial-and-error process with the other palm keys. Find what
fits the hand best and practice with these adjustments before making any
permanent alterations. Players with extremely large hands may need to cut
the tubing in half and build up additional layers to bring the keys closer to
the fingers. Use black, electrician’s tape to secure these extra layers to the
previously-placed tubing. Remember to keep the “letter C” curved fingers,
and to keep the arms and wrists straight. Once the final sizing has been
achieved, wrapping the tubing in a layer of electrician’s tape will make
these adjustments more appealing to the eye.
Palm key mastery is essential to a thorough command of saxophone
technique. Use these suggestions to help improve your own control over the
palm keys. §
Click Blue Links Below To View Videos

Interlochen Center For The Arts
Saxophone Lesson: Playing High Notes
(Palm Keys) on the Saxophone:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y2x3l8IuG6M
•
Saxophone - Palm Key Raisers
Here’s a way you can customize your own palm key raisers for saxophone. I had these made for me years ago.
It’s pretty easy to do yourself. Check it:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fHt6NIdcfvk
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Paul Cohen - Proprietor
www.totheforepublishers.com
420 Lantana Avenue
Englewood NJ 07631
201-287-1872
Click here to send email inquiry.
To the Fore Publishers offers a catalogue
of exceptional music for saxophonists of all
levels. Our titles range from music for the high
school saxophone quartet to repertoire for the
discriminating professional concert artist. Many
are works by well known American and European
composers that had been lost, unknown or
unavailable and are now published for the first
time. Included are original works for saxophone by
Henry Cowell, Percy Grainger, Elie Siegmeister,
Charles Martin Loeffler, John Phillip Sousa, Calvin
Hampton and Nicholas Flagello.
Please take a moment and browse through this
special catalogue of music, books and CDs at
www.totheforepublishers.com. Click on a title
to view a few pages of the music, listen to audio
samples and to learn about the composers and their
music. The legacy and traditions of the concert
saxophone are alive and thriving at To the Fore
Publishers.

Best sellers

• Percy Grainger Molly on the Shore (alto
saxophone and piano). Grainger’s original setting
written for Cecil Leeson.
• Lawson Lunde Sonata for Soprano Saxophone
[Alpine] (soprano saxophone and piano).
• Richard Lane Suite (alto saxophone and piano).
• Paul Cohen The Altissimo Primer (A systematic
set of exercises and warm-ups for the musical
cultivation of the altissimo register).
• David Noon Partita (soprano saxophone and
guitar).
• Everett Gates Incantation and Ritual (solo
soprano saxophone) Declamation and Dance
(SATB saxophone quartet).
• John Phillip Sousa Untitled One-Step
(SAATTBBs saxophone ensemble) Sousa’s own
original work from the 1920s.

New For 2014

• Robert Sirota Diners (SATB quartet). A rollicking
quartet portraying three famous diners in the
Northeast.
1. Road Trip 2. Breakfast at the Miss Florence
[Northhampton, Mass], 3. Neon, 4. Lunch at Moodys
[Waldoboro, Maine] 5. Dinner at the Neptune
[Astoria, Queens].
• Lawson Lunde Hommage to Shostakovitch/
Meditation (alto saxophone and cello). These
delightful chamber works were written in 1969, just
prior to his Sonata for Soprano Saxophone and
Piano.

The Saxophone Music Of Jeff Scott

• Gift of Life (piccolo & SATB saxophone quartet).
A vibrant and moving work celebrating the life of
an aspiring musician whose life was cut short in an
automobile accident. 1. Overture, 2. Tragedy,
3. Celbration.
• A Passista Mais Linda (soprano saxophone &
Brazilian percussion).
• Elegy for Innocence (tenor saxophone & piano).
• Un Abrazo Para Sharon [A Hug for Sharon]
(violin, tenor saxophone and piano).
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Improving Your Saxophone
By Curt Altarac

Overview Of A Saxophone Overhaul

A

good plan of attack is the first thing anyone needs in
order to begin repair work. A thorough assessment
of the entire instrument will help you determine any
causal links between existing issues and help you decide
what needs to be repaired and in what order. At the quoting
bench in my shop we follow a meticulous checklist looking
for damage from the player, damage from normal use, and
evidence of past damage addressed by a technician. It is
important to understand every issue with the instrument in
order to give the customer a quote that accurately reflects
the hours and cost to restore their instrument.
Before beginning any quote,
it is essential that you understand the customer’s needs
and concerns. Many times the
issues that they are having will
be corrected during the course
of the overhaul. However, being
aware of their struggles with
the instrument will likely help
you to tailor the overhaul in
some ways to best suit them.
With the saxophone on the
bench the first step on the
“quoting sheet” is to note
whether the instrument has
been relaquered, or replated.
Knowing this will help you
understand some things that might be found later during
the quoting process. On some horns it will be obvious: a
very old instrument with a relatively intact coat of lacquer
that does not appear to have aged has likely been relacquered. You can also get clues by inspecting the engraving.
If the engraving is not sharp and consistent and appears to
be worn away, that’s an indication the bell has been buffed
at some point and the instrument has been relacquered or
replated. If the engraving is sharp, but looks as if there are
two layers of it, that indicates the instrument has probably
been re-engraved. Other spots to check are the body bands
and near the serial number. Inconsistencies or excessive
wear in these areas tend to indicate buffing. Depending on
the manufacturer, lacquer covering the pearls and worn
fillagre around the bell to body band may also be a sign of a
previous relacquer job.
At our shop, we offer the customer the option to receive
a shipping kit, which provides all of the boxes, packing
materials, packing instructions, an overhaul questionnaire,
and a return shipping label. We note if the customer was
provided such a kit and add the total cost to our quote.

SAXOPHONE BODY WORK:
The Condition Of The Body
With the saxophone still assembled we assess the condition of the body. First, we begin by checking if the instrument is straight. Sometimes the bend in the body tube is
severe enough to identify by merely looking at it. Other
times, you will need to sight the body tube to determine if
there is a bend.
We also examine the body tube for dents from the inside,
and outside, making a list of them if needed. We’re careful to also note pushed-in posts and pushed-in tone holes.
Curved fixed neck sopranos,
baritones, and bass saxophones
can only be examined from the
outside, but you still can look
for posts and tone holes that
appear to be pushed in from
the outside.
We examine the bow and bell
for dents and make a note of
them: looking at the bell flare
for damage, such as being
folded over. Check the alignment of the bell. Does it appear
to be in line with the body?
Clues that it is not can be
misaligned Low B and Bb pad
cups, damage around the bellto-body brace, and evidence of work previously done around
the body tube to bow connection.
Inspect the guards and guard feet. Check that the guard
feet are soldered to the body, and note when they are misshapen from prior work. Also, make note of any guards
which have been bent or damaged. Now check the rest of
the solder joints. Look at all of the braces and posts for
broken solder joints, and evidence of resoldering where the
solder has not filled in all the way around the solder joint.
On baritones and basses, examine the crook and take note
of dents, damage, and solder issues.
Closely inspect the neck and take note of dents, a pushedin octave key post, if the neck is oval or bent, what past
damage has occurred and how well it was repaired. If the
neck is pulled down, the neck may appear oval. If it was
pulled down in the past and repaired, evidence of this can
be dentwork and rippling along the sides of the neck.
Check the neck tenon for damage, the condition of the
solder joint, and roundness. Examine the receiver for the
same. Check the fit of the neck to the body using the MusicMedic.com Neck Checker or a Leak Tester. This will give

Before beginning any quote, it is
essential that you understand the
customer’s needs and concerns.
Many times the issues that they
are having will be corrected during
the course of the overhaul. However, being aware of their struggles
with the instrument will likely
help you to tailor the overhaul in
some ways to best suit them.
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Examine Posts & Strap Ring

Is The Sax Straight?

you a reading of how much air is leaking between the neck
tenon and receiver. Tighten the screw to see if it the neck
holds in place.
After a complete examination we list any replacement
parts that are necessary to repair the body.
OPTIONAL MODIFICATIONS TO A SAXOPHONE:
There Are Many To Choose From
At this point we look at the instrument for optional
modifications. The types of modifications that are possible include ones that increase durability (such as braces,
guards, and key contacts), those that improve mechanical function (such as adding adjustment screws, adding a
Front F mechanism, converting hinge tubes to pivot screws,
etc), those that improve comfort and ergonomics (such as
palm key risers, key touch modifications, adjustable thumb
hooks, etc), those that improve tone and intonation (such as
mouthpiece extensions, adding octave pips, etc), and those
that beautify (such as plating, engraving, and relacquering key touches to keep the player’s
hands from potentially dangerous bare
brass).
CHECKING THE KEYWORK:
Plus Rods, Screws, Rollers,
Posts…
We check the keywork while the
horn is still assembled for gross imperfections. These can include uneven
materials on the stack keys, bad repairs, buffing damage to key ends, excessively bent backbars, and excessive
play between the key and the posts. If
there are a lot of keywork issues, the
saxophone will likely need extra hours
of mechanical restoration. Take note
of new parts that are necessary. Now,
disassemble the keywork.
Check the rods for straightness,
evenness, corrosion, and their threads.
Make note of rods which will need to
be replaced. Examine the pivot screws.
If any are abnormal, damaged, or
excessively worn, make note to replace
them.If the instrument has set screws,
such as with a Conn, check that they
are all present, and take note of which
ones must be replaced.
Look at the rollers. Try rolling them
to see if any are frozen. Check the

Saxophone Today

Body Condition

At The Quoting Bench

rollers for cracks or excessive play and note whether they
need to be replaced or fit. Check the roller screws for their
condition. As mentioned earlier, take note of addition new
parts that may be necessary.
Moving along to the posts, note any that are severely
bent or misaligned. Check the post faces for buffing damage and blemishes. Check to see if any rods thread into the
post past the shoulder. If any rods are exceptionally sloppy
in the posts, make a note for repair. See if any posts are
countersunk too far. Note that if the Low C# needs to be
countersunk, the bell will need to be removed, which will
take extra time. Also take note of any posts that have more
than one thread on them, as that will take longer to align.
THE SAXOPHONE FINISH
Note if the finish needs any repair that can include key
touches which may need refinishing, and whether they need
lacquer, spot plating, or have to be sent out to the plater.
If there will be a lot of soldering allow for time to possibly
repair the lacquer. Look for corrosion
on areas with plating or bare brass.
Add time for polishing plated and bare
surfaces.

WHO’S
YOUR
DADDY?

Happy
200th
Birthday
Adolphe
Sax!

www.rovnerproducts.com

TONE HOLE ISSUES
Roundness, Level, Pushed In, solder joints…
Check the tone holes for roundness. Look to see if they have been
leveled before. Note if there are any
places where the tone holes have been
pushed into the body, as this will need
to be addressed during dent work.
Using a leak light and a level disc inspect the levelness of every tone hole
and take note of severely unlevel tone
holes. If the tone holes are soldered on
inspect the solder joints using a leak
light and note any damage and leaks
that need to be repaired.
PAD CUP ISSUES
Dented Pat Cups, Pad Choices,
Resonators
Take note of any dented pad cups.
Check for dings for curved pad cups
indicating poor repair work done previously. Discuss with the customer to
learn if there are any preferences for a
particular pad, and the type of resona-
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tors that are available, or they may personally prefer.
SAXOPHONE SPRINGS
Check the springs for corrosion and spring tension. Note
any springs that cannot be tensioned, are loose in their
posts, or have excessive corrosion. Take a look at the thickness of each spring. Springs are often replaced previously
with larger springs that are too thick to function well. Be
sure all springs are made from the same material. Check
the condition of the flat springs and their screws. Make
note if the instrument has Norton Springs. Allow for time
replacing some, or all of the springs as necessary. If three
or more of the round springs are rusty, it may be best to
replace them all.
KEY PEARLS
Examine the pearls for wear, or if there is excessive pitting they should be replaced. Pearls can also be replaced
to achieve optimal functionality, such as installing convex
pearls in bis Bb, front F key, etc. Check the edges of the
pearl holders for wear. If the metal is very sharp, the pearl
holder itself may need to be replaced.
CHECKLIST DETAILS
Some Are Specific To Saxophone Brands
On Buescher saxophones the E pearl lever generally
requires a key extension or sleeve. Check for this. If the
saxophones contains Snap-In resonators, check that they
are all present. Add extra time for leveling pad cups, for
dry-fitting, and for padding.
Conn saxophones tend to have a lot of compound keys on
the top stack, which adds additional time during keyfitting.
When the keys have one-piece arms, it can take longer to
raise the key heights to add appropriate materials. If this
is the case, add extra time for dryfitting. If the instrument
has rolled tone holes, there will need to be extra time added
to dentwork and for tone hole leveling due to the delicate
nature of leveling a rolled tone hole. If the instrument has a
double socket neck, add time for dentwork to fit the neck.
Selmer and Selmer-style saxophones tend to have some
slop in the Low Bb touchpiece; if this needs to be addressed,
add extra time at keyfitting. Check the body-to-bow joint to
see if it has been soldered. If the instrument will need to be
taken apart, add extra time for bodywork for disassembly.
Martin and King saxophones, as with Conns, need to be
checked for soldered-on tone holes and double socket necks.

this happens, one repair will inevitably undo a previous
repair. The result is an instrument that is incorrectly
repaired. Conversely, finding these problems and repairing them in the proper order will save the player hours of
practice time and frustration. §
Click Blue Links Below To View Videos

How to Ship a Saxophone To
The Sax ProShop
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=kJGRc8Pqtb8&feature=c4-overview&list=UU
PLxERkzfNcBi8EXXfzbB1g
•
Straightening A Saxophone Body With
The Body Slam Tool
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2tFuPrjrc1A&list=U
UPLxERkzfNcBi8EXXfzbB1g
•
Replacing A Saxophone Spring
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hpdp0A1G268
•
Neck Cork Replacement:
Saxophone Instrument Repair
U.S, Army Field Band
(Master Sergeant Dale Barton)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w7LTbuuGS6I
•
Saxophone Assembly, Disassembly
& Daily Maintenance.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhNOofAaOsc
•
Sax Cleaning
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLzGy52NSZY
•
Saxophone Service And Maintenance
With Kent Winking and Sam
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8yHykQzlC4M

CONCLUSION
With a meticulous and thorough inspection, you can now
provide the customer with a quote that will accurately
reflect the amount of time you will need to fix the instrument. Doing everything that actually needs to be done to
completely restore an instrument can be costly at times, so
providing the customer with detailed information is very
important to help them make the decision to move forward
with the restoration. Seeing the problems in the beginning
and repairing them in an organized fashion prevents any
unforeseen problems. This type of problem is one that, by
definition, will not be corrected in the proper order. When
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Beyond Boundaries
The Creative
Saxophonist
Circular Breathing

By David Pope

A

t its worst, circular breathing is a parlor trick. It
snuffs and snorts, screaming “Look at me!” The audience is drawn out of the music, focusing instead on
the magician and his cheap illusion. Circular breathing can
be a crass distraction, a puffy-cheeked monster that ironically sucks the air out of the music. Of course, when used
artistically, the technique allows the performer to do things
that would normally be impossible. There are any number
of interesting pieces out there that require at least some
perpetual sound: Christian Lauba’s Balafon, Steady Study
on the Boogie, and Worksong all come mind. Jazz improvisers, notably the legendary Rahsaan Roland Kirk, have also
used the technique to increase tension and intensity. When
used in a subtler manner, circular breathing can make it
possible to slightly extend the range of a single breath. It
can assist a saxophonist in making a very long, unbroken
phrase, or in arriving at the end of a phrase without having
to gasp for air. In this issue, I offer some advice for developing circular breathing into a true, musical technique.
A Didgeridoo, Duduk, Or Saxophone
Circular breathing has been around for a very long time.
It is used on all sorts of folk instruments, from all over the
world, and whether one is playing an Australian didgeridoo, an Armenian duduk, or a saxophone, the technique is
Saxophone Today

generally the same. The performer creates a pocket of air in
the oral cavity and squeezes this reserve out while sneaking in a quick inhalation through the nose, resulting in an
uninterrupted, continuous tone. The cheeks puff up and are
then used as bellows, generating just enough air to briefly
support the sound without any air from the lungs. The
classic exercise illustrating the technique is to blow bubbles
in a glass with a drinking straw, using the bellows-action
while inhaling through the nose. To successfully inhale
while squeezing the air out of the cheeks, the back of the
throat must temporarily be closed. A good way to experience this is to fill the mouth with water and to hold it there
while breathing through the nose.
Circular Breathing Presents Some Challenges
While the technique is relatively simple (at least in
theory), circular breathing presents some unique challenges. Consider that a vibrating reed requires support from the
embouchure and from the air stream, and that when one is
reduced, the other must increase to make up for the loss. As
the air support decreases, the embouchure must tighten. As
we take away the air support, things go from bad to worse
as the reed is eventually squeezed to the point of muting
the vibration, until it finally closes entirely and the sound
stops.
29

As an experiment, try forming an extremely loose embouSqueeze & Hold
chure and slowly start blowing air until you get a decent
Finally, close the back of the throat (as when holding wasound. Try the opposite, setting up a normal embouchure
ter in the mouth and nose-breathing) and quickly squeeze
and blowing up to the sound. Classical saxophonists are
the air out the cheeks while holding the embouchure as
very familiar with the latter, since it is precisely this techfirmly as possible. Ideally there should be no change in the
nique that allows for a super quiet entrance, sometimes reembouchure as you flatten your cheeks out for that little
ferred to as an air attack (which is far less violent than the
burst of air. It isn’t necessarily important to inhale through
name implies!). The point of this summary of the relationyour nose as you work on this part, although it should
ship between air support and
eventually be incorporated,
While the technique is relatively
embouchure support is that,
so that the exercise can go on
by the very nature of the techinterruption. It will
simple (at least in theory), circular without
nique of circular breathing,
feel as though the embouchure
the moment when the cheeks
breathing presents some unique chal- is tightening when the cheeks
puff out that little bit of air resqueeze out the air, but this is
lenges. Consider that a vibrating reed actually the sensation of the
sults in a dramatic reduction
in air support. This can only
requires support from the embouchure lips fighting the urge to release
be compensated for by providpressure. It is very helpful,
and from the air stream, and that and highly recommended, to
ing as firm an embouchure
as is practical, but a sudden
when one is reduced, the other must do this part of the exercise
change in the embouchure will
while watching the mouth in a
increase to make up for the loss.
surely affect the tone quality,
mirror. With practice, it should
and the intonation.
be possible to do this exercise
for minutes at a time, with the
Click Blue Link Below To View Video
Embouchure Control:
primary purpose of maintainDavid Pope Using Circular Breathing
When Change Is Necessary
ing a stable, whistle-shape
Rehearsal footage of Bach Cello Suite No. 5 for saxophone.
The simple solution is to
embouchure (although I have
Forbes Center recital hall. September 2013 using an RS
make the embouchure firm
never seen anyone sustain an
Berkeley “Virtuoso” alto saxophone, Vandoren AL3 mouthfor the entire passage, so that
actual whistle in this way –
piece refaced by Bob Scott, Francois Louis Ligature, and just the related “ooh” shape).
no change is necessary when
Vandoren #3 reed.
switching between diaphraghttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UY7tmzEjrbE
matic air support and the
Introducing The Saxobellows-action of the cheeks.
phone: Use Caution
Now, there is a big distinction between firm and tight. The
All of this is accomplished without the instrument, makideal embouchure is formed in the same way that one whising it excellent to practice late at night, or whenever it isn’t
tles: the lips purse forward, as in the syllable “ooh,” and the
practical to be using the horn. The final step will obviously
corners of the mouth come forward and towards the center.
require playing the saxophone, but skipping ahead to this
Making this shape with your mouth, you should be able to
last step too soon will not yield the desired results. I caneasily move the flesh of your bottom lip with your finger.
not overemphasize this point. When the horn is introduced
The embouchure must be firm, but also flexible. Practice
to the process, the player must already be able to execute
making this mouth shape as an isometric exercise. It helps
everything from the previous paragraphs with a minimum
to also try to hold the embouchure shape in position while
of effort. As I have been typing this article, I have been
opening the jaw. This is best accomplished by whistling,
practicing the technique, and my embouchure feels tired. If
although it isn’t necessary, just helpful.
you aren’t feeling “the burn,” you should keep working.
Embouchure Shape
The next step in this progression is to form the embouchure shape and to blow a fast stream of air. As you blow
the air, squeeze the corners of your mouth inward and forward. Blow the air as fast as you can, through as relatively
as small an opening as possible, like a jet. Take care to
focus your mind on the muscles of the embouchure as they
tighten. Once this has been mastered, loosen your cheeks
and let them puff up with air. As you keep the embouchure
firm and the air-jet going, gently let your cheeks fill with
air. This should happen in a very relaxed way, letting the
air naturally find the easiest place to let the cheeks puff
out. Keep the cheeks puffed and continue to blow air and
to keep the embouchure firm. Don’t let the corners of your
mouth “flab out,” as you fill your cheeks.
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On Saxophone: Begin On An Easy To Play Single
Note
As one begins to use circular breathing while playing
the saxophone, it is wise to begin on a note that is easy to
play and offers a moderate resistance. I recommend open
C-sharp as a good place to start. As with the previous exercises, begin with a normal embouchure. Make a nice, strong
middle C-sharp. Think about your embouchure muscles
and try to squeeze at the corners of the mouth, forward and
together. When this is accomplished, gently fill the pockets of the cheeks with air. Avoid any change in the quality
of the sound as you do this. Once the cheeks are slightly
puffed, continue to make a sound with the cheeks filled. The
cheeks should not be overly filled, or forced into an uncomfortable position. Simply find a relaxed position where there
is enough air to allow for the bellows-action. As before,
squeeze out the cheeks while maintaining the sound, but
March/April 2014

don’t worry about inhaling through the nose just yet. First,
make certain that you can keep the sound going, and that
the quality of the tone is unperturbed by the filling and
flattening of the cheeks. Listen carefully and try to feel for
any motion in the embouchure. Through all of this, let the
mirror be your friend, and watch your embouchure intently.

starting with huge, full breaths. I take just enough air to
make my best sound, and to comfortably make it to the designated circular inhalation point. If that spot is relatively
close to the initial breath, I won! §

Taking Air In: Squeezing Air Out
Once this has been mastered, start taking air into the
nose while squeezing out the cheeks. The inhalation should
be quiet and relaxed. Just take a small amount of air (you
won’t need a full tank anyway), and try to avoid making
any big “snorting” sounds. Circular breathing, when executed properly, should be sneaky; nothing draws attention
quicker than a noisy inhalation. As you gain success with
the middle C-sharp, repeat on different notes, working your
way up, and down the horn. Notes in the extreme registers
are the most challenging to support with cheeks, so just
do your best. It took me years to be able to circular breath
through the lowest notes on the saxophone, and I’m still
working on mastering the high notes. Make this a part of
your long tone routine, and expand the range slowly, focusing first on the middle register. At this stage, we are still
practicing the mechanics of good technique, so it is not necessary to try for extreme sustains. Just hold a note, fill the
cheeks, squeeze them out while taking a little bit of air into
the nose, and then, go back to a normal sustaining of the
note. If you are doing it correctly, the sound will be smooth
and even throughout the exercise.

Kenny G Circular Breathing Lesson
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkA_pxHaNZQ
•
Down Beat 1975 poll-winners’ show: ‘Pedal Up’
From the ‘Down Beat’ 1975 poll-winners’ show, a performance of Rahsaan Roland Kirk’s ‘Pedal Up’.
Rahsaan Roland Kirk - horns
McCoy Tyner - piano
Stanley Clarke - bass
Lenny White - drums
The performance is introduced by Quincy Jones.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0JJmwq7KXQ
•
Harvey Pittel (Part 11) Circular Breathing
Presents the Sax Teachings
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Un_2n_bcn8s
•
8 Steps: How to Learn Circular Breathing
Using a Straw And A Glass Of Water
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-LMiZHWdbU
•
Ondrej Smeykal - How To Circular Breathe
Part 1 of 2 (didgeridoo)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thStjYf14cU
•
Trumpet Breath: Circular Breathing By Jon Harnum
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7N3jE_4t46E
•
How to circular breath by Paul the trombonist
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AEmDodT3048
•
How to Circular Breathe
by Mike Lowenstern (bass clarinet)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B7mToSjKu1A
•
Saxophone Effects_Circular Breathing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wyKmAPzHPVM

Advancing To Longer Phrases
With this amount of skill, you will already have a useful
tool in getting through longer phrases, written or improvised. Remember that it is easiest to sneak a breath when
you are playing a long note in the middle register. In the
same way that a musician should plan specific spots for
breathing, marking circular inhalations into the music
should also be encouraged. The substantial difference is
that a circular breath can be taken anywhere in the phrase,
independent of the musical shapes and rhythms. In other
words, the circular breath can be placed wherever it is best
hidden.
The beginner might take the largest breath possible
and wait until nearly running out of air, then gasping in
through the nose at the last moment. A far better strategy
is to start with a moderate breath, and to take in a small
amount at the earliest convenience. As an example, I use
circular breathing when performing Bach Cello Suites. In
my YouTube video I perform the opening of the fifth suite.
I use circular breathing throughout, but not always for the
effect of continuous sound. Instead, I take little “extra”
breaths to help make it to the ends of phrases – especially
the ones that end on important low notes. It is much easier
to play these phrases with strong endings by getting a little
extra air in the middle of the phrase, which is easy enough,
with a little practice. Normally I would apologize for poor
video quality, but in this case, it actually helps to obscure
the circular breathing by removing the visual cues. Watch
and listen, and see if you can catch where the extra breaths
are happening.
It is worth noting that, in this particular video, I am not
Saxophone Today

Click Blue Links Below To View Videos
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S

eptember 5, 1995 was my first day as an undergraduate student at the University of Calgary. In
this article are ten things I wish I had known as I
was beginning my life as a confident student and working
musician. Unknown to me at the time, ahead were eleven
straight years of the most interesting, stressful, compelling,
difficult, productive, frustrating, and glorious experiences of
my life. Of course, I realize that we often grow through challenging experiences, but my acting on the following points
early on would have made for a smoother ride.

of 10,000 hours of active study. A surprise awaiting those
just starting their university level training is in thinking
that their current ratios of work-study-play will continue
indefinitely. As students get older, the realities of life often
demand increasing amounts of time, with obvious examples being long-term relationships, children and financial
needs. The best performers always make time to practice
in a consistent and diligent way. Your time is precious and
finite, don’t waste it on activities that will bring no tangible
reward.

1. Appreciate subjects outside your music major:
You should be most passionate about music, your standard of living depends on it. It is important to work very
hard on music-specific skills, but do not ignore opportunities that can broaden your horizons. General knowledge out
there is vast, so experience at least a sample of other subjects such as literature, history, astronomy, political science,
biology, psychology, etc.
Your professional self needs non-musical skills and
information. For example, taking a course on the history
of a country, region or ethnicity can give you a far deeper
insight into music that is written for or about that culture.
During her doctoral studies in music, my wife chose to study
Jewish history as a great way to connect with the large body
of literature and music with which it is directly associated.
A deeper knowledge of any culture and its associated music
will certainly provide a deeper meaning to your performance.
Non-music classes that require clear and concise writing
will help your career immeasurably. A strong foundation in
grammar and syntax will represent you in a positive and
learned manner. Every musician will use grant writing, letters of application for jobs, and self-promotion (biography,
Curriculum Vitae, press releases) throughout a career. If
you are strictly a performance major and pursue higher education with the goal of becoming a college professor, you will
be representing yourself to students, peers and colleagues in
your field as an expert. This includes articles, lectures, and
one day, application for tenure and promotion. The ability
to present yourself as a skilled intellect who shines not only
on the concert stage, but also with the written word, is an
increasingly important aspect being a successful musician.

3. Develop successful practice habits - quality vs
quantity:
Many students think that a successful practice session
has to be several hours in one stretch. I would advocate
more sessions of smaller duration, with a goal of at least
three one-hour sessions a day. When your mind and body
tire, it is unlikely you will make much further substantial
progress. Your time would be better spent doing something
else more productive.
To focus and direct your practice, always set goals at
the beginning of each session. Take a one hour session
and actively break the time into sections where you work
on specific skills and repertoire. A sample classical hour
could be: 15 minutes of scales and arpeggios, 10 minutes of
overtones, 10 minutes of articulation exercises, 20 minutes
of repertoire, and 5 minutes of intonation work. A jazz hour
could be: 15 minutes of transcribing, 20 minutes of ii-V-I
patterns in all keys, 15 minutes of tune memorization, and
10 minutes of moving motivic patterns through the circle
of fifths. As you can see, one hour can go by very quickly.
The advantage of breaking up a practice session into multiple parts is that you are more engaged and less mentally
fatigued throughout. Of course, find the ratio that works
for you, and always strive to make every minute of practice
a worthwhile one. When you are working on an increased
repertoire load (for example, preparing for an audition or
recital), your sessions can be lengthened or duplicated to
cover more music, all while maintaining the “basics” in each
session.

2. Practice as much as you can before life gets in the
way:
To be professional, aspiring musicians have to put
in enough time on their instruments. Author Malcolm
Gladwell’s celebrated book Outliers convincingly shows
that true mastery of almost anything needs a minimum
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4. Avoid distractions:
Do not let distractions compromise your productivity.
Smart-phones, iPads, computers, television and many
other devices all clamor for our attention with dopamineproducing notification chimes. Social media is particularly
addictive, and while these technologies are great on a
social level, your musical development needs focused and
uninterrupted time with your instrument. You should
be able to practice for at least an hour at a time without
March/April 2014
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checking your Facebook wall,
text messages, email, or Ryan
Seacrest’s Twitter feed. Both
quality and quantity of practice are essential to noticeable
improvement.
5. Work harder than you
have to:
Most college classes are
designed to meet the standards
of the NASM (National Association of Schools of Music).
Degree quality is important,
and how your overall skill-set
measures up against the best
of your chosen field can make
the difference between being
hired or not. Think about the
competition in all parts of the
professional music arena. Do
you want to depend on the
aged parent support system?
No? Then don’t just pass the
requirements of any course,
shatter them. Be noticed.

MORE THINGS TO CONSIDER FOR MUSIC MAJORS
BuzzFeed Community (12 Things)
http://www.buzzfeed.com/dlboylan/12-signs-you-were-amusic-major-foat
•
Majoring In Music.com (Many Things To Consider!)
http://majoringinmusic.com/category/how-to-select-musicschools-to-visit-and-evaluate/
•
10 Things To Ask Before Picking A Major
http://www.usnews.com/education/blogs/professorsguide/2009/12/16/10-questions-to-ask-before-picking-amajor
•
11 Facts About Music Education
http://www.dosomething.org/tipsandtools/11-facts-aboutmusic-education
•
10 Pros And Cons About Majoring In Music
In College
http://voicelessonstogo.com/blog/10-pros-and-10-cons-ofmajoring-in-music-in-college

6. Learn to become your own best teacher:
Professors can be wonderfully helpful in your development as a musician. Always try to learn as much as you can
from your teachers and seek to remember their most important concepts. Be aware though, that the ultimate goal
of any teacher is to push you to a level where you no longer
need their help. The development of your own skills of critical thinking, objective listening, and instrument-specific
skills are the key to your long-term progress. Avoiding procrastination is also very important. Do not wait to learn a
piece until you are sitting in a lesson with your teacher. So
much lesson time can be wasted if the teacher needs to tell
you which notes and rhythms to play. They can only help
you reach a higher plane if you first put in the time and
grunt work. Only when the basics of the music are solidly
under your fingers can you work on such higher-function
elements as style, phrasing, and ornamentation.
7. Practice your scales:
Virtuoso performances seem effortless to listeners. Those
high-flying technical skills were hard-won by hours in the
practice room on scales, thirds, fourths, arpeggios and any
other assorted technique builders. No magic trick will allow
you to take a shortcut to technical mastery. Commit to the
process diligently, and you will experience success directly
proportional to the amount of effort you provide. Music is
more than just technique, but you will never regret the time
spent practicing this essential part of musicianship. Not
putting in that time will hold you back permanently.
8. Promotion and thinking outside the box:
You should be the biggest promoter of your musical
skills. Practiced with some realistic humility, the promotion
of what you are and do should be a highly positive aspect
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of your life that makes things
happen. For example, don’t be
satisfied to work all semester
on your recital repertoire to
only play it once. Instead,
book a series of concerts at local churches or non-traditional settings to provide added
experience and enrichment to
the program.
Certain pieces should be
played traditionally (Desenclos, Ibert, Glazunov, etc.), but
there are many works that
can provide artistic growth
and interest when approached
from a different viewpoint.
Perhaps consider a combination program with other
artists in other disciplines.
Would a Piazzolla Tango
work well with a Flamenco
dancer? Would Steve Reich’s
New York Counterpoint work
with a beatboxer? Would a
solo Bach Sonata work with a
non-pitched percussion section groove? Would having video
or pictures behind a traditional work provide more interest
to the audience? The more creative you can be with your
performances, the greater the resulting experience for you
and your audience. Do not be afraid to try new things - they
may not always work, but in the long run you will be stronger for having at least tried something outside traditional
performance.
9. Listening to music:
A professor of mine once asked our class, “If I were to go
out to your car right now, what would I hear on your car
stereo?” Today, you can replace that with “what’s on your
iPod right now?” We all have different tastes in music, and
if you are a music student, you certainly do not have to give
up listening to Lady Gaga. But you should be spending time
listening to various styles of music within the “classical” or
“jazz” umbrellas, and this should not be a hardship. I drove
forty-five minutes to school each way during my undergraduate degree and delighted in using that time to listen
to CDs of the great works of the master composers, as well
as the giants of jazz. It also made music history listening
exams much easier. I remember being shocked and dismayed that fellow music majors could not easily identify
excerpts such as the openings of Beethoven’s 9th Symphony
or Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto. If you are a serious music
major, you simply have to know your literature.
10. The importance of balance and living life to its
fullest:
Your college years will hopefully be productive and memorable. Use this time to experience new things, meet new
people, explore your surroundings, meet a significant
... continued click here to continue on page 58
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“Vibrato has always been a signature element in the wonderful range of lead alto style. The bountiful history of great
lead alto players and the way they shaped the sound of each era is deserving of close study. Many of us are called on at
gigs to recall these concepts with honesty and integrity. The use of vibrato evokes emotion and propels the section whether using a modern approach or applying the rich flavor of the past. The smooth vibrato of the 40s is sweet and luxurious
contrasted by the current hot contemporary grooves that require intensity and penetration. When approaching a chart
choose an era you wish to emulate and apply these elements.” — Dan Higgins

A

s Dan Higgins so eloquently states, the use of vibrato deserves close attention and is worthy of careful study. Using vibrato within a saxophone section
also deserves careful attention. In my inaugural column
here much was said about the 5-piece big band saxophone
section. Each of the two altos, two tenors and one baritone
saxophone has its place and duty within the section. The
1st alto player typically “leads” the section and its use of
vibrato. Although the use of vibrato is not governed by a
finite set of rules and regulations, a case certainly can be
made for “accepted usage.”
To assist in understanding the use of vibrato some
current leaders in the industry have graciously lent their
views on the subject. Dan Higgins and Sal Lozano have
chimed in from the West Coast and from the East Coast we
will hear from Dick Oatts and Bob Bowlby. Later in this
article you will find that each of these fine lead alto players
have their own ideas on the use of vibrato. It is however interesting to note the overlapping of concepts and how each
explains it in their own way.
From my own experience I have learned that the
most common practice today allows for the lead alto player
to use vibrato at their discretion, except when playing
in unison with other saxophones. Naturally, if it were as
simple as the above statement, there would be no point of
further discussion. For that matter, there would be little
reason to study the great leaders and wonderful sections
that make up the rich history and tradition of jazz saxophone. Since there is good cause for the study of vibrato, let
us continue!
Producing And Practicing Vibrato
There are basically two types of vibrato available to
saxophone players. The first and most common is lip or jaw
vibrato. Breath or diaphragm vibrato, although used more
commonly by vocalists and flute players, is the second. For
our purposes here we will focus on the more accepted lip or
jaw vibrato.
Saxophone vibrato varies by depth and speed. It can
be thought of as a being attached to a dimmer control for a
chandelier rather than simply an on/off switch. It can pulsate in sync with the rhythmic background of its surround-
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ings or freely devoid of the pulse of the music. The better
the control the player has, the easier it is to adjust accordingly to the need of the situation or music being played.
To produce vibrato, the lip and jaw need to be flexible apart from setting the embouchure. Having a good,
functional embouchure and adequate breath support from
the diaphragm is a must and necessary first step. Different
teachers may use various syllables such as WaWa, OwOw,
VaVa, and YaYa in order to convey the idea of the jaw and
lip moving to produce vibrato. When introducing a student
to vibrato I will have them attempt all these syllables.
Together we will listen and choose what SOUNDS best and
makes the most sense to them.
Once the basic motion and resulting change in
pitch is achieved you can practice in rhythmic patterns
using a metronome. The exercise below was shared by my
teachers and is one that I use often with my own students.
It is written here in a very comfortable starting range in
the key of G and should be taken through all 12 keys. The
pulsation rates listed are very fast and better suited for use
in playing classical saxophone. Jazz saxophone vibrato is
typically slower so adjust accordingly. It is helpful to start
very slowly at first. A desirable vibrato speed may be more
than 20 BPM slower than the suggested rates.
How And When To Use Vibrato
Listening is key. Knowing how much vibrato to use is
an art form unto itself. When playing as a solo saxophonist the use of vibrato is completely at your discretion. In a
modern, improvised saxophone solo vibrato is typically used
sparingly with the exception of ballad playing. Being familiar with classic recordings and the great players on them
will go a long way toward educating your ear.
There are decidedly different approaches necessary
in order to mimic a period or style such as the fast, wide
vibrato of Guy Lombardo’s saxophone section or something
more modern. Listening to Johnny Hodges with Duke
Ellington or Marshall Royal with Count Basie is a great
starting point. No attempt will be made here to list ALL the
great lead alto players who have come since the legendary
Hodges and Royal. However, the markedly different style of
players such as Kim Park with Stan Kenton’s band demon-
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strates how varied each player’s approach can be.
It is important for all members of the sax section to
listen for vibrato or straight tone from the lead alto player
at all times. While playing older styles it may be more desirable to match the intensity and pulse rate of the vibrato
to insure a uniform section sound.
While there is no substitute for spending a considerable amount of time seeking out classic recordings and
listening to hours of music, there are a few guidelines to
keep in mind:
1. Typically unison lines are played without vibrato unless
otherwise indicated.
2. Soli sections and harmonized sections may include vibrato at the lead alto players discretion.
3. All members of the section should listen “up” to the lead
alto player to add or match vibrato.
4. If the lead alto player is playing with a straight tone, the
section under should follow suit.
5. Always defer to the arranger’s markings, which may
include indications such as “N.V.” meaning “no vibrato.”
Following the guidelines 1 through 5 will go a long way to
understanding vibrato’s place within a saxophone section.
Now it is time to hear from Bob Bowlby, Sal Lozano, Dick
Oatts and Dan Higgins.
Bob Bowlby
Freelance Reed Player
Former Lead Alto with Buddy Rich 1983-1987
Saxophonist With The Boston Pops
bobbowlby.com
My feeling on vibrato is pretty much the same as using
Tabasco sauce on a meal. Just the right amount is great,
and too much can ruin it. At times I was at odds with some
of the older players when I was coming up in the biz. They
played everything with a thick wobbly vibrato no matter
what the music was, and I hated that. If you’re playing
swing music, it is definitely the right place for that, but not
more modern music.
I am more drawn to the “less is more” concept. I find lead
alto on modern big bands lean toward having very little if
any vibrato in the section except for a soli or two. Also some
contemporary, fusion type tunes welcome more vibrato.
Brecker certainly did that well as did Ernie Watts.
Sal Lozano
Studio Musician, Dancing with The Stars Orchestra,
Gordon Goodwin’s Big Phat Band, Professor of Saxophone
At Cal State Univ. Long Beach.
http://www.sallozano.com/
I think using vibrato depends on the style and era
of the music being played. For example, in the Ellington
and early Basie bands all the saxes used vibrato on unison
and divisi lines. Later the vibrato started to fade. You can
hear this if you listen to the Basie sections on youtube from
the 50’s.
Nowadays it seems better for the lead alto to use
vibrato and the rest of the section to sort of “tuck it in”.
It would be great to match vibrato but I’m not sure that
it’s necessary. It might be difficult to add vibrato from the
section because you have the brass section to listen to and
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blend with. If it’s only the saxes and rhythm section playing, then vibrato could be added to the lead as a means of
phrasing or to shape a line. It’s very difficult to duplicate
the old style of Ellington, Fletcher Henderson, Dorsey, etc.
so the lead usually has the vibrato chore.
Sometimes people use vibrato to get from one note to the
next to sort of add energy between notes. Vibrato also helps
to keep phrases together. If the lead alto player is making
complete phrases along with breathing, articulation and using vibrato then the rest of the section follows along. What
really helps the cause is if everyone follows the lead alto.
They are there for support but not to overshadow the lead
player. I would to give everyone in the section a chance to
play lead so that when they go back to their part, they have
an idea of how to support without getting in the way.
Dick Oatts
Jazz Saxophone, Steeplechase Recording Artist, Lead Alto
With The Vanguard Jazz Orchestra,
Professor of Jazz Studies at Temple University
http://www.dickoattsmusic.com/
Vibrato has various depths and is really dependent
upon the style you are playing. I like to use vibrato as a
rhythmic propulsion device. I think of it in waves of triplets
when in the jazz (swing) tradition and then as straight 8th
notes in contemporary or fusion settings.
In my case, I was taught never to play vibrato on
top (or above) the center of pitch. I always try to play
vibrato by hitting the note and then dip down and back up
to the center of pitch. Again, the depth and speed of the
vibrato depends on the context.
If one has a tight embouchure, it’s going to limit the
flexibility it takes produce vibrato within different styles. I
feel that before you start learning vibrato and other effects
you must first learn how to get an even timbre and core of
sound throughout the entire saxophone. Then you can move
on to practice vibrato rhythmically by starting with half
notes, quarter notes, eighth notes, triplets and sixteenth
notes. You should start with a metronome marking that is
relaxing at first. This way you can focus on evenness, depth,
speed, and ultimately rhythmic propulsion to lead into
other phrases.
If I don’t hear the brass section in a big band using
vibrato, I will not use it either. However, I will use vibrato
if it’s a sax soli or the composer/arranger requires it. I don’t
like to use vibrato on unison passages. When I’ve had to
in the past, it was because of intonation disagreements or
there was a sax section comprised of musicians who didn’t
play together very often.
If I am playing lead alto without the use of vibrato,
I don’t want to hear anyone else use it in the section parts.
They can do whatever they want to during their solos.
When playing in a section, the entire point is work conceptually as a team.
Knowing when and how much vibrato to use comes
from listening to, and especially playing with experienced
musicians. Being able to successfully match vibrato under
an experienced player is a crucial first step. I first did it by
playing along with records and then later playing under
several lead alto players (some hip and some not-so-hip).
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Playing in sax duos, quartets and quintets also helped me
to understand how to become more flexible with it. The best
way to learn is to listen.
Dan Higgins
Saxophone & Woodwinds, Los Angeles
Johnny Hodges/Duke Ellington
http://www.danhiggins.net/
A Johnny Hodges Ellington approach will be enhanced if you don’t interrupt the vibrato with too much
articulation. Tonguing every other note, as in a bebop style,
will break the flow of the line and act to disrupt the arc of
the line. Slur a bit more and use breath accents to propel
the phrase. The vibrato will be beautiful and constant if you
keep the air moving.
Marshall Royal (Count Basie)
Basie style employs a deeper vibrato. Without sounding too corny make your vibrato wide and urgent. Listen to
Marshall Royal’s depth and get your entire section vibrating so it’s not only the lead. When the lower voices start
churning it’s very effective. Again, slurring helps keep the
sound flowing and vibrant. In this style straight tone is
rarely used within unison passages.
Stan Kenton
The Kenton approach is much cooler and uses little
vibrato. On these and other cool west coast charts I like to
add a little “life” to the sound by thinking of the smallest
vibrato to add some color. Intonation is very critical when
using this approach especially in unison passages.
Bebop (Charlie Parker)
In a swinging bebop chart your approach can be a bit
more soloistic. Some “tail” vibrato is appropriate at the end
of phrases. Have fun, play a little lighter and don’t worry
about leading the section like a bull. Jazz articulation is
best here and slurring too much can make the line sound
foggy and dated. Go for a crisp interpretation as if it’s a jazz
solo. Ghosting can be effective if the entire section observes
it. Resist playing too loud and ask your section to cool it if
you feel like you’re being overblown.
Contemporary/Funk (David Sanborn)
In a contemporary bag get your intensity going with a
David Sanborn approach using a fast narrow vibrato when
needed. No vibrato on unisons is a good default concept. Be
clean and don’t ghost notes. Tongue more and experiment
with articulating 16ths notes if tempo allows. Think more
like a horn section and be very clear with your releases.
When the entire section snaps off the end of phrases it can
be quite effective. Be careful not to make notes too long to
avoid making it feel “draggy”. Time is crucial so focus in on
the 16th-note pulse generated from the drums.
With all this said, draw from these historic players
and eras to develop your own approach to vibrato. Mentioned are only a few of the numerous players and styles
that have shaped the history of jazz. Study the past to gain
the insights needed to solidify your personal concept. Big
bands are alive and well with many great arrangers pushing boundaries as well as creating homage to the past. The
role of the lead alto will always remain an integral part of
any band’s sound and direction.
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CONCLUSION FROM SKIP
Playing in a good section can be one of the most rewarding endeavors for musicians of all types. Whether it is only
two horns or a big band boasting 12-15 woodwinds and
brass, feeling part of a well-oiled machine can invoke a
musical “high.” It is especially rewarding when your section mates feel the time, pitch and phrasing all just as you
do. The use of vibrato within that section needs to be an
equally important consideration.
Thank you to Dan Higgins, Sal Lozano, Bob Bowlby and
Dick Oatts for their insightful comments lent to this article.
§
Skip Spratt is a saxophonist and music educator living
in the Philadelphia/Atlantic City region. Additional help,
sax info and lessons via Skype can be found on Skip’s popular website www.SaxShed.com. You can email Skip directly
at skip@saxshed.com.
Click Blue Links Below To View Videos
Duke Ellington, “All Of Me” Johnny Hodges Solo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vQbJbuIcNOQ
•
Duke Ellington, “Things Ain’t What They Used To Be”
Johnny Hodges Solo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZA_JxaA1ddA
•
Count Basie, “Young and Beautiful”
featuring Marshall Royal on alto
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W729cBJUKfU
•
Thad Jones & Mel Lewis, “The Groove Merchant” (1968)
Composed By Jerome Richardson,
Featuring The Sax Section
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ZLvqXFddu0
•
Stan Kenton, “Street of Dreams”
With John Park, alto sax
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VijQAMq7KeA
•
David Sanborn, “The dream”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ulUBPeHHV8o
•
Charlie “Bird” Parker, “Yardbird Suite”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HmroWIcCNUI&list=
PLF0A7E3EECC7F6835&index=1
•
Guy Lombardo, “Auld Lang Syne”
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XKTm0tPcdfg
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Reinhold Schwarzwald

Interview By
Thomas Erdmann
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axophonist, composer, arranger and producer Reinhold Schwarzwald, who now lives in Los Angeles,
California, is originally from Austria. This son of a
Hungarian mother and Austrian father, both of whom are
musicians, arrived in the United States in 1999 via Paris,
France, where he had lived and performed for a number of
years; this followed studies at the Anton Bruckner Conservatory in Austria, the Fribourg Conservatory in Switzerland and at the CIM, Paris. Schwarzwald has performed
worldwide including at the Montreux Jazz Festival and
worked as a studio musician both in Europe and the United
States. Among the artists he’s worked with include Luis
Conte, Hugh Masekela, Patrice Rushen, Kirk Whalum,
Marla Glen, Kaoma, Karen Briggs, Michelle Coltrane,
Ndugu Chancler, Doc Powell, Rhonda Smith as well as
opened for artists like Chris Botti and Ray Charles. Usually it’s hard to get critics to agree on anything, but with
Schwarzwald worldwide acclaim has been universal. Two
such critics include Roman Schliesser who wrote in Kronen
Zeitung, “(Schwarzwald) has climbed to the pinnacle of contemporary jazz,” and Tom Proll who wrote in X-Act Magazine, “(Schwarzwald is) a huge talent on saxophone and an
exceptional songwriter… he brought the house down at the
Euromusic Vienna.” Just starting to get a following here in
the United States, Schwarzwald’s American debut CD Sunset has spent time at the top of the groove and smooth jazz
charts. This is one saxophonist to whom you should keep
your eyes, and ears, firmly fixed.
Why do you play a Yamaha saxophone?
Believe it or not it is the same saxophone I got when I started to play. At
that time I tried out a number of saxophones and was really impressed with
the Yamaha. I’ve been playing it ever
since. I like the sound and the way
it feels in my hands in terms of the
size of the keys, weight, etc. I’m not,
to be honest, a gear junky. I believe
that a lot of people, specifically on the
saxophone, develop their own sound.
I think this has a lot to do with your
morphology. I also believe in adapting one’s playing to the instrument in
order to make a fusion between the
performer and the instrument. I have
to admit that I’m not a Yamaha artist.
I can extol their advantages but I’m
not getting anything on the back end
for saying this.
You have a really beautiful tone. How
did you develop your tone when you
were young? Did you do any specific
exercises to help improve this aspect of
your playing?
I believe sound is really key and the
number one aspect that’s important to
playing the saxophone. Your sound is
everything. When we listen to a singSaxophone Today

er, a vocalist, one of the first things that hits us is his or her
voice. A vocalist can have the best technique in the world
and a four or five octave voice range, but if their sound is
shrill we won’t like it. I always approach the saxophone
from that perspective, trying to develop a full tone and a
full sound. On the alto you really have to have a full sound.
I love the alto saxophone; it’s an amazing and wonderful
instrument because it comes so close to the human voice. I
think that’s what inspired me to want to play it in the first
place. When I started I did a lot of tonal exercises, holding
long notes as long as my breath could go, and working on
developing a full tone over the entire range of the horn as I
would do this. Playing long tones is like working your vocalese aspect if you were a vocalist. I am also a vocalist, even
though I didn’t sing on my CD Sunset, but I love the great
vocalists and what they contribute to the music. They have
always been a great inspiration to me.
One question I sometimes ask artists is if their phrasing is
more influenced by singers or instrumentalists. I take it your
answer would be singers.
Yes, definitely. I like those people who I’m sure we all
love, Ella Fitzgerald, Nat King Cole, am I’m still a big fan
of Sammy Davis Jr. and Ray Charles, as well as Stevie
Wonder and Al Jarreau. Their way of delivering the song
and the melody is linked to the saxophone in that the saxophone has also the role of introducing the theme and the
melody first before the solos begin. This is the same thing
one asks of a vocalist, so I was definitely influenced by all of
those vocalists not only because I love
them so much but also because I feel
their depth of feeling, their interpretation, and the little intricacies they
bring to music when they present the
theme and melody are wonderful.
They were all huge influences on me.
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On your recording Sunset you’ve assembled a collection of various artists
from throughout the world. Not just
those from the United States, but also
those from France and Brazil. Did you
have any trouble coordinating everyone’s schedule?
Yes, it was definitely an enterprise. This is an album where there
are a lot of musicians all bringing
their talents. The way I wanted to
do the production was to do it with a
lot of different musicians; there were
about 30 people involved when you
add in all of the strings. I like to bring
talented people together. Everyone
always brings something special to
such a production and was quite an
adventure to bring everyone together.
For those young musicians who are
thinking about putting out a CD as
a leader, what advice do you have to
help them through the process?
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Great question. One thing that was important for me was
to have song material that could really stand up. I feel that
is really important today. Back in the good old days of jazz
and jazz development, as well as back when all of the great
music styles were developing like R&B and soul, it was really primarily all about the song. It’s not just about putting
some grooves together and jamming on them. It is worth
taking the time to really dig into your inspiration and soul
in order to come up with music and material, songs, that
reflect part of who you are as an artist. That inspiration
is different for every artist depending on who they are
inspired by. My main advice is that whoever you are inspired by, you should look to them when creating your own
songs and your own music. Instead of listening to too much
of what others are doing in the same genre as you at the
current time period of when you’re putting your recording
together, you should just feel what you can bring. Also you
should get together with people who have more experience
in recording than you do, those who have already had experience in doing recordings so that your production is up to
level. There are different aspects, as we both know, that are
important. You may have good music but the production,
sound, and how you put the disc together is also important.
Sometimes we have great production but not such great
music, and sometimes it’s the other way around. You need
to be with the people who can help you get the sound right.
It’s also worthwhile to work with a good sound engineer in
order to get the best sound out of each of your performers,
whether they be vocalists, drummers, bassists, etc. It’s really important to have a good sound engineer. Off the top of
my head that’s what comes to mind.
You produced all of the tracks on Sunset yourself, except
for three tracks you did with Patrice Rushen, who is very
quickly reaching the status of a keyboard legend in Los
Angeles. And rightly so.
How did you meet her?
Patrice and I go back almost 17 years. We met through
a great friend of ours, Kirk Whalum. I was living in Paris,
France, and playing in a jazz club. Kirk came to sit in with
us, and that was how I first met him. At that time he was
the saxophone player with Whitney Houston. We started to
hang out and practice together. I was really excited about
his albums and his sound. The sound that was coming out
of California at that time was exciting to me and something
which I was very curious about. I started to make trips to
California in order to check out the scene, and Kirk was
helpful. I had some ideas and wanted to put them together.
At that point Kirk introduced me to Patrice. Patrice and I
have been friends ever since. She is not only an amazing
musician, treasure, and talent, but she is also a wonderful person. She is also interested in French culture. Kirk
actually lived in France for a while, while I was living
there, and all three of us were speaking French, and that
was the first thing we bonded over; the fact that we were all
speaking French, we loved French food, and from there our
friendship was bonded.
As a producer, what did she bring to your musicianship?
Oh my gosh, it was unbelievable. Working with her has
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been such a blessing. Knowing her and having the pleasure
and privilege of calling her a friend has been great. She is
such an accomplished musician on so many levels, not just
as a performer, composer, arranger, and producer; I can say
I learned so much from her that she was like a mentor to
me. Her whole way of approaching things is amazing. It’s
very hard to describe with words. The way she approaches
things is with such serenity, and her breadth of vision is
amazing. She is always open to ideas and the whole musical
heritage she brings to the table is extraordinary. The way
Patrice works with an artist, as a producer is incredible.
Everyone who knows her as a person knows that she is the
sweetest and nicest person, I was there thinking about all
of the great musicians she has worked with including the
biggest names and legends in the music industry. Everyone loves to work with her, and for good reason. The whole
process was the prototypical example of how you can create
great music.
I really love your composition Feel Good on your Sunset CD.
How does the compositional process work for you?
It really depends. Feel Good is a song I wrote one day,
literally, by walking down the street. It was just one of
those days, you know how it is, when you just feel really
good. I was having one of those days; things were going really well and I was very happy. As I was walking down the
street I noticed I was walking in a certain rhythm, and then
this bass line came to me (sings opening bass line of the
song). That sounded like a really interesting bass line and
I just kept singing it over and over. Then came the melody
(sings the songs opening melody). Those two elements just
came together. As happens in these kinds of cases I didn’t
have any recording device with me, so I had to sing those
riffs over and over so I wouldn’t forget them. I had my cell
phone with me, so I ended up calling myself so I could sing
these riffs on my answering machine. I came home, sat at
the piano, put the bass line down and added the chords.
That was the A section of the composition. Then I added the
melody. The piece had a Brazilian funk feel to it, and from
there I developed the rest of the music. I just kept working
on the piece at the piano in order to develop the bridge as
well as all of the other sections of the piece.
You mentioned the piano, and you are a keyboard player,
how important has it been to you in your career to have
keyboard skills?
It is important. If you’re a saxophonist you don’t have to
be someone who is an accomplished jazz piano player, but
keyboard skills are important in order to be able to write
your songs, develop them harmonically, and develop the
arrangements. In order to be able to do all of that there is
really no substitute for doing all of that at the keyboard.
This is the ultimate instrument in order to be able to do all
of those things. It is vital to have keyboard abilities and I
recommend it to everyone. It doesn’t matter if you’ve never
learned to play the keyboard and are at a stage where
you’ve only been playing the saxophone for number of years,
you can still start to learn the keyboard and learn chords.
There are great books out there with instruction to help you
learn how to start, to learn how to plunk out chords, and in
the end you don’t have to be a virtuoso. Developing good deMarch/April 2014

cent keyboard skills that will
help you create your songs
will be a vital aspect of your
developing musicianship.
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You also do the Brazilian
tune Malheiros which was
composed by bassist Carlos
Werneck, who plays bass on
your recording of that piece.
In fact you have a number
of Brazilian musicians with
you on the Sunset CD. Brazilian music is a very subtle
music that is actually very
difficult to play correctly.
What advice do you have
to help young saxophonists
learn to play Brazilian music
in the correct style?
Brazilian music is something I grew up with. My dad’s a
guitar player and he loves to listen to the great Brazilian
classics of Jobim and Joao Gilberto, and others like that. I
grew up listening to those songs, and one of my great loves
in music is Brazilian music. As you say, it is a very subtle
music, harmonically as well. What I recommend to those
who are inclined to learn to play Brazilian music is to listen
as much as you can to the great classics. It is such a beautiful style of music that is so unique. Also try to get together
with musicians who are from that country; that’s what I
did. I got together, quite a bit, with Brazilian musicians. I
learned the feel and style of the music from playing with
Brazilian drummers, Brazilian bass players, and I really
dug into the music and the feel. I love it. Specifically the
Bossa Nova, which is very different from the Samba; those
two musics are confused here in the West.
I think that’s part of what you’re referring to because
sometimes when people play a classic song like The Girl
From Ipanema they don’t play it in a true Bossa Nova style,
often they will instead do the piece like a Samba. Those two
musics are very different. The Bossa Nova people wanted
to create a music that was very different from the Samba,
mostly because they didn’t like the Samba too much. The
Samba is a high energy folk kind of music, and the musicians wanted to create a music that was more sophisticated
and subtle as a reflection of the tremendous changes that
were going on in Brazil at the time and they came up with
the Bossa Nova. I always say that one of the best things
you can do when learning any kind of music is to play with
people who really know that music, who come from that
music, and if you have the chance to jam with people who
come from a certain style you must do this in order to capture the feeling and knowledge.
That tune, Malheiros, by the way, is named for and in
tribute to the bassist from the band Azymuth. He is a
famous bassist, Alex Malheiros. That band was vastly
underrated and unfortunately not very well known outside
of Brazil. They are well worth checking out and listening to.
The way it’s played is that the accompaniment is played on
the bass like a guitar. There are two bass parts. The first is
like a regular bass part and the other part is played on the
Saxophone Today

bass like one would play a
guitar, accompanying the
melody in that manner.
The song is written in this
specific style because the
bass player on my record,
Carlos Werneck (who had
worked with Gilberto Gil
and many others) is also a
guitar player and he has
that ability, to play the bass
like a guitar.

Congratulations are in
order for your song All Your
Love which won the International Song Expo award.
You wrote a wonderful and
intricate backing vocal
arrangement for that song. What process do you use when
you’re going to arrange something? Did you study arranging
when you were young?
Yes, I studied arranging and took arranging classes.
Those really helped open up the world of music for me. An
old friend and mentor of mine, a gifted guitar player by the
name of Francis Coletta, turned me on to it years ago and
told me I needed to take arranging classes. At that time I
was all about the saxophone and just wanted to do that, but
he urged me to take arranging classes. Those classes really
helped me in not just arranging for instruments but also in
developing my harmonic concepts. I applied what I learned
when arranging those vocal lines in All Your Love. I have to
say that at times ideas for vocal lines will just pop up to me,
and then I will try out other ideas for voices by singing over
what I already have to see what sounds the best. I then
took the ideas I developed to Fred White who sings those
lines on the recording and we went over them together and
he contributed ideas as well.
When you play a melody it doesn’t seem like you are just
tossing it off like so many young artists do, just so they can
get to the solo. You put your heart and soul not only into
the solos, but also the melodies. Could you talk about why
it’s important to put your heart and soul into playing the
melody with the same passion as when you’re playing an
improvised solo?
The first thing that comes to mind is a famous quote, but
I can’t remember who said it, but it comes from one of the
great legends of jazz. He said, “It’s never wrong to play the
melody.” Isn’t that one of the greatest quotes ever? It is absolutely right when you say this because as a starting and
aspiring improviser everyone wants to solo. I think the concept of playing the melody is sometimes a forgotten aspect
of jazz. If you go back historically in time and watch how
jazz developed, in New Orleans style there was the melody
and it was played by one instrument, and then a different instrument would play little ornaments against and
with the melody. For example, the trumpet might play the
melody and the clarinet would play little arpeggios. Then
the instruments would switch roles back and forth. All of
the great masters, and this includes Charlie Parker and
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Reinhold Schwarzwald’s Equipment
Yamaha alto saxophone (YAS 62) with a Bobby Dukoff M7 mouthpiece, and LaVoz medium reeds.
Lester Young and all of the greats, they all had a wonderful
rendition of playing the melody.
Charlie Parker, when he plays a song he would hear off
of the radio like My Melancholy Baby, he plays it in such a
sweet and beautiful way. You can’t help but be enchanted
by his playing of the melody. Why is that? It’s because the
melody, the theme, is really important. For all the jazz
greats, they really put a lot of emphasis on the melody. If
you want to deliver the melody with depth and passion, it’s
important to take time to study it. Learning the melody
and playing it well also helps you develop your improvisation; how you’re going to solo. If you don’t know the melody
really well how can you solo on the tune? This doesn’t mean
just knowing the notes of the melody, but you must also
know how the melody relates to the harmony of the song.
It’s difficult to develop a meaningful solo over a song unless
you understand how the melody and harmony relate to each
other.
I think all of the great jazz masters knew this. John
Coltrane, for example, he loved to solo, but he can deliver
a melody like nobody’s business. One way to learn to play
melodies well is to go back to the original versions of songs.
I think people will take a song out of The Real Book, it
doesn’t matter which one you pick, but I think some people
will not listen to the original version of that song. Many of
the great jazz standards were songs written for the theater
and Broadway shows. It’s important for us to listen to what
the original meaning of the song is and what the lyric contains. That’s what I do. I listen to original recordings, vocal
recordings, and I also check out the lyrics in depth to learn
what the song writer really meant and wanted to express.
From there you learn the melody and then take that and
use it as a basis for developing the improvisation and the
solo. That’s the approach I take.

well, how important the lyrics are to playing songs. Dexter
played with all the greats of his time, and I think he got
a great deal of inspiration from his time playing with jazz
vocalists.
The other thing your answer made me think of is how important it is for students to understand the history of this
music. Here you are referencing many of the past masters,
including referencing Dixieland music which is where
much of what we have today in jazz first found its original
foothold. To understand the history helps us to play in the
modern. Woody Shaw famously said, when talking about
how he kept finding new ways to harmonically develop jazz,
“I move forward by looking back.”
That is so true. We should never forget we stand on
the shoulders of those who came before us. Another great
example is Wynton Marsalis. He says one thing that I think
is really relevant, “It’s important to be able to play within
the tradition, and to know that tradition; where did it come
from, how was it developed, who are the great masters?”
There is nobody like Louis Armstrong and Ella Fitzgerald.
They have so much to give and they influenced generation after generation. Right now it seems like we are at a
turning point where there is a younger generation coming
up that is losing that connection to those masters, and this
is unfortunate. We really need to know where the music
comes from and how we should be connected to it.

Your wonderful answer to that question has made me think
of two things. First, when Dexter Gordon was going to play
a standard many times he would recite the lyric of that
song first, before he and the band would play the tune. That
helped to give the audience context.
Exactly. What is a song? A song tells a story, or at least
most of them do. There is a singer, there are lyrics, and
you need to know what the song really means. Is the lyric
about love, is it about hope, desperation, or sadness; what
is the meaning of the lyric? We have notes on music paper
and that’s great, and they help us remember the notes if
we don’t have the melody memorized, but those notes are
not what the song is really about. We have to dig into the
music and know what the song is really about. If we do this
it will help us really understand what the music is really
all about, and we’ll have more depth in the rendering of the
melody. This can then be the basis for the solo, and Dexter
is a great example of this. I remember the movie Round
Midnight that Dexter starred in. Do you know it?

You have a wonderful altissimo register that is wonderfully
and musically highlighted on the track Heartbeat Of The
City. What advice do you have for other saxophonists who
are working to develop their own altissimo chops?
One of the things I did was to play scales over several
octaves. The way I play scales is to play them over the
entire range of the instrument, from the bottom all the way
up. Another big help for developing the altissimo register
is to do octaves because, first of all, you want to work on
getting the altissimo notes in tune. They are tricky and it
takes a lot of work, including the right lip pressure and the
right air pressure, in order to make the sound come out in
a pleasing manner. Almost anyone can get a sound out, but
to make it sound good is difficult, and this includes making
sure you’re playing the notes in tune. Tuning octaves will
really help this. You should start from the middle F and
F-sharp, and then play the notes up an octave from there.
Then play the high G and tune it with the note an octave
above that. Comparing octaves by holding the pitches really
helps. Also you need to work on tonguing the notes with
different articulations. There are fingering charts for the altissimo register on the internet, and there are a number of
different charts one can use for the fingerings. It’s really up
to each person to find the fingering combination that works
best for you. But to reiterate, I really believe in octaves to
help altissimo notes.

Yes, I tell my students this is an indispensable movie and
they have to watch it.
It’s a great movie, and there’s a scene where he says
something to the effect of, while talking about a song, “Oh,
how did the lyrics go again?” He’s thinking about the song
at a very deep level and that scene really captures, so

On the track Rain In Paris you trade fours back and forth
with guitarist Nadir Oudni. What advice do you have for
other musicians in order to help them be as effective as you
when trading fours in a live situation?
My approach to playing, in this as well as in any situation, is to really listen to what is going on in the band. This
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applies to everything and every time I play anything. This
is also an aspect that is sometimes overlooked by aspiring
students. People are so focused on what they are playing.
They’re always thinking about what their solo should sound
like that they forget, and it’s very easy to do this, to listen
to the band. It’s basically a mental state you have to be in.
I listen to what the drummer is doing, the bass player, the
keyboard player, and in this specific case, the track Rain In
Paris, I was listening to what the guitarist was doing. How
was he speaking to me? Music is a communicative art, and
it communicates in a number of different ways. One way
is how the band communicates with each other in the art
form we call jazz. In all improvised music, including jazz
and rock or other improvised musics, we must communicate
with each other in same manner that you and I are having
a conversation right now and that you have with all of the
artists you interview for this magazine.
For example, you ask me something, I respond, and from
what I say you then say something that is related to my
answer, then I respond, then you reference something in my
answer to ask another question and I again respond. This is
how I look at music. It’s a communication. I listen to what
the musicians are playing and saying through their instruments. This in turn inspires me. Then I can either mirror
what I’m hearing, or I can try to match the phrase I hear in
one of the other instruments by playing something different
using a similar rhythm which was triggered in me by something I heard from one of my bandmates, or play a melody
that was triggered in me by something I heard, or a number
of other possibilities. Many of my possible responses come
from something I heard in the band and that triggered my
response.
This is really all about careful listening. It’s true in all
musics in general. When I’ve given clinics you can see this
very clearly when everyone is playing together. Instead of
wondering what you should be playing, just listen to what
the band is doing, and then let the music come out of you.
It comes out because the ideas you will get will be triggered
from the inspiration you receive from the other members of
the band. The creativity you infuse into the music will then,
in turn, inspire and develop ideas in the other members of
the band. This is the approach I use, and I really see it that
way.
You mentioned clinics, and you do a lot of these. I was wondering if when you go to give a clinic at colleges and high
schools if there is an overriding concept you like to emphasize during your time with the students?
My overriding concept is my philosophy on how to approach music, in a general sense. Then I get more specific with each individual student. I think everybody has
wonderful talents and we each have areas where we can
improve. It’s different for each person. One thing I always
ask myself, and this is part of this answer, is that we are
always focused on ourselves and each of us are, on our own
instruments, are all focused on our technique. Years ago I
remember thinking to myself, and I don’t even know why
this thought crossed my mind, but what would happen if I
could not play my horn for a long period of time. Let’s say,
God forbid, you get sick or it’s just not possible, for whatever reason, to play or be able to practice. During that time
Saxophone Today

my whole being as a musician, anybody’s whole being as a
musician, would not go away. That just can’t be. This made
me think about what the quintessence of what a musician
should be and is. What is an artist? What is and what does
the term musicianship really mean? The answer finally
came to me, if I could not play music, that what I really
have to work on is my musicianship.
What is this term and what does it mean? First I think is
rhythm. This is something that is inside of you and something you must develop. It doesn’t matter what instrument
you play, but your timing is something that you must work
on and develop. The best way to do that is to play with
people who have great groove. Then comes your musical ear
and your knowledge of harmony and most importantly your
passion for your music. These things stay with you, no matter what instrument you play and no matter if you can play
that instrument anymore or not. If you cannot practice your
instrument for, let’s say, four months, you will still always
have all that . It will not go away. Then when you pick up
your instrument again after that four month period, while
you may be a little rusty on it, your musicianship and skills
are still at that high level so that your technical skills will
come back fast. This is because you know what it takes to
get back into shape quickly.
We are musicians and we train like athletes. It’s like riding a bike. First you do it one hour a day, then you progress
to two hours and then three and so on. You do the same
on your instrument as you begin to pick it back up. This is
what I teach, as an overriding principal, when I give clinics.
I like to focus in on those essential musicianship skills that
don’t go away even if you can’t play your instrument for a
period of time.
The other aspect I focus on during clinics is the communication that is going on in a band. I like to develop those
concepts I talked about in reference to your last question,
but at a higher level. I think this is really important.
What advice do you have for young saxophonists?
Instead of just focusing on your instrument, which is
important and a big part of what you should be doing,
we should also not forget to develop the other skills, like
developing good rhythm and a good ear. We should also
try to experience as many different musical styles as possible. People who are aspiring to become good musicians
should remember that the great jazz masters, like Charlie
Parker or John Coltrane or Miles Davis, were very open,
very creative people. They were not closed minded. They
did not say, “I’m a jazz musician and I only listen to jazz
music.” No, they didn’t say this. They listened to the whole
spectrum of musics that was available to them. I think
that openness is one of the gifts I wish all aspiring players
received. §
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axophone quartet repertoire includes a dramatically
wide variety of musical styles, from transcriptions
rhythm section on the playback tracks includes keyboard,
of Bach’s music, to Romantic style originals like the
bass, drums and electric guitar. Super Glue can also be
Glazunov, from modern music from the likes of Xenakis and
performed as a saxophone quartet without accompaniment.
Donatoni, to Michael Torke’s post-minimalism, to tango
Mark Engebretson is Associate Professor of Composition
arrangements and originals, to Jazz, to arrangements of
and Electronic Music at the University of North Carolina at
pop music, and everything in between. For decades, it’s
Greensboro. He has received many awards for his composibeen common for composers to incorporate elements of jazz
tions, including the 2011 North Carolina Artist Fellowship
and pop music into their writing for saxophone. Composin Composition and commissions from Harvard Univerers writing today grew up surrounded
sity’s Fromm Music Foundation and the
by popular music, so many draw upon
Thomas S. Kenan Center for the Arts.
those musical styles in their composiHe is the founder of the UNCG New Mutions. Jazz rhythms and harmonies have
sic Festival, which recently celebrated
long been an influence in saxophone
its 10th anniversary season. His music
repertoire, for example. Mark Engebretis widely-performed internationally at
son’s newest work for saxophone quartet
festivals such as SEAMUS, ICMC, Wien
doesn’t stop at using pop music as an
Modern, Third Practice, Festival of New
influence. It is an unabashed, unapoloAmerican Music, ISCM and the BGSU
getic work of pop music.
Festival of New Music and Art, to name
Super Glue is a 15 minute work in
a few. Many performers around the
three movements titled Crazy Glue,
globe have presented his music in halls
Hot Glue Gun and Liquid Nails. It
such as Carnegie Hall, Sala São Paulo,
was written for and premiered by the
Vienna’s Konzerthaus, and Stockholm’s
Oasis Saxophone Quartet in 2013 at
Radiohuset. His music has been heard
the UNCG New Music Festival. The
in concerts around the globe, in Argenindividual movements also work as
tina, Albania, Azerbaijan, Lithuania,
stand alone pieces. It’s a versatile piece,
Sweden, Norway and China. Recordings
performable with playback tracks, or a
of his work are available on the Albany,
live rhythm section, or a mixture of live
Innova, Lotus, and Capstone labels.
Composer Mark Engebretson
rhythm section and playback tracks. The
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Oasis Quartet
Performers who have championed his music include the
fascination with both performance and compositional virtuOasis, Vienna, Rollin’ Phones and Red Clay Saxophone
osity joins melody to form the basis of his ongoing interest
Quartets, Due East, saxophonists Susan Fancher, James
in writing works that push his boundaries as a composer
Romain, Steve Stusek, Jonathan Helton and Paul Bro,
and that engage his collaborating performers in technical
trombonist Mark Hetzler, and flutist Tadeu Coelho. Other
and musical challenges. He believes that these challenges
significant performances have been given by the Orquestra
teach us something about music, endless possibilities, and
Sinfônica da Universidade da São Paulo, the Cleveland
ourselves.
Winds, the Wroclaw Philharmonic Orchestra, and the
Super Glue is the latest of several works written for memGreensboro Opera. Current compositional projects include a
bers of the Oasis Saxophone Quartet. The members of Oanew work being written for the 60th birthday celebration of
sis, Nathan Nabb, James Bunte, Dave Camwell, and James
renowned violinist and conductor Dmitry Sitkovetsky.
Romain, are each highly regarded concert artists, appearing
Before joining the faculty of UNCG, Engebretson taught
regionally, nationally, and internationally as chamber mucomposition at the University of
clinicians, orchestral musiSuper Glue is the latest of several sicians,
Florida, music theory at SUNY
cians, solo recitalists and adjudiFredonia and 20th-century music
works written for members of the cators. They can be heard on the
history at the Eastman School of
Teal Creek, Innova, Centaur, Amp
Oasis Saxophone Quartet. The
Music. He studied at the UniverRecordings, and Mark Custom lasity of Minnesota (graduating Sum- members of Oasis, Nathan Nabb, bels, and in performances with the
ma cum Laude), the Conservatoire
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, the
James Bunte, Dave Camwell,
de Bordeaux (as a Fulbright ScholCincinnati Symphony Orchestra,
ar), and Northwestern University,
the Minnesota Orchestra, as well
and James Romain...
where he received the Doctor of
as a number of regional orchestras.
Music degree. At Northwestern he studied composition with
As an ensemble, Oasis is dedicated to the exploration,
M. William Karlins, Pauline Oliveros, Marta Ptaszynska,
preparation and presentation of important contemporary
Michael Pisaro, Stephen Syverud and Jay Alan Yim, and
works for saxophone quartet, while retaining a strong
saxophone with Frederick Hemke. His teachers in France
foundation in standard and transcribed repertoire. The
were Michel Fuste-Lambezat and Jean-Marie Londeix.
diverse and wide-ranging interests of its members (includEngebretson writes that his creative work is “driven by
ing jazz performance and history, contemporary techniques
melody, timbre, virtuosity, clear and balanced formal
and notation, ethnomusicology, and regular contributions to
structure, the integration of new media, multiple levels of
scholarly and trade journals) contribute a broad array of inassociations, and a desire for fresh and engaging expresfluences that lend a unique depth and perspective to Oasis
sion.” He notes that the concept of melody can be interpretQuartet performances. Founded in 2006, the ensemble has
ed quite broadly: “a singing, arcing line, a single tone with
received rave reviews of its live performances as well as for
constant microtonal or timbre changes, a jumping, jagged,
its innovative and creative clinic and concert programming.
asymmetrical riff, or a lick played on a snare drum,” His
I asked Engebretson to talk about his long association
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with members of the Oasis Quartet. He replied, “As Jim reminded me (in front of an audience), he and I have known
each other for over 30 years, and I am honored to call him a
‘champion’ of my music. It’s been a terrific, fruitful collaboration. Jim wrote his dissertation at University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign on my solo piece, Energy Drink
I. He recently released a fantastic recording of my Duo
Concertante with the Drake Wind Symphony (conducted by
Robert Meunier and also featuring Susan Fancher). I wrote
SaxMax for him and he premiered the alto version at the
World Saxophone Congress in Ljubjana. Dave Camwell and
I met there for the first time. I composed a saxophone quartet with percussion for the group Xplorium!, which features
Oasis together with percussion ensemble. They performed
that piece in Taiwan and at the NASA Biennial Conference
in Arizona, and they have recorded it as well (release is
coming soon).”
Super Glue was written at the request of Oasis with the
support of Engebretson’s Research Leave from UNCG.
Oasis asked Engebretson for a concerto with wind ensemble, but he thought programming would be limited. Thus,
he decided to write a smaller piece with a big sound that
would have many possibly manifestations. Oasis performed
Super Glue at least eight times within the first couple of
months of the premiere, on concerts in North Carolina,
Colorado, Wyoming and Wisconsin. Jim Romain tells me,
“Audience reaction to Super Glue has been great. I think
that Mark’s embrace of 1980’s pop music is honest and
entirely sincere. Listeners find that to be refreshing, as
it is as far as one can get from so-called ‘academic’ music.
Plus..., it rocks.”
Engebretson ran the sound system for two of the performances in NC and says that audiences reacted strongly to
the piece with “lots of applause, yelling, that kind of thing.”
Super Glue is a pretty natural closer for a program, ending
things on a very high energy level. He has also had the
good fortune to work with many topnotch performers, but
the premiere performance of Super Glue was especially
thrilling for him. He writes, “ It was so beautiful to me.
What terrific players! They absolutely crushed the piece
in performance. I had some luck in making music that
happened to play to some of the individual strengths of the
ensemble.”
To readers of Saxophone Today, Engebretson adds, “For
saxophonists who know my previous music for saxophone,
such as Energy Drink, may come as a bit of a surprise and
I hope it’s a happy one! But I’ve been working on this idea
for some time; for example(s), my recent Concerto for soprano saxophone and orchestra, and my piece Rock Star for
violin. I am very, very proud of Super Glue. It represents a
lot of what I am thinking about these days in terms of what
music is, and what it means to us culturally. I looked at
myself and my work and asked myself if I honestly, truly
and completely believe that music is, today, finally free of
any and all kind of historical imperative. What would I do.
Super Glue is what I did.”
Mark Engebretson’s Super Glue is a great new addition to the 21st Century’s varied repertoire of music for
saxophone quartet. Quartets looking for some high-quality
pop music to add to their programs should check it out. I
highly recommend it to college and professional groups.
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Advanced high school groups could also consider taking it
on. Engebretson has provided an 8ba ossia for the technically difficult soprano saxophone part in the third movement and with the exception of an eight-bar improvised solo
in the tenor saxophone part, all the parts are written out.
Enjoy the Oasis Quartet’s YouTube recording To obtain the
performance materials, visit Effiny Music’s website. §
Click Blue Links Below To View Links

Oasis Quartet
A performance of all three movements of Super Glue.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DMVg3TyULcQ&lis
t=PLyO5ltDj4-Fp1jUij2TR9ujVBbvkOagt4
•
Oasis Quartet Website
http://www.oasisquartet.com/
•
Mark Engebretson’s Website
http://home.earthlink.net/~mark.engebretson/mark.
engebretson/Welcome.html
•
Effiny Music
(publisher of Super Glue)
www.effinymusic.com
•
More Music By Mark Engebretson
Concerto for soprano saxophone:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uE37gobBJZE&list
=PLyO5ltDj4-FrB1w7y1-tfiNrEmbyQpadY
•
Recent CDs With Mark Engebretson’s Music
Drake Wind Symphony Mosaic CD
(includes Engebretson’s Duo Concertante)
http://www.amazon.com/Mosaic-Clarence-Padilla/dp/
B00HM76J8Q/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1389463140&
sr=8-2&keywords=drake+university+wind+symphony
•
Romain Howl CD
(includes Engebretson’s SaxMax and Energy Drink I)
http://www.innova.mu/albums/james-romain/howl
•
Fancher In Two Worlds CD
(includes Engebretson’s SaxMax)
http://www.innova.mu/albums/susan-fancher/twoworlds
•
Due East Simultaneous Worlds CD
(includes Engebretson’s Two Duos)
http://www.albanyrecords.com/mm5/merchant.
mvc?Screen=PROD&Product_Code=TROY1215&Store_
Code=AR&search=engebretson&offset=&filt
er_cat=&PowerSearch_Begin_Only=&sort=&range_
low=&range_high=
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Learning From The Pros
By Greg Banaszak

Saxophone Tips From Christopher Greco

C

hristopher J. Greco is an awardwinning composer, performer,
educator, and scholar of music with
interests covering a broad spectrum of
musical disciplines. He has followed a path
in music of discovery and accumulation,
and composes and performs a broad and
diverse range of chamber, concert hall, and
jazz music. He draws from the music traditions of the past and the present within the
worlds of twentieth century music, jazz,
non-western, popular, and the classical
repertoire.
Trained as a multi-instrumentalist and
composer in Los Angeles, Dr. Greco served
on the music faculty at Pepperdine University, UCLA, University of Maryland, and
Wor-Wic Community College. He received
B.A. music and M.A. music composition
from California State University Los Angeles, and the
Doctor of Musical Arts Degree
in performance (saxophone)
from UCLA. Currently, Dr.
Greco is an associate professor
of music and teaches music
theory, applied woodwinds,
composition, chamber music,
orchestration, and History of
Jazz at Benedictine College.

suggested many times before by many a
wonderful woodwind teacher, and we all
agree that long tones, a primary example,
are absolutely necessary for the advancing saxophonist. Long tones refine a
fundamental of wind playing that one
cannot do without, the development of a
long, steady, highly controlled air column.
Therefore, we would employ long tones as
one type of warm up to do routinely, and
with an expanding aspect of the exercise
utilizing the overtone series. There are
many approaches to the long tones, and
each individual player determines the
particular exercises that I would suggest
to them.
For example, a student who demonstrates an air column that fluctuates
while maintaining a simple long tone, a
single held note for a duration determined by their
breathe, needs to practice
single held notes for an entire
breathe. The issue is the
student’s inability to maintain a measured and gradual
long exhalation that is entirely without fluctuations.
Therefore, this particular
student would have as one
kind of long tone exercise the
practice and development of the long, straight tone, measured exhalation of a single pitch supported by a steady air
column of unwavering speed. The ability to hold a steady,
pure, straight column of air is the core of wind players’
fundamental skills.
Another example of primary warm-ups I would suggest to
the advancing saxophonist is consistently practice a highly
varied routine of the fundamental patterns of our musical
languages (scales, arpeggios, and intervallic relationships).
The advancing saxophonist is to routinely work the scale
patterns, arpeggios, and interval studies, which includes
scales beyond the major-minor system, at a variety of
speeds and with a variety of articulations. This is key, our
“benefits of variety” principle, to be committed to varying
the routine with a number of different speeds, and a great
variety of articulations. This also includes different applications of detached and slurred tonguing that manifest subtle

The way to navigate in a world that
is in a state of flux is challenging,
and in one way the music establishment has responded to this unstable
environment in the music field is by
offering the newly developed “entrepreneurial” musicianship degree.

BEING WELL PREPARED: THE BENEFITS
OF VARIETY
Warm-up routines are very important, and I would suggest they are routinely adjusted and varied according to
the particular areas of technique being addressed. I believe
incorporating a principle of “the benefits of variety” fosters
a musician who is well prepared for today’s musical demands and requirements, and one who will be aligned and
sensitive to the currents of our highly varied global musical
environment.
The “benefits of variety” are, in the simplest terms, the
principle that one incorporates in their practice schedule a
wide variety of approaches, routines, and repertoire. The
results will be the advantage of developing a broad and
inclusive skill set capable of operating at a high level in a
variety of musical languages.
Several standard warm up exercises I suggest have been
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differences in attack and release.
According to the level of the student, which determines
the materials I recommended, there is also an evolving
quality that I foster. This is simply the practice of, once a
particular pattern is committed to muscle memory, and is
maintained through repetition, we then evolve and move
to build further from that point of patterning to a more
involved or complex expansion of it.
What I prefer in a classical saxophone sound is a full,
warm, focused, well supported, highly resonant quality
that seamlessly moves through registers. Encouraging the
student to be aware of the cavity, which needs to be sensitive to shape according to range and tonal color, and to be
aware of the throat, which needs to be open and relaxed, is
very important. These areas would also be part of the warm
ups I would introduce to the advancing saxophonist if they
had not previously been developed to the degree of being
natural.
BUILDING YOUR JAZZ
AND CLASSICAL REPERTOIRE
Music is an aural practice, and listening is truly one of
the most essential and best ways to acclimate oneself to the
breadth of all musical styles, and to acclimate oneself to the
variety of music languages and repertoire. There is a wonderful pool of outstanding performers on all instruments
practicing their craft, and performances and recordings are
the primary source for today’s listening experiences.
I suggest listening to all instruments, but for our purposes here all wind, saxophonists, and string instruments
would be at the top of the priority list. The reason for this
is simply that the classical and jazz saxophonist can learn
from any instrumentalist who is an excellent performer. A
variety of topics such as performance practice issues, representative composers of stylistic genres, and the cornucopia
of instrumental colors, timbres, and textural combinations
are at the advancing saxophonists disposal to learn more
acutely when his/her attitude and attention is open, broadminded, and attentive.
Further on point, I would like to mention another thought
on the notion of listening and attentiveness. Listening will
involve recordings and live performances, and I encourage as many live performances one can manage to attend.
Recordings are such a tremendous advantage for musicians
these days, because we have within our immediate reach
the entire world of music. All musicians are in a special
place right now because of the wealth of listening opportunities outside of live performance.
But with attentive listening, as opposed to inattentive, we
gain the most. One can be listening to music, but one might
not hear, or, understand. We must be open and engaged
when listening, focused, and our attention should not be
divided. This is true attentive listening, and when engaged
listening is practiced the advancing saxophonist can build
their knowledge of repertoire more thoroughly, and with a
greater understanding of context and details.
THE ADVANTAGE OF ONLINE RESOURCES
With the advantage of online resources available today,
saxophonists can locate a large body of information and
recordings guided by their teacher. I would suggest, invest!
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Take a path of discovery, and invest in the recordings you
find important to you, and that are essential to your repertoire in both classical and jazz genres. Purchase literature,
purchase scores that interest you, and then practice the
literature, study the scores, engage and listen to the recordings! This is your future, and a personal library is essential.
There are numerous repertoire lists available online of classical saxophone repertoire, in addition to the one provided
by your teacher, and many of them have overlap with each
other, and are equipped with lists of repertoire in increasing difficulty for each advancing year. Begin to familiarize
yourself with these works.
For the jazz repertoire, the approach should be similar to
the classical repertoire approach. A student should be open,
broadminded, and approach the jazz continuum through
their interests, and guided by their teachers suggested
repertoire. The early building can be drawn from the standard repertoire of tunes representative of the stylistic eras
of jazz. Also, learn attentively the styles of jazz through
listening to recordings, attending performances, and diligently studying and practicing transcriptions of improvised
solos. There are specialty stations for jazz styles on the
Internet, and given the dedication, just as with the classical repertoire, the saxophonist can develop their repertoire
more thoroughly and with an understanding of the stylistic
diversity of jazz languages expected of today’s jazz musician
by following these fundamental practices.
MANAGEING ADDITIONAL INSTRUMENTS
My first piece of advice would be time management once
you’ve decided to seriously take on these additional instruments. A thoughtful and comprehensive practice routine is
the most important, because the common problem of reasonably achievable goals not being met is mostly due to not
establishing a consistent and focused routine of practicing
the clarinet and flute. This is especially more likely to occur
when the saxophonist is in the earlier stages of developing
a basic foundational technique on these two additional wind
instruments.
First, weave in between your saxophone practice sessions
a practice routine for flute and clarinet that addresses very
specific sets of goals for each instrument related to your
current level of technique. A focused short term goal targeting the level of technique one would like to achieve, and
practiced frequently, will benefit the saxophonist with the
most progress in relation to the time spent applying one’s
efforts.
THE CLARINET
The clarinet should be approached with an embouchure
that is indicative and idiomatic of the clarinet, and not the
saxophone. If the saxophonist can embrace that basic idea,
then he/she can address the clarinet with an understanding
to the unique qualities the instrument holds. The result of
this concept is, a more flexible, adaptable approach will be
fostered with the embouchure and register placement, as
well as with the tone quality and use of the tongue. Although the clarinet is clearly more connected to the saxophone technique due to both being single reed instruments.
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THE FLUTE
The flute for many can be a very different matter due
to its production of sound by aperture. The flute requires
the split hole concept of wind playing. The ability to direct
a very focused column of air to the outer edge of the blow
hole aperture, thereby splitting the air, demands a fair to
substantial amount of practice in order to produce a quality
tone with the least amount of effort.
Also, the physical balance of the instrument to the body,
a three point connection (left hand index, lower lip placement, right hand thumb and pinky) can also take some time
to get comfortable, and more natural. Frequent sessions on
both of these instruments with a thoughtful and comprehensive routine can prove to be very beneficial, and very
self-satisfying for the rewards achieved through one’s careful efforts.
Lastly, if possible, take some additional time to study
with a clarinet specialist and with a flute specialist. This
experience with the specialists will allow you to dig deeper
and expand your knowledge base with these wonderful
wind instruments.

some this might sound idealistic, but your passion about
your work is important. Discover through questioning what
it is that excites you now. This is a great exercise to do periodically, because experiences will change you, certain goals
will be achieved, and each stage of your career deserves a
new look at the challenges, successes, and experiences that
have recently transformed you.
With a plan and goals in place, the saxophonist can make
daily steps towards these targets and sensibly achieve
them through focus and dedication. Some of the areas that
saxophonists would consider as career choices would be performing, teaching, the terminal degree (if aligned with the
individuals goals), participating and joining associations
with like-minded people, developing networking strategies,
and arranging or composing. Also, forming and/or joining a
performance group (classical or jazz) that produces tangible
results with performances, premiering new works, manifesting supportive press, and extending performances into
recording activities have proven to be an essential for the
musician determined to focus in large part in the performance area, while at the same time he also pursues auditions with established ensembles.
Lastly, professional growth activities should be a part of
the thinking process of one’s career, always improving one’s
skill set. As one example, the doubling question earlier in
this lesson discussion. If the saxophonist needs to develop
his doubling chops to increase the opportunities in jobs that
he sees close to acquisition, then getting one’s chops together would be a great professional
growth activity to pursue.

ESTABLISHING YOUR PROFESSOINAL
TRACK OF EXPERIENCES
This is a question that needs to be addressed from a different perspective, because we set as our purpose, theoretically, to address a new graduate student. This question is
quite broad, but to me it also assumes that the saxophonist
is “out there,” attempting to establish a professional track record of experiences. Therefore, our saxophonist is not a graduate student any
longer, but is one that has recently
graduated. So for all intent and purposes, let’s take it from that perspective, a recent saxophone graduate.
I would first want to know some
things about the individual before
making suggestions for “forging a
career.” For example, some things I
would like to know is their skill set,
their goals, degrees, and their present trajectory. My advice for a saxophonist “out there trying to forge a
career,” which we have assumed they
are no longer in school, is to have
short and long-term plans and goals.
The plans and goals should be practical by having considerations for
making a living. The plans should
contain goals that are achievable in
the shorter term, and also contain
more loftier and challenging goals
that are linked to longer-term plans.
This approach is a way to get to
know yourself better, to identify your
Mouthpiece
http://dejacques.com/text/about/about2.htm#mouthpiece
strengths, what your passions and
Strap
desires are, and what simply makes
http://dejacques.com/text/dstrap/dstrap.html#how2
you happy and fulfilled. Perhaps to
Music Accessories
http://www.youtube.com/deJacquesMusicalAcc
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CHANGE AND HOW TO DEAL
WITH IT
The currents of today’s music field
are in a state of flux and change.
The principle of change is essentially
good, because change is necessary
and it’s a part of the natural process of human evolution. The way
to navigate in a world that is in a
state of flux is challenging, and in
one way the music establishment has
responded to this unstable environment in the music field is by offering
the newly developed “entrepreneurial” musicianship degree.
In the music industry there are
new paradigms being established,
tested, and developed that involve
the emerging technologies and
platforms for the production, use,
and consumption of music across
the spectrum of all music genres.
There has been in the last decade the
ubiquitous concept of the “entrepreneurial” musician, a response by the
universities to create a curriculum
that can prepare the pre-professional
musician for the current conditions
awaiting the graduate musician.
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Many universities in the United States have established
an entrepreneurial degree that addresses these fluctuating
conditions by building a curriculum which trains the preprofessional musician in management, financing, marketing, alternative performance paradigms, new technologies
in media and recording, and the development of communication skills coupled with critical thinking skills.
APPRECIATE A BROAD SPECTRUM OF SAXOPHONISTS AND STYLES
For the advancing saxophonist my suggestion is to listen,
whether classical or jazz saxophonists, to a broad and
inclusive international spectrum of performers. The differences in the players and their repertoire, their performance choices, and their relationship to their unique time
and place are all available to the developing saxophonist
as wonderfully rich learning experiences. For the classical
saxophonist, they may emulate the historical approach to
the constant vibrato of a consistent speed, regardless of the
style of the work, indicative of Marcel Mule. Then perhaps
later as a result of this process of a broad and international
inclusion, you may modify that approach after listening to
the French classical saxophonist Claude Delangle, as one
example, who as a more recent contemporary player than
Mule approaches vibrato in a more subtle fashion in comparison. His approach has a more delicate and even tapering, with clear adjustments and differences made according
to the works stylistic language and tempo.
Another example of a saxophonist who makes clear adjustments with the use of vibrato according to the work is
American John Edward Kelly. In addition, Kelley produces
a much darker tone quality than Mule or Delangle, which
offers another type of interesting difference one can thoroughly enjoy in comparison to the two French saxophonists,
Mule and Delangle.
In anticipation of a possible misunderstanding, let me
refer to my comment on Marcel Mule’s constant vibrato approach. My explanation is not a critical remark of negativity, but one of observation and appreciation for it’s uniqueness of time and place. First, my view of Mule is absolutely
one of great respect, and he is of course one of my favorite
classical saxophonists. This is especially due to his crucial
role in the establishment of the classical saxophone and
subsequent repertoire, and his development of the instrument to the formal level of recital and orchestral instrument during the years of the 1930’s through 1950’s.
I believe his approach was generated in part by his violin
studies prior to saxophone, and not only the playing of
jazz music of his day and his sincere effort to emulate the
mostly continuous vibrato of his musician peers. Mule’s approach to vibrato, including the rate of speed it contained,
was pertinent to his time and place. His early studies in
the 1910’s and 1920’s would have helped establish this approach as one that is pleasing and conventionally accepted,
even though there were examples of no vibrato being performed by wind players next to him in ensembles, such as
the Garde ensemble.
In addition to these three outstanding saxophonists,
Mule, Delangle, and Kelly, I’ll list a few more for the
advancing saxophonist consistent with my suggestion to
appreciate a broad and inclusive international spectrum of
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performers across generations. But to be clear, this is not
a complete list; Sigurd Rascher, Vincent Abato, Eugene
Rouseau, Jean-Yves Formeau, Nobuya Sagawa, Jean Marie
Londeix, Hiyato Ikegawa, Douglas Masek, John Harle,
Frederick Hemke, Arno Bornkamp, Greg Banaszak, Brain
Minor, and David Brutti. As for jazz saxophonists, the
same premise applies, and I’ll list a few; Johnny Hodges,
Lester Young, Charlie Parker, Art Pepper, Sonny Rollins,
Charlie Mariano (with Mingus), John Coltrane, Gianluigi
Trovesi, Lee Konitz, Cannonball Adderley, Stan Getz, Jan
Garbarek, Steve Lacy, Kenny Garrett, Jimmy Giuffre, Rosario Giuliani, Steve Coleman, and Stefano di Battista.
Thank you Greg for the opportunity to participate, and
for all your efforts and contributions on behalf of the saxophone. Best, CJG §
Click Blue Links Below To View Webpages

Christopher Greco’s Website
http://www.chrisgrecomusic.com/
•
Christopher Greco LinkedIn Site
http://www.linkedin.com/pub/christopher-j-greco/35/
a36/5ba
•
Sound Samples From Chris Greco CDs
http://www.allmusic.com/artist/chris-grecomn0000639737/credits
•
11 Song Sound Samples From MusicDealers.com
http://www.musicdealers.com/artist/249391/want-music
•
Chris Greco’s Musician Page Site
http://www.musicianspage.com/musicians/5928/
•
Europe Jazz Network
http://www.europejazz.net/greco-christopher-j
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How Bright The Stars
Composed By Skip Spratt For Saxophone Today

A Play-Along Duet In Latin Style For 2 Altos Or 2 Tenors
Mouthpiece Skip Used On Alto
The NY USA Meyer Hard Rubber 6M measures about .077 and is original
from the 60s. I don’t believe it has been worked on.
Mouthpiece Skip Used On Tenor
The Early Babbitt Super Tone Master Otto Link USA is a 7* that measures
about .103. This was opened up to an 8 by Theo Wanne and then brought back
to about a 7* by Steve Cutcher of Philadelphia.
The mouthpieces I typically choose to play in live situations have always
been pieces with larger baffles or have been modified Meyers and Links with
baffles added. It is a pleasure to play mouthpieces like those above (without
large baffles) when playing a more traditional style such as bebop.
Skip Spratt’s Reeds
I’ve used the same “go to” reed I’ve used since 1987 - Vandoren Java 3 on
both mouthpieces. Back then I bought a Guardala Studio Alto and a Guardala
MB 1 direct from Dave Guardala I asked him what reeds he suggested for
those pieces and he said, “Java 3.” I’ve used them ever since. Tried just about
everything else along the way and have changed mouthpieces but have stuck
with Java 3 (original green box).
PLAYING THIS DUET PLAY-ALONG
“How Bright The Stars” sheet music
With mp3 Sound File
This duet is for 2 altos or 2 tenors using the same sheet music in Saxophone
Today for either combination. Everybody reads the Saxophone Today sheet
music in G on their horn.
The mp3 for alto plays in Bb concert. The mp3 for tenor plays in F concert.
Pan left or right (stereo) with speakers, to play-along with Sax 1 or
Sax 2 part. You choose.

For Skip Spratt’s Live Spoken Introduction Guide Click Link Below:
http://www.saxophonetoday.com/v/vspfiles/mp3files/HowBrightVoiceIntro.mp3

GUIDELINES FOR DOWNLOADING SKIP’S PLAY-ALONG SOUND FILES
These .mp3 Sound Files Are Playable With Apple Quicktime Or Windows Media Player
Windows Or Mac Desktop Or Laptop Computer
We recommed using the “zip” mp3 sound file (download to hard drive) version to easily download and
save to your desktop or laptop computer. You’ll have three choices (Open, Save, Save As). For Mac OS X
10 and above or Windows Vista, 7, 8 & Windows 8 Tablets it’s simple. Click Save and the mp3 will be sent
to your “download” folder to open. Click Save As to direct the file to any folder on your hard drive.
For the iPad 4, Android Tablet, iPhone, or Android phone
requireing a Live Feed, simply click the “live” un-zipped mp3 file to download and play. It also works for
Windows or Mac desktop & laptop computers.
•
Alto Saxophone Play-Along For iPad (Mac & Windows too) Live Feed
http://www.saxophonetoday.com/v/vspfiles/mp3files/HowBrightAltoSax.mp3
Tenor Saxophone Play-Along For iPad (Mac & Windows too) Live Feed
http://www.saxophonetoday.com/v/vspfiles/mp3files/HowBrightTenorSax.mp3
Alto Saxophone Play-Along Zipped File (download to hard drive)
http://www.saxophonetoday.com/v/vspfiles/mp3files/HowBrightAltoSax.zip
Tenor Saxophone Play-Along Zipped File (download to hard drive)
http://www.saxophonetoday.com/v/vspfiles/mp3files/HowBrightTenorSax.zip
Free Stuffit Expander (if needed to un-zip “zipped files”)
For Mac (free download)
http://www.stuffit.com/mac-expander-v2.html?utm_expid=63775807-12.LCa1CZ2lR1yi5WStGbW2BA.1
For Windows (free download)
http://www.stuffit.com/win-expander.html
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Latin Style

Skip Spratt

How Bright The Stars © 2013 by Spanky’s Publishing, All Rights Reserved, Used By Permission
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www.saxophonetoday.com
ZYNODOA
Timothy Roberts, saxophone
Timothy Roberts, saxophone; The U.S. Navy Band; Silvan
Negutiu, piano; Garrick Zoeter, clarinet
Timothy Roberts’ website
http://www.timothy-roberts.com/
Zynodoa Is Available From

http://www.timothy-roberts.com/discography/
Amazon and CD Baby

L

ong-time saxophonist with the United States Navy
Band in Washington, DC, Timothy Roberts, recently retired as Principal Saxophonist in 2011, and
currently serves as Associate Professor of Saxophone at
Shenandoah Conservatory in Winchester, Virginia. As a
member of this ensemble, Roberts performed for five U.S.
Presidents, many foreign dignitaries, and patrons throughout all 48 states and around the world from 1987-2011.
When not performing with the Navy Band, Roberts has
performed as a concert soloist throughout the world including performances with the National Symphony Orchestra,
and the Dallas Symphony Orchestra, among others. He
has numerous recordings for the Dorian, Delos, and Hyperion compact disc labels, and was chosen as one of four
international concerto soloists at recent World Saxophone
Congresses in both Montreal and Bangkok, along with the
North American Saxophone Alliance Conference in Iowa
City, Iowa. He remains active as a solo recitalist, recently
completing a tour of the French conservatories in Paris
and Strasbourg, culminating in a solo recital at the Selmer
Paris showroom.
Roberts has been involved in numerous commissions, including John Heins’ Concerto for Alto Saxophone and Wind
Ensemble, and Wilfred Holcombe’s Blues Concerto for Alto
Saxophone, as well as a commission consortium for John
Mackey’s Concerto for Soprano Saxophone and Wind Ensemble, recorded on this CD. In addition, he has published
over thirty articles and produced two master class CDs for
the Saxophone Journal. He received both his Doctorate of
Musical Arts and his Masters of Music degrees from the
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Catholic University of America, and his Bachelor of Music
degree at Northwestern University, where he studied with
Frederick L. Hemke.
Roberts currently makes his home in Winchester, Virginia, located in the Shenandoah Valley, the inspiration for the
title of this CD (the name Shenandoah is derived from the
name of the legendary brave Indian warrior, Zynodoa).
Zynodoa opens with John Mackey’s Concerto for Soprano
Saxophone and Wind Ensemble. A student of John Corigliano, Mackey wrote this piece as part of a consortium of organizations and universities throughout the United States,
including the Dallas Symphony Orchestra and the United
States Navy Band, among others. Comprising a little less
than half of the CD, Mackey’s Concerto is in five movements (Prelude, Felt, Metal, Wood, Finale), and musically
depicts the composer’s perception of not only the make-up
of a saxophone, but also the general make-up of a wind
band. Mackey describes this perception as follows, “…every
instrument in the band can be placed into one (or more) of
those “categories.” The brass section is made of metal, the
harp is made of metal and wood, the wind section has keys,
and so on. This realization gave me the central idea for the
piece: a multi-movement work with the inner movements
called Felt, Metal, and Wood, and with instrumentation
chosen to essentially match those materials for each movement. The outer movements would be scored for the entire
ensemble.”
The opening movement, Prelude, is a crisp, sparkling
presentation of themes by the ensemble, and Roberts’ tone
projects over the ensemble with purity of sound and clarity
of technique. Mackey’s second movement, Felt, not only
exploits the saxophone technique, but also the various
timbre changes produced by the saxophone. Each nuance of
the timbre changes is clearly heard and distinctly played by
Roberts, enhancing the subtleties of Mackey’s compositional
techniques without distorting the flow of the line and its
intent. The third movement, Metal, features the soprano
saxophone in a lyrical setting with essentially brass and
percussion. Roberts’ beautifully controlled tone quality
shines throughout the movement as it rises to an elegant
climax in the saxophone’s upper register before returning
back down to the middle register with a warm, and delicate
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tone. Wood uses mainly woodwind instruments and written
in a tango style. Roberts’ soprano sound is appropriately
flavored with just the right amount of emotion to portray
the tango-influenced movement accordingly. The Finale is
a virtuosic display of saxophone technique adeptly played
by Roberts, and culminating in a flurry of excitement by the
soloist and ensemble.
Guillaume Connesson’s Techno-Parade was originally
written for flute, clarinet, and piano. A piece that is propelled by driven rhythms and pointed articulations, Roberts
and the ensemble blend well and are able to match their
interpretive approach to present a unified sound throughout the composition.
One of the first original works written for the saxophone
was Jules Demersseman’s Fantasie on an Original Theme
in 1864. An early work involving technical command of
the saxophone, Roberts’ saxophone sings during the lyrical
sections, while his technique easily negotiates the technical demands of the piece and shapes it into an enjoyable,
stylistic period piece.
Glint by Roshanne Etezady, was originally written and
recorded by saxophonist Timothy McAllister. A non-stop
piece for saxophone and clarinet, Roberts and, clarinetist Zoeter, do a fine job of matching each other’s intensity
and drive, and provide ample technical skills to allow the
individual parts to blend when necessary, as well as act as
a foil for one another. Precision and accuracy of the musicians marks the success of the performance of this piece on
this recording.
Roberts’ transcription of Amy Marcy Cheney Beach’s
Romance for Violin and Piano is a delightful piece written
in a romantic style during the turn of the twentieth century
in the US. Lush and lyrical, Robert’s playing not only portrays the style of the piece, but also its emotional depth and
charming lyricism.
The CD concludes with Australian composer, Mathew
Orlovich’s Crazy Logic. Written for alto saxophone and
piano Crazy Logic was composed and premiered in 2006.
The piece begins and ends with sections replete of driven
energy created by chromatic and disjunct lines, as well as
pushing rhythms and tempos, while the middle, sparsely
notated middle section provides a calm before the final
storm. Both musicians deliver spirited performances on this
composition, giving the music vitality and life as it propels
forward, and weaves it way through the musical challenges
and moods of the piece. It is a ride not to be forgotten. §
Frank Bongiorno Review
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INFINITE BLUE
Patrick Cornelius, alto saxophone
Patrick Cornelius, alto saxophone; Frank Kimbrough,
piano; Michael Janisch, bass; Jeff Ballard, drums; Nick
Vayenas, trombone; Michael Rodriguez, trumpet; John
Chin, piano
Patrick Cornelius’ website

http://www.patrickcornelius.com
Infinite Blue Is Available From

http://www.patrickcornelius.com
Amazon and CDBaby
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nfinite Blue is the latest CD from an upcoming coming
voice on the New York jazz scene today, Patrick Cornelius. Exposed to a variety of arts, from theatre, museums, and classical music as he was growing up, Cornelius
began studying piano at an early age before focusing on his
musical studies on the alto saxophone in his hometown of
San Antonio. He later went on to attend Berklee College of
Music for his undergraduate degree, and later, the Manhattan School of Music for his graduate degree, eventually culminating with an Artist Diploma from the Juilliard School.
Actively involved in composition, as well as performance,
Cornelius has received accolades as a composer by garnering consecutive Young Jazz Composer awards from ASCAP
in 2005, 2006, and 2007 for his compositions Unfinished
Business, Winds of Change, and Brother Gabriel. He
remains very active as a performer and has performed at
numerous jazz venues throughout the worlds, including
Ronnie Scott’s, London Jazz Festival, and Pizza Express
in London, and The Blue Note, The Rubin Museum, The
Jazz Gallery, Smalls, and The Bar Next Door in New York,
continues to be one of New York’s most respected up-andcoming young jazz musicians. His previous albums have
included, Lucid Dream, Fierce, and Maybe Steps, released
on Posi-Tone Records.
The opening cut, Regent Street, kicks the CD off quickly
and sets the tone of what’s to come. The ensemble propels
forward in an up-tempo swing, with bouncy confidence and
ease. Solos by Cornelius, Vayenas, and Kimbrough are
tightly spun within the fabric of the arrangement, adding
to the texture with colors and accents. The title cut, Infinite
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Blue, is a much more relaxed tune with flowing lines and
slightly shifting moods. Soloists glide through the changes
in mood smoothly and paint their own lines within the soft
framework of the composition.
Intro to Waiting begins simply with the stark sound of
the solo bass playing rubato, before the rhythm section,
and then the horns chime in with a homophonic, slow
moving line of long notes seguing into Waiting. Essentially
subtle in its presentation, Waiting provides the musicians
a vehicle for delicate, gentle playing, and they do just that.
Ensemble and solo performances are thoughtful and sensitive, but with emotion and direction.
Puzzler is an up-tempo composition with a disjunct,
fragmented melody played in unison by the trumpet and
saxophone, reminiscent of the Mile Davis quintet of the
60’s with Wayne Shorter. Solos are catapulted immediately
after the melody is played, and are driven with energy and
fire, individually, and for a short period, collectively. Given
the difficulty of the composition and tempo, the ensemble
and soloists perform effortlessly while displaying inspired
creativity.
Cornelius’ Unfinished Business has a nice, settling groove,
and arranged adeptly for alto saxophone and trombone with
rhythm section. In the Quiet Moments provides, as the title
suggests, quiet, peaceful passages for Cornelius to show
his ballad-like style as a composer and performer. Solos by
Kimbrough and Cornelius are appropriately sparse of notes,
but showing much style and gentleness.
As with the other cuts on the CD, the next to last cut, My
Green Tea, was written by Cornelius. A lively excursion
for Cornelius and the rhythm section, the musicians glide
smoothly through the changes and subtle kicks within the
composition present an enjoyable musical outing for the
listener. The final cut, Projection, written by pianist John
Chin, is a lovely Latin-grooved composition that provides a
nice foil to the other compositions on the CD, but is still a
nice fit overall as Cornelius and the musicians are in sync
with their creative juices and musical intuition.
Infinite Blue is an enjoyable CD with compositions that
come to life with musicians who are able to not only play
music, but also communicate music. §
Frank Bongiorno Review
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JOURNEYMAN
Brandon Wright, tenor saxophone
Brandon Wright, tenor saxophone; David Kikoski, piano;
Boris Kozlov, bass; Donald Edwards, drums
Brandon Wright’s website

http://www.wrightjazz.com/

Journeyman Is Available From

http://www.wrightjazz.com/
or
http://www.posi-tone.com/journeyman/journeyman.
html
Amazon and CDBaby
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randon Wright’s second album, Journeyman is a
collection of tunes, including six original tunes,
featuring Wright along side fellow members of the
Mingus Big Band rhythm section (i.e., Kikoski, Kozlov, and
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Edwards). Although a relatively newcomer to the New York
jazz scene, he has slowly, but surely, established himself
as an emerging new voice to hear. His performing credits
include playing with the Maria Schneider Jazz Orchestra,
the Mingus Big Band/Dynasty/Orchestra, the Chico O’Farill
Latin Big Band, the John Fedchock New York Big Band,
Doc Severinsen, Fred Wesley, and Tony Bennett, and most
recently, performing and touring internationally as a member of Chuck Mangione’s working group, and as a member
of Max Weinberg’s Big Band. He grew up in Woodcliff Lake,
NJ, and later went to school at the University of Michigan,
as well as the University of Miami. During this time he
won the 2004 North American Saxophone Alliance Jazz
Competition, and was selected for the 2005 Henry Mancini Institute. In addition to his credits as a sideman, he
is active with his own quartet with appearances at Dizzy’s
Club Coca Cola, Jazz at Kitano, Smalls Jazz Club, Smoke,
Zinc Bar, Trumpets, The Tanglewood Jazz Festival, and the
Kennedy Center in Washington, DC.
The opening tune, Shapeshifter, is an original Wright
composition based upon the standard What Is This Thing
Called Love by Cole Porter. The tune and performance immediately sets the mood and style of the CD with a hardhitting pace of post-bop. Solos by Wright and Kikoski are
energetic and drive the music to excited levels of intensity
and originality. After a uniquely fresh interpretation of Better Man, by Eddie Vedder, the CD continues with five more
original compositions by Wright, Walk of Shame, Illusions
of Light, Big Bully, Choices, and Search for the Truth. Each
of Wright’s tunes is written with a different style that is
unique for each tune, and the musicians easily adapt to the
style changes with ease and conviction. Walk of Shame is a
funk/R&B tune that rocks from the first note to the hardhitting last chord. Wright slows it down with the next cut,
Illusions of Light, and showcases his pensive writing and
playing style that flows lyrically from the written note to
the sounding music. Big Bully is a driving, animated composition with melodic and harmonic challenges negotiated
handedly by Wright and the ensemble. Solos by Wright,
Kikoski, and Edwards are perfectly rendered with technical
mastery, but also with passionate resolve. Opening with a
short vamp in the bass, Choices is a light and tender composition with a subtle underlying groove that does not assert,
but rather functions as the underpinning for the composition and allowing the musicians to float their melodic ideas
and interpretation over top. While Search for the Truth has
a similar light approach to its essence, the composition is a
little slower, has an assertiveness to it with an occasional
backbeat, and Kikoski opts for the unique sound of the
Fender Rhodes. Solos by rendered by Kikoski and Wright
are thoughtful yet replete with feeling and direction.
The remaining compositions also vary in style, as well as
origin. British pop band Oasis’ Wonderwall is transformed
into a jaunty vehicle for Wright and the ensemble to romp,
while Hoagy Carmichael’s classic standard, The Nearness of
You, settles the ensemble into a pensive mood showcasing
Wright’s gentle, lush tone over a tasteful backdrop provided
by the rhythm section. The CD concludes with a lively rendition of He’ll Make Me Happy from the Muppets’ library of
tunes.
Overall the CD reflects variety and interest expected in
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a jazz CD, but Wright’s Journeyman also provides music
played at a high level with taste and creativity.
Billy Kerr Reviews
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MAGIC 101
IPO Recordings, IPOC1023
Frank Wess, tenor saxophone
Frank Wess, tenor saxophone; Kenny Barron, piano; Kenny
Davis, bass;
Winard Harper, drums
MAGIC 201
IPO Recoridngs, IPOC1025
Frank Wess, tenor saxophone
Frank Wess, tenor saxophone & flute; Kenny Barron, piano;
Russell Malone, guitar; Rufus Reid, bass; Winard Harper,
drums
Frank Wess’ website

http://hpnewyork.com/music/musicians/FrankWess/
Frank.html
Magic 101 & 201 Is Available From

http://www.iporecordings.com
Amazon and CD Universe
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n October 30, 2013, the world lost one of the best
musicians ever to breathe life into this music we
call jazz. Also on that day, the world lost one of
the greatest, funniest and most down-to-earth individuals
to ever breathe air. In both cases, the name is the same,
Frank Wellington Wess.
Wess was born on January 2, 1922, in Kansas City, Missouri. He received his first saxophone at age ten, studying
alto when the family moved to Oklahoma, and later tenor
in Washington, D.C. Wess was in the Army from 1941-1944
and upon release played in bands led by Billy Eckstine,
Eddie Haywood and Lucky Millinder. After his time on
the road he moved back to Washington where he began
flute studies in 1949. In 1953 Wess got the call from Count
Basie, with the promise of more exposure, in his new band,
which would come to be known as the “New Testament”
band. Wess found himself in the company of other soon to
be stars such as Frank Foster, Joe Newman, Thad Jones,
Ernie and Marshall Royal among others, playing music
written primarily by Neal Hefti, Ernie Wilkins and Foster.
During his time with Basie, Wess began making a reputation for himself as a tenor soloist, alto player, arranger and
last but not least, one of the most important voices in jazz
Saxophone Today

flute.
Upon leaving Basie in 1964, Wess moved to New York
City, where he became involved in studio work (as a member of the “Dick Cavett Show” orchestra), recording studios
and pit bands in Broadway musicals. He led several small
groups, including a quintet co-led with Frank Foster called
“Two Franks,” and the “New York Jazz Quartet,” co-led
with pianist Roland Hanna. In addition, Wess led his own
big band that toured Japan, and played lead alto in Toshiko
Akiyoshi’s big band for many years. In 2007, he was named
a Jazz Master by the National Endowment for the Arts.
These two CDs were recorded in June and September, 2011
respectively, when Wess was 89 years old. The music is a
mixture of standards and jazz standards, as well as several
originals penned by Wess. Incidentally, “Magic” was Frank
Wess’s nickname.
Wess grew up in an era when jazz musicians learned from
their predecessors, but set out to find their own personal
voice and style right from the ‘git go.’ “Clonyism” was neither expected nor accepted. Wess’s main influences on tenor
were Ben Webster, Coleman Hawkins and Lester Young; on
flute he was peerless, pointing the way practically singlehandedly, for the rest to follow.
That tenor style is heard immediately with the opener
of 101, Say it Isn’t So. Taken at a medium-up tempo, after
Barron’s intro, Wess brings the melody in with short jabs,
and just enough punch and humor to make you smile. His
sound is round, dark and fluid, and his buoyant approach
to line just sits on top of the time. Wess solos first, laying
down one pithy motive after another, each one combining into a great statement at the end of each phrase. His
technique is not as fast as it used to be, but no matter, his
solo just swings its brains out, something that is often lost
in performance of younger players. Barron and Davis are
up next with their own tasty solo excursions before Wess
brings the tune back full circle.
Three ballads are up next, the first Ray Noble’s The
Very Thought of You, employs the entire group. Here Wess
shows just what a master he was at melodic playing; every
note has a purpose and meaning. You can really hear the
influence of Ben Webster within Wess’s own personality.
Barron plays a particularly beautiful solo chorus before
Wess takes the tune home. The next two tunes feature
tenor and piano alone, starting with Pretty Lady, composed
by Wess. The beautiful, haunting melody is made more so
by Wess’s delicate approach, using just a bit of vibrato here
and there, caressing each note, while Barron plays a completely unencumbered accompaniment. Both men show just
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how effective economy in music can be. The last of the duo
of tunes is the great Harold Arlen and Johnny Mercer torch
song, Come Rain or Come Shine. This tune and the performance by Wess and Barron demonstrate what the blues is
all about; this track is just dripping with “soul.”
Two more tracks of interest are the last two of the CD,
Blue Monk and All Too Soon. The former is taken at a
medium groove tempo, starting with Barron playing two
layback choruses. Wess comes in with the famous melody
as if he were born to play it, as a matter of fact. He is in for
the first solo as if he were preachin’ to the congregation, as
soulful and swingin’ as all get out. It’s as if he had a sign
out saying, “The Truth Spoken Here.”
All Too Soon has Wess playing solo tenor in all his glory.
Those roots spoken of earlier, particularly with respect
to Ben Webster, are present for all to hear. Wess plays
a chorus and a half of melody and basic outlining of the
harmony, no excessive flamboyance or calisthenics; just
lovely music, right down the final note, the dominant, a fat,
mellow low Bb.
Magic 201 opens with one of the very best tunes ever
written, the Johnny Burke and Jimmy van Heusen opus,
It Could Happen to You. Taken at a nice, relaxed, mediumup tempo, Wess “sings” through the familiar melody and
into the first solo. His one chorus solo is very much in the
Lester Young mode, short melodic statements placed here
and there, like so many pieces of wisdom distributed by a
wise sage. He is followed by excellent one chorus solos by
Barron on piano, and Malone on guitar before Wess and
Reid, on bass, trade eights for two choruses before packing
for home. Nothing fancy, just good, honest, swinging music,
the kind that takes about 250 years of collective experience
to perform.
Like 101, this CD has a fair share of ballads, the first of
which is the little heard, A Cottage for Sale, by Willard Robison and Larry Conley. The first half chorus is performed
in a businessman’s bounce and as a duet with Malone, who
provides some very tasty accompaniment on guitar. Piano
and bass join in at the bridge giving the tune a cushion of
velvet. Another, even more obscure ballad follows, this one
written by Roland Hanna for Coleman Hawkins, called
After Paris. The gorgeous melody is putty in the hands of
Wess, who shapes each note as if each one were made of
gold. The other two ballads on the disc are Embraceable
You, by the Gershwins and a Wess original, If You Can’t
Call, Don’t Come. Both cuts offer all you need to know
about playing ballads.
The Summer Knows (the theme from the movie, “The
Summer of 42”), by Michele Legrand and the Bergman’s,
is surprisingly the only track where Wess plays flute. He
plays a chorus and a half, a capella, and while it’s not the
Frank Wess of old, it is still beautiful. His sound is full,
warm and sweet. He plays a simple chorus of melody and
then a jazz chorus laying all of his credentials on the table,
leaving no doubt as to why he has been considered one of
the grand masters of jazz flute.
Blues for Ruby, by the leader, is a low down “dirty rotten
blues,” complete with twangy guitar, courtesy of Malone.
The tempo is right in the pocket, giving everyone a chance
to get down and funky.
The CD closes with the little heard, If It’s the Last Thing
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I Do, by Sammy Cahn and Saul Chaplin. The cats play it in
a nice medium-tempo groove, once again swingin’ like mad,
the tenor solo is “the gospel according to Frank Wess.” A
fitting closer for this giant of this great music called jazz.
On a personal note, I knew and worked with Frank Wess
for the better part of twenty years when I lived in New
York, the first time was on the Broadway show “Annie.” In
that time, I witnessed what it meant to be a first class, full
time musician, having a commitment to playing the music
at the highest level, even if the music itself was not at the
highest level. Frank was always on time, ready to work,
pleasant, funny and generous. Nobody disliked Frank.
Nobody. He had a low-key sense of humor, always laying
everyone out with a sure fire one liner; he laid his clarinet
over his lap, looking at us and said, “This thing was invented by five different cats that didn’t know each other.” Every
once in a while you would hear him utter, “Poor Frank,”
just as we were beginning a cue.
He was generous with his time and much more. One night
in the pit, Frank turned to me a said that Johnny Griffin
was playing at the Village Vanguard for a week (one of his
first trips back to the U.S. in years). Frank wanted to know
if I was going to go and hear him, and I told him I didn’t
think I would. Frank did a 90-degree turn in his chair and
said; “Now “B,” as soon as we get out of the pit, you call
home and tell your wife you’ll be home late tonight, and
you’ll be going with me to the Vanguard.” I was Franks’
guest, lock stock and barrel; he introduced me to Griffin,
sat with Lockjaw (Eddie “Lockjaw” Davis) and Clark Terry.
At the end of the night Frank drove me back home just
because, that’s the kind of guy he was.
After Frank left the show, we still worked together from
time to time; I worked for him on gigs he contracted and
we worked together on Toshiko Akiyoshi’s band as well. It
was always great to see Frank, and he always treated you
as though you were the most important person in the world.
He was one of kind, the best kind.
Dear François, we will miss you, rest in peace. §
Billy Kerr Review
FOUR OF A KIND
Fortitude Records FR005W
The Miami Saxophone Quartet
Gary Keller, soprano saxophone; Gary Lindsay, alto saxophone; Ed Calle, tenor saxophone;
Mike Brignola, baritone saxophone; Jim Gasior, piano;
Chuck Bergeron, bass; John Yarling, drums, Svet Stoyanov,
marimba; Brian Lynch, trumpet
The Miami Saxophone Quartet’s Web-site:

www.miamisaxquartet.com

Four of a Kind is available from:
Amazon, CD Baby and CD Universe
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ince its inception in 1996, The Miami Saxophone
Quartet has proven itself to be one of the most versatile and far reaching quartets anywhere, performing
a wide variety of styles including jazz, Latin and chamber
music. All of the members are top notch, professional freelance musicians and two of the members, Gary Keller and
Gary Lindsay are full time faculty members at the University of Miami. This, their fifth CD, is a compilation of
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two live performances at the U of M Gusman Concert Hall,
recorded February 1, 2010 and January 30, 2012. In addition, the group is accompanied by a rhythm section and two
guest soloists.
The music is a mixture of jazz standards, originals and a
nursery rhyme. With the exception of one piece, all of the
music was written and arranged by Lindsay and in a word,
the writing is superb. Lindsay, who is director of the studio/
jazz writing and DMA jazz composition programs at U of
M, obviously “took private” himself and went to ALL of the
lessons. His use of color, voicings, texture and imagination
gives the music life. The quartet’s tight-knit ensemble playing, makes the music take off.
The CD opener, Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star, or more to
the point, “Three Variations on Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star,” arranged by both Lindsay and Calle, is the only piece
that does not use the rhythm section. The theme is presented in more or less chorale fashion; the first variation is
a light jazz waltz with some very nice counterpoint, the last
variation is a funky, down-home, bluesy take on the tune.
The rhythm section makes its’ first appearance on Lindsay’s
Don’t Look Back, a medium-tempo tune that has a basic
thirty-two bar form, with each sixteen bar section employing a four bar tag. The quartet plays the relaxed melody
with beauty and ease, reminiscent of the way sax sections
used to sound, in the days before saxophone players were
required to stick their fingers in a light socket BEFORE
PERFORMING….(but I digress). Pianist Gasior is in for a
tasty chorus before the groove changes to straight eighths
where the quartet plays an interlude loaded with wonderful counterpoint, introducing the next soloist, Brignola on
baritone. Brignola’s solo starts on a pedal point leading into
the changes of the tune with sax backgrounds, still in the
straight eighth groove. Brignola comes from the Pepper Adams, Ronnie Cuber school of baritone playing, aggressive,
and in your face, employing nice lines with great command
of the altissimo range. The group goes back into four to
bring the piece back home.
Another feature for Brignola is the Ellington masterpiece,
Sophisticated Lady. Brignola plays the melody beautifully
over the imaginative Lindsay harmonies played by the
saxes with clarinet lead. This track features wonderful solos by pianist Gasior and altoist Lindsay as well as Brignola
himself.
The most venturesome piece on the recording is Lindsay’s, Prelude-Invention-Suspension. The piece opens with
Svet Stoyanov on marimba, playing the opening prelude,
which introduces the melodic and harmonic ideas to follow.
The saxophones (and rhythm section) join in for further
exploration of the melodic line; again, Linsay’s use of
counterpoint is sensational. Keller solos, accompanied by
bass, drums and marimba before another interlude featuring interplay between the saxophones and marimba. The
groove turns decidedly more rock and funk oriented when
Calle solos before the recap of the theme.
The last three pieces are of special interest, starting with
the famous Ralph Burns tune, Early Autumn. Originally
written for the Woody Herman band, this rendition features
the great New York trumpeter, Brian Lynch. Trumpet and
saxes play the first eight bars sans accompaniment, again
with lovely harmonies and voicings provided by Lindsay.
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The rhythm section joins in for the rest of the head and a
terrific solo by Lynch. Next up, It’s a Raggy Waltz, by Dave
Brubeck, is done in what Lindsay calls a “re-composition”
of this well know piece. The arrangement is terrific and features excellent solos by Brignola, Casior, Keller and Calle.
The CD closer, Sweet Bread, a Lindsay original, is a swinging “blues with a bridge.” The solo order is Lindsay, Brignola, Calle, Keller, Lynch and everybody plays their tails
off. This tune cooks from beginning to end, a great way to
close the recording.
The Miami Saxophone Quartet brings many “gifts to the
table.” They not only have a great understanding of ensemble playing, but each member is a first-rate jazz soloist.
The music they play is interesting, varied and filled with
adventure, a combination that makes the listener want to
come back for more. §

...continued from page 33
other or two, go to a bar with friends. If you are spending
fifty hours a week in a practice room, you are missing the
larger point of the college experience. Work hard, play hard,
and most importantly embrace life as it happens in a flexible and considered way. Life will always provide you with
challenges, and it is important to gain the skills, resources
and friendships to weather the inevitable personal storms
headed your way.
Well-rounded experiences will also allow you to transfer
the richness and depth of emotions from your life through
to your music. The great Italian violinist and composer
Niccolò Paganini (1782-1840) was justly celebrated for his
phenomenal and revolutionary performances which were
full of show-stopping virtuosity. However, critics often
cited that his melancholic slow-movement playing was the
true emotional highlight of his concerts. By any standard,
Paganini lived a wildly full and debauched life in addition
to many hours of intense musical practice. His personal life
was clearly expressed in his performances and compositions,
leaving us with music that is ripe with pathos, imagination, and emotion. Many other famous virtuoso musicians
(Liszt, Schumann, Beethoven, Chopin, etc.) also had similar
extra-musical associations with their music, and there is no
reason you cannot as well. Live these coming years to their
absolute fullest and translate your experiences into your
music.
Summary:
The points stated in this article should help to foster an
environment in which you can thrive. A rewarding study of
music is dependent upon many skills, choices, and self-made
opportunities. The success and direction of your future
career depends upon how you live your student life today.
Don’t waste it! Work hard and enjoy the rewards. §
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A

proper warm-up is crucial to developing many
fundamentals of saxophone playing. When warming
up, we prepare our bodies and minds for the next
five hour non-stop, no bathroom break, no chit chat practice
session. Back on earth, an hour and a half session is an
adequate amount of time to enable ourselves to warm up
properly, cover other fundamentals, and work on literature. For many people, marathon practice sessions only
lead to fatigue, frustration and smashed reeds. Beginning
with long tones is a wonderful way to remind us of proper
breathing (inhaling and exhaling), embouchure formation,
sound, and control. Long tones are also great for beginners
learning to take deep breaths, form a good embouchure, and
hold a steady sound through proper exhaling and embouchure control.
Our attitude while warming up carries into how we
perform. It’s easy to blow off simple mistakes such as a bad
articulated start or lack of steady sound in long tones but
that lapse of discipline while playing long tones can make
its way into our performance.
I remember reading Saxophone Journal several years ago
and noting how a particular saxophonist did their warm-up.
I don’t recall if I had a specific warm-up routine at the time
but now I was going to have one. After doing the same routine for several years, I was becoming bored with my warmup and realized it wasn’t addressing all the needs of playing

the saxophone. As all music is not monotonous, I figured
my warm-up shouldn’t be as well. I’ve compiled a brief list
of suggested long tone warm-ups that enable the saxophonist to execute a wide variety of saxophone essentials.
When performing every long-tone, strive for evenness in
sound with no ‘bumps’ due to poor air control or unsteady
embouchure. For each exercise, start on middle D, rest four
beats, and go down chromatically to low Bb. The next day,
start on middle D and go up chromatically to palm key F or
F#. Set the metronome to quarter note = 60 and have fun.
Depending on the piece, long-tones can be modified to
serve as a warm-up to a piece. When I was working on
Steady Study on the Boogie by Christian Lauba, I would
warm-up on ppp long tones using one of the 30+ multiphonics from the piece. Or, if I’m having a difficult time remembering a specific tempo, I’ll perform my long-tones using
that tempo so there is plenty of time to let the tempo settle
into my head. For True Confessions by Charles Stolte, my
warm-up was long tones on the overtone series.
As you master these warm-ups, feel free to mix them
together as you work your way up or down the chromatic
scale. For instance, play middle D using exercise 3; C#
using exercise 1; C using 2; B using 5; etc. I’m finished, it’s
your job to do the rest. Give my exercises 1 through 6 a try.
§

1. niente cres. ff decres. niente

2. Sustain pp
Be careful with this one. It is very telling how much air control you have by how
steady you can hold a note at pp.

3. Sustain mf
This one is great for beginning students learning to control air and embouchure and
develop endurance.
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4. Sustain ff
While inhaling deeply, let your stomach push out due to the diaphragm’s downward motion. Keep your sound within your intended means – stay in control.

5. If you’re familiar with vibrato, this is a great reinforcing exercise to establish control.
Pulse vibrato to the rhythm shown.

6. Sustain non-metered vibrato.
For this exercise you don’t have to pulse a specific rhythm such as the previous exercise
but practice using vibrato at various speeds and width. Since all music is not the same,
we don’t want to be locked into one style of vibrato.

Click Blue Links Below To View Webpages

Saxophone Warm-up exercises from Hello Saxophone
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-D2pfn0hH5w
•
Saxophone Warm Up: Overtones, Forearms and Fingers
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fz0Hrd4l7RY
•
Walter Beasley Sax Lessons #6 Saxophone Warm-Up
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xm5gos_XVS4
•
Sax Warm-Ups (Chris Farr)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2dpj5iT-0o
•
Saxophone Warmups - Cannonball Saxophone Artist Elan Trotman
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q7a1s9UVYFU
•
Sax Warm-up Exercises
http://www.howcast.com/videos/512849-Sax-Warmup-Exercises-Saxophone-Lessons
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Saxophone
SAX DAKOTA XG SERIES SAXOPHONE

SAX DAKOTA XG SERIES SAXOPHONE
ur new “DAKOTA XG TYPE” Alto & Tenor saxophones recently introduced to the world market
are available in two (2) custom metallic finishes: Hand
Rubbed Antique Bronze throughout or Matte Black
Body with Silver Plate Bell/Bow/Neck contrasted with
18K Gold keys/key cups/key guards and trim.
Both models reflect the original innovative design and
specifications for all Dakota Saxophones.
• OVERSIZED GRADUATED BELLS:
5.32” ALTO/6.26” TENOR
• DOUBLE KEY ARMS FOR ALL BELL KEY CUPS
• 77% COPPER CONTENT BRASS ALLOY
• FAST TAPER NECK DESIGN
• SOLID STAINLESS STEEL KEY RODS
• LOW PROFILE KEY CUPS AND PADS
• TEMPERED BLACK OXIDE SPRINGS
Owning a Sax Dakota XG TYPE Saxophone will be
thrilling, and it’s the connectionbetween the instrument
and the player that will impress you most. “XG SERIES
SAXOPHONES will transform beauty and performance into
outstanding levels of personal satisfaction every time you
perform on stage. Custom rare Mother of Mother of Pearl
key tips add a new dimension of beauty to both the Bronze
or Gold plated key cups. All models some standard with
artistic hand engraving on both the bell and neck.
The XG TYPE Sax Dakota Series is designed to bring you
optimum intonation, exceptionally reliable mechanical action plus a rich sound quality that goes beyond any sax on
the market today.

O
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Our ergonomically shaped keys, key arms and spatulas
are just the beginning of the exhilaration you will experience when you first road test a Sax Dakota XG Alto or
Tenor saxophone.
SUGGESTED RETAIL PRICE
• SDA-XG 303 or 404 Alto Sax: $3,375.00
• SDT-XG 505 or 606 Tenor Sax: $3,675.00
SaxDakota Webpages
SAXOPHONES
http://www.saxdakota.com/products.html
Visit: www.saxdakota.com or contact email: pjlabiz2@aol.
com for additional information

www.MusicMedic.com
PAD CUP AND TONE HOLE PLIERS
hese simple but effective pliers make quick work of
repairing or rounding tone holes and pad cups. The
unique angle on the front of the plier allows you to get
into tight spaces when a pad cup or small tone hole rim is
bent down. The flat and round jaws of the plier are buffed
smooth to work without marring the pad cup or tone hole of
any brass bodied instrument.
• Length: 5.70in. or 145mm
• Width of Tip: 10.2mm.
MusicMedic Webpage YouTube Video
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_
embedded&v=MGk_5KM1E7k
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www.MusicMedic.com

PAD CUP
AND TONE HOLE
PLIERS

MEDIUM
PARALLEL
PLIERS

SMALL
POST FITTING
PLIERS

MEDIUM PARALLEL PLIERS
ur Medium parallel pliers are excellent for all jobs
needing a flat surface. The pliers are spring loaded for
easier handling and feature a textured handle. These pliers
feel good in the hands and the larger surface area keeps a
solid grip on parts. The parallel action of these pliers allows
for maximum contact with the key or rod surface, minimizing any marring or damage to soft brass key work.
• Length: 5.5 inches or 13.8 cm
• Jaw Thickness: 7.6mm
MusicMedic Webpage
http://www.musicmedic.com/catalog/products/tool-pl251.
html

O

SMALL POST FITTING PLIERS
he Small Post Fitting Pliers are designed to work with
smaller woodwind instruments. These pliers will allow
you to swedge posts on flute, oboe and clarinet, as well as
saxophone side keys where the Large Post Fitting Pliers
don’t reach. Use these pliers on any instrument post where
clearance is an issue.
This tool features a radiused anvil that has exactly the
right curve to safely and accurately shrink the opening in
the post for a tighter fitting rod. The jaws have also been
designed to protect the radiused anvil from accidental
crushing. The precision milled surface of the opposite jaw
lets you work on the post without marring it, and the textured handle allows for a safe and comfortable grip.
• Plier Length: 4.5” (11.5cm)
• Jaw Width: 0.25” (6.3mm)
MusicMedic Webpage
http://www.musicmedic.com/catalog/products/tool-pl451.
html

T

KNIPNEX PARALLEL SWEDGING PLIERS
(two sizes – small and medium)
e wanted a plier of impeccable quality for our parallel swedging pliers. The Knipex plier with adjustable,
parallel action jaws was the perfect choice. The smooth
machined jaws and holes will hold keys firmly to allow for
maximum control. The adjustable sliding jaws allows the
technician to easily swedge a key on any of the holes in the
plier, and the bottom jaw self aligns quickly and easily over
the key.
Unlike most key swedging pliers, the Knipex pliers have
a massive amount of gripping power which will speed up

W
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KNIPNEX
PARALLEL
SWEDGING
PLIERS

LARGE NYLON
JAWED PARALLEL
PLIERS

the process of key swedging without overly marring keys.
Technicians can squeeze the pliers to swedge and then reposition the key quickly to swedge in a new position. You do
not need to twist a key in the jaws to swedge. Turning the
key and repositioning the key greatly reduces marring compared to twisting the key. The superior quality and function
of these pliers are the reason they are the GO TO pliers at
the key work station in our shop.
We surveyed an extensive range of woodwind instruments
when deciding on the hole diameter for these pliers. If there
is an additional size of hinge tube you need please email us
and we can make a custom set for you.
The Small Plier is in thousandth’s of an inch to provide
a closer fit to the smaller hinge tubes of flute, clarinet and
oboe. The hole diameters are:
• 0.125” (3.1mm)
• 0.142” (3.6mm)
• 0.157” (3.99mm)
The Medium Plier is in metric for use with saxophone.
The hole diameters are:
• 4.0mm
• 4.5mm
• 5.0mm
MusicMedic Webpage
http://www.musicmedic.com/catalog/products/tool-pl550.
html

LARGE NYLON JAWED PARALLEL PLIERS
hese large parallel pliers have plastic lined jaws to
protect the finish of keys. The screw allows you to set
the jaw width or hold parts firmly.
• Length: 6.5 inches or 16.5 cm
• Jaw Thickness: 12.2mm with plastic
MusicMedic Webpage
http://www.musicmedic.com/catalog/products/tool-pl252.
html
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Vandoren

Vandoren Grows The Sax Harness Business
December 2013, Chicago, IL
ince its release earlier in 2013, saxophonists around the
world have been lauding the Vandoren Universal Saxophone Support System. Its even distribution of the instrument weight and multiple comfort and security adjustments
have made it a hit among sax players at all levels.
Bass clarinetists, bassoonists, and very tall saxophonists
have been asking if there is a way to extend the length of
the securing cord on the harness to suit their needs. Now
there is with the new FNH101 – the Vandoren “Long” Universal Support System.
“When the Harness came out, we were surprised by the
number of questions from bass clarinetists and bassoonists
on adapting it for their instruments,” commented Vandoren
Brand Manager Andy Blanco. “We took those requests to
heart and now offer a “Long” model that will work with
those instruments. It will also help sax players with long
torsos who need that extra bit of give to get their horns to
the proper height.” Berklee baritone sax professor Danny
Harrington added, “This harness is by far the best one I’ve
ever tried and believe me, I’ve tried them all.”
For more information on both sizes of the Vandoren
Universal Saxophone Support System and the entire line of
Vandoren products, contact DANSR, Inc. at information@
dansr.com or 312-475-0464.

S

Contact for further information:
Andy Blanco
312-475-0464, ext. 202
andyb@dansr.com
www.DANSR.com
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Optimum Performance With The New AL5 Optimum
Alto Saxophone Mouthpiece From Vandoren
December 2013, Chicago, IL

V

andoren has added another option to the best-selling
Optimum line of alto saxophone mouthpieces with the
new AL5.
Like the popular AL3 mouthpiece, the AL5 offers even
intonation and ease of response. Its slightly more open tip
and subtle interior changes provide a different color in the
saxophonist’s palette.
“When the AL3 was introduced, it quickly became the
go-to mouthpiece for alto saxophonists and band directors
around the world,” offered Andy Blanco, Vandoren brand
manager for DANSR Inc. “The AL5 builds on that success,
combining what players love about the AL3 with a little
added projection and tone color.”
James Bunte of the University of Cincinnati College-Conservatory of Music added “I am honestly going to be recommending that my students check out the AL5. It seems to
have that great dark core that the AL3 has, but the slightly
wider tip opening makes it more dynamic, and able to take
more air.”
For more information on the AL5 Optimum Alto Saxophone Mouthpiece and the entire line of Vandoren products,
contact DANSR, Inc. at information@dansr.com or 888-7074455.
Contact for further information:
Andy Blanco
312-475-0464, ext. 202
andyb@dansr.com
www.DANSR.com
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Vandoren Honors The Tenor Greats
Of The Past And Present With Its Newly Revamped
V16 Metal Mouthpiece Line
November 2013, Chicago, IL

A

fter over a decade of great music, the coveted V16 line
of metal tenor saxophone mouthpieces by Vandoren is
undergoing a redesign and expansion to appeal to an even
wider range of tenor players.
The new exterior shape and interior design evokes the
sound of famous metal tenor mouthpieces of years gone by
with the two additional chamber offerings: the Medium
chamber for players seeking the 1950s jazz aesthetic and
the Large chamber for players preferring the 1940s sound.
The existing models are still available, now renumbered to
a simpler system, akin to the Vandoren ebonite line as well
as popular vintage mouthpieces.
“Tenor players have been telling us what they are looking
for and we listened,” commented Dansr President Michael
Skinner. “We’ve talked to the best: Branford Marsalis,
Ralph Bowen, Scott Hamilton, the list goes on. Warmth
and great subtone? These mouthpieces have that. Edge and
power? They have that too. And, unlike many of the custom
mouthpieces, these metal mouthpieces sound great and are
affordable, which for me is a huge breakthrough.”
The new V16 Metal Mouthpieces will be available in
Spring of 2014 and will be on display at the NAMM Show
and the NAMM VandoJam.. For more information on these
mouthpieces and the entire line of Vandoren products,
contact DANSR, Inc. at information@dansr.com or 888-7074455.
Contact for further information:
Andy Blanco
312-475-0464, ext. 202
andyb@dansr.com
www.DANSR.com
Vandoren Expands Its Popular Masters
Clarinet Mouthpiece Line
December 2013, Chicago, IL

T

he revolutionary Masters clarinet mouthpiece line by
Vandoren has been expanded with the addition of the
‘13’ series which is pitched at A=440. Previously available in two distinct models, Vandoren has also added the
CL6 model to the ‘13’ series as well as the standard A=442
series.
The Masters line was introduced in 2011 and features
a unique exterior shape and chamber design, allowing
for a resonance and tone color unlike any other Vandoren
mouthpiece. It is revolutionary in that it has the performing characteristics of an expensive, handmade mouthpiece
at a fraction of the cost while featuring classic Vandoren
consistency.
The CL6 is designed for clarinetists preferring a slightly
more open mouthpiece. Vandoren has also added an entire
line of 13 Series Masters mouthpieces, pitched at A=440 for
American orchestral players and anyone seeking a slightly
lower pitch.
“These new additions really make the Masters a complete
Saxophone Today

line,” offered VP of Sales and clarinetist Gary Winder. “A
Masters in the 13 Series is something players have been
asking for since the initial release. Between that and the
CL6, which gives that extra bit of projection and flexibility some players desire, there’s something here for every
clarinetist at a price point well below custom mouthpiece
makers.”
For more information on the Masters Clarinet Mouthpieces and the entire line of Vandoren products, contact
DANSR, Inc. at information@dansr.com or 312-475-0464.
Contact for further information:
Andy Blanco
312-475-0464, ext. 202
andyb@dansr.com
www.DANSR.com
The VandoJam Continues To Grow
December 2013,
Chicago, IL

B

uilding on an
extremely successful VandoJam series in
Paris and New York,
Vandoren recently
returned to Chicago
on November 20 at the
legendary FitzGerald’s
Nightclub. “The monthly New York VandoJam has been a huge hit,” commented
Vandoren Brand Manager Andy Blanco. “We decided the
time was right to bring it back to Chicago – and indeed it
was. The room was filled with some of the top players in
town and it ended up being a fantastic night of music. We’re
looking forward to more of them in 2014.”
“VandoJam has now become a brand,” commented
DANSR president Michael Skinner. “Vandoren has committed considerable resources to ensure that the tradition of
jam sessions where so many have started their careers will
continue.”
The popularity of VandoJam is no more evident than in
California at the NAMM show. “Since the initial session in
Austin, Texas, the VandoJam has continued to grow,” continued Blanco. “So much so that we’re moving to the larger
(not to mention more convenient) Avalon Room at the
Anaheim Hilton. We simply outgrew the previous venue.”
This year’s lineup includes Jam stalwarts Eric Marienthal
and Jerry Vivino along with East Coast tenor titan Ralph
Bowen. There will also be an opportunity for sax players to
try the new Vandoren V16 metal tenor mouthpieces, available in Spring of 2014.
For more information on the VandoJams in Anaheim,
Chicago, and New York, contact DANSR, Inc. at information@dansr.com or 312-475-0464.
Contact for further information:
Andy Blanco
312-475-0464, ext. 202
andyb@dansr.com
www.DANSR.com
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www.jodyjazz.com
JodyJazz HR* Baritone Mouthpiece

JodyJazz Introduces JET Series
Saxophone Mouthpieces

www.jodyjazz.com
JODYJAZZ INC
Contact: Colin Schofield
Phone: 912-964-4705
E-mail: Colin@JodyJazz.com
1335 Lynah Ave, Suite 112
Savannah, GA 31408
Phone: 912-964-4705
Toll Free: 866-563-9529
Fax: 912-233-4991
JodyJazz Saxophone End Plugs

JodyJazz Expands Popular HR*
Series With New Baritone Saxophone
Mouthpiece
Savannah, GA – JodyJazz Inc, the world
renown makers of premium quality saxophone mouthpieces,
has announced the introduction of a new Baritone model to
its best-selling HR* Series. Already offering a comprehensive selection of Soprano, Alto and Tenor models in the HR*
Series of mouthpieces, the new HR* Baritone now completes
this very popular range. The HR* (pronounced “HR star”) is
a hard rubber saxophone mouthpiece aimed at professionals
and students looking for a traditional but versatile mouthpiece.
“My goal in creating the HR* Series mouthpieces was to
make a traditional hard rubber sax mouthpiece that can
sound beautiful, but also give good strong projection when
necessary,” said Jody Espina, Founder and President of
JodyJazz Inc. “The differences in my design come from the
particular facing curve, the exact size and shape of the
chamber and our commitment to quality control. Like the
other HR* models the new HR* Baritone model is a very
free blowing with an even sound from low to high.” The new
HR* Baritone mouthpiece is suited for Traditional Jazz,
Big Band, Straight-Ahead and Bebop, but also has enough
power for more modem styles.
Like the other models in the series, the new HR* Baritone is sure to become a favorite of band directors for its
ability to blend in with a section.The JodyJazz HR* Series
mouthpieces are constructed from specially sourced hard
66

rubber that has the look, feel and sound of
vintage hard rubber sax mouthpieces. The
round chamber provides a round sound
in contrast to the more focused sound of a
square chamber. This allows the HR* to
sound very pretty and the medium chamber allows the piece to have very good
projection when pushed. The mouthpieces are faced on a
special facing machine and then meticulously hand finished
and play tested, making them some of the most sought after
mouthpieces on the market.
The new JodyJazz HR* Baritone mouthpiece is available in 5, 6, The new JodyJazz HR* Baritone mouthpiece is
available in 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9 tip opening sizes. It comes with a
Ligature, Cap and Mouthpiece Pouch.
JodyJazz Introduces New JET Series
Saxophone Mouthpieces
Savannah, GA – JodyJazz Inc, one of the original pioneers
and innovators of modern saxophone mouthpiece design,
has announced the introduction of an all new range of
mouthpieces named the ‘JET’. The JET Alto model shall be
the first in the series to be launched, followed by Tenor and
then Baritone and Soprano in the future.
Made on the company’s new five-axis CNC mill in their
factory in Savannah, Georgia, the new JET Saxophone
mouthpiece series has been developed to add a brighter,
bolder sounding mouthpiece to the JodyJazz range. The
JET is made using many of the same state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques developed by JodyJazz during the
design and development of their award winning DV series.
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“With the new JET we’re launching a USA-made contemporary mouthpiece design with many characteristic we have
not offered in our range to this point,” commented JodyJazz
President, Jody Espina. “This mouthpiece will please professionals and students alike so it was also important to be
able to offer it at an affordable price,” he continued.
The JET is constructed from the same premium polycarbonate material as the company’s now discontinued Classic
series and shares many similar characteristics. However
the new JET features a new chamber and facing curve to
deliver a noticeably brighter and more focused sound. The
new JET is plenty versatile enough to serve intermediate
and advanced students but professionals and players at all
levels will also appreciate their playability and effortless
Altissimo.
The experience of playing the JET can probably best be
summed up by Espina who said, “It’s just fun to play…it’s
like jumping in to a powerful little sports car!”
The new JodyJazz JET Alto mouthpiece is available in 5, 6,
7, 8, 9 & 10 tip opening sizes.
Like all JodyJazz mouthpieces, every single JET mouthpiece is fully gauged and play tested by experienced saxophone players before it leaves the factory.
The new JodyJazz JET Alto mouthpiece comes with a
Rico H Ligature, Cap and Mouthpiece Pouch.
JodyJazz Expands Accessories Range With
New Saxophone End Plugs
Savannah, GA – JodyJazz Inc, the world-renown manufacturers of premium quality saxophone mouthpieces has
expanded its line of saxophone accessories with the introduction of the new JodyJazz Saxophone End-Plugs.
Saxophone End plugs are devices commonly used for the
important purpose of protecting the octave mechanism and
neck socket of the saxophone while it is disassembled or
in its case. There are many different designs and types of
End Plug available but the new JodyJazz End-Plug really
take a step up in quality and its deep black finish with gold
engraving makes it one of the most stylish on the market.
Available for Alto and Tenor Saxophones the new JodyJazz saxophone End-Plugs are individually crafted from the
finest materials with great attention to detail.
JodyJazz’s new saxophone End Plugs feature an innovative ‘o ring’ system to always ensure the perfect fit.
“I’ve wanted to create a really good-looking, elegant End
Plug for a long time,” said JodyJazz President, Jody Espina.
“Remembering to use an End Plug to protect your horn
while in the case is so important,” he continued. “I think
players will want to use our End Plug because they’ll want
to show off such a fine looking accessory.
JodyJazz is even offering the option to have your JodyJazz saxophone End-Plug personalized. For a small additional surcharge the company will engrave your name on
the end. This feature will also be offered to select retailers
who will have the opportunity to have their store name
engraved on the end turning the End Plugs in to powerful
promotional tools.
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The New Standard In Alto Saxophone Neck Design

T

he new standard in alto saxophone neck design is made
of solid copper tube, with nodal weights, threaded tenon, and power pip, heavily engraved, and the lower weight
is attached at the pressure nodes of G and D. This is the
alto version of our “Evolution” neck series. You’ll notice the
“stepped taper” in the tube, which is my exclusive cutting
edge of saxophone technology design. If you’re not playing
Saxgourmet, you’re not playing the best available. Available at www.nationofmusic.com For more information email
us at saxgourmet@cox.net.
The Saxgourmet Power Plate Ligature

T

he Saxgourmet Power Plate Ligature does what a
ligature is supposed to do: hold the reed securely in
place while allowing it to do it’s job of vibrating freely. This
ligature does not dampen the vibrations, and will greatly
improve the response of your mouthpiece. The contact plate
is hand adjusted, and the entire ligature is beautifully
gold plated. Available at www.nationofmusic.com For more
information email us at saxgourmet@cox.net.
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16,261 Views On YouTube

Click Link Below To View Greg Fishman’s Hip Licks For Saxophone Video

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2XPnhKQP-g&feature=youtu.be

Click Link Below To Visit Greg Fishman’s Website

www.gregfishmanjazzstudios.com
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